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.1,0&DUN : CHAPMAN & HALL, 193, PICCADILLY, 
Advertisem:nts to be sent to the Publishers, and ADAMS & FRANSITS, 59, Fleet Street, E.S. 
71e right of Translation is reserved.) 
[Price One Shilling. No. I] APRIL, 1870. 
49, 50, & 51, NEW BOND STREET. 
The Largest in London, offering the best Selection of every description of 
Pianoforte, by BROAD WOOD, COLLARD, ERARE, and CHAPPELL. 
ATTENTION IS ESPECIALLY DRAWN TO 
1 CHAPPELL'S 
TWENTY GUINEA PIANOFORTE, 
WITH CHECK ACTION. 
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Mahogany, or Canadian Walnut Case, Compass6i Octaves, C to A. With Perfect Check Action, 
Trichord Treble, and all the latest Improvements. 
AWARD OF THE JURY. 
"PRIZE MEDAL to CHAPPELL & CO., 50, New Bond Street, London, W., for 
the 20 Guinea Pianette, Quality not sacrificed to Cheapness,' and for Excellence 
in Cottage Pianofortes." Vide Report of the furies, 1865, p. 53. 
Pianofortes, from 20 to 200 Guineas, are on View, for SALE, for HIRE, and for IdtaF 
on the 'THREE YEARS' SYSTEM; also, every variety of 
HARMONIUM, 
ALEXANDRE, 
FROM 5 TO 180 GUINEAS. 
ILLUSTRATED LISTS, either Of PIANOFORTES or HARMONIUMS, sent post free, on application. 
A liberal Discount for Cash, and to Members of the Civil Service land other 
Co-operative Societies. 
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EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 
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JAY'S. 
XTR1ORDINAR Y RISE in SILKS. 
The price of Silks in the raw material has already 
risen 15 per cent., and it will soon reach a far greater per- 
centage. Messrs. JAY therefore invite their numerous 
patrons ta take advantage of the stock they have on hand, 
which they can flow dispose of on favourable terms, but the 
same qualities will naturally be more costly as the prices of 
silk fluctuate ta a higher average. 
JAY'S. 
I RICH FRENCH SILK DRESSES. 
White Mixed with black, £2 15s. each. 
JAY'S. . 
J A_ -17- S 
LONDON GENERAL MOURNING WAREHOUSE, 
247, 249, and 251, REGENT STREET, LONDON, 
TWO DOORS FRom OXFORD STREET. 
STEAM WORKSCOACH AND HORSES YARD, W. 
THE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, BOUND IN CLOTH, POST FREE FOR 
TWO STAMPS. 
MR. STREETER, 
87, CONDUIT STREET, 
Machine Made Jewellery, in 18 Carat Gold. 
Machine Made English Lever Watches & Clocks. 
"By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations 
of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine properties of 
well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately- 
flavoured beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills."The Civil 
Service Gazette. 
James Epps & Co., lioanceopathic:Chemists, London. EPPS'S COCOA. 
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING. 
PART 1S70. a 
' 
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2 EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 
HOWARD & SONS, 
DECORATORS & CABINET MANUFACTURERS BY STEAM POWER, 
25, 26, & 27, BERNERS STREET, LONDON. 
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25, 26, & 27, BERNERS STREET, LONDON. 
ROOM BORDERS, from 6s. per Yard. 
LAID WITHOUT DISTURBING FLOOR. 
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"Theirs are the finest."ART JOURNAL. 
"Some of them, are wonderfully executed."TimEs. 
POMPEIAN STUDIO, 
110 & 108, 
REGENT STREET, 
AND AT 54, 
CHEAPSIDE. 
THE 
STEREOSCOPiC 
COMPANYPhotographers to H. R. H. the Prince of Wales, and to 
H.R.H. the Duke of Edinburgh. 
DRESSING ROOMS AND LADY ATTENDANTS. 
All the Celebrities in the World arranged in Books, 
The Last and Finest Portrait of Mr. CHARLES DICKENS forwarded post free for 13 stamps. 
JUST TAKENA Portrait of the young and beautiful Mrs. 'LOWRY, as the 
"Lady Elizabeth." Post free 13 stamps.The demand for this charming portrait is unprecedented. 
alUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY. 
FIRST-CLASS SUBSCRIPTION 
FOR A CONSTANT SUCCESSION OF THE BEST NEW BOOKS, 
ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM. 
THE NAMES OF NEW SUBSCRIBERS ARE ENTERED DAILY. 
BOOK SOCIETIES SUPPLIED ON LIBERAL TERMS. 
Prospectuses postage free on application. 
THE LONDON BOOK SOCIETY, IN CONNEXION WITH MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY. 
MIJOTES LIBRARY MESSENGERS deliver the New Books at the Residences of Subscribers in every part ot 
London and the Suburbs, on a plan which has given general satisfaction for many years. 
TBE NAMES OF NEW SUBSCRIBERS ARE ENTERED DAILY. 
Prospectuses postage free on application. 
CHEAP BOOKS-NOTICE. 
PURCHASERS of BOOKS for Public or Private Libraries, Secretaries of Book Clubs and Institutions, 
Merchants, Shipping Agents, and others, are respectfully invited to apply for 
MUDIE'S CLEARANCE CATALOGUE FOR APRIL. 
This Catalogue contains more than One Thousand Popular Books al the lowest current prices. 
vs. All the Books in Circulation, or on Sale, at MIIDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY may also be obtained with the least possible delay by all Subscribers ta MILWE'S MANCHESTER LIBRARY, Cross Street, Manchester; and from all Booksellers in connexion with the Library. 
MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON. 
CITY OFFICE-4, KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE. 
EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 3 
TERMS FOR 
ALBUM PORTRAITS: 
12 for 10s. 
Photographers 
' 
4 EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 
MACMILLAN AND CO.'S 010 
RECENT NOVELS, &C. 
EST ELLE R U SS E L L. By the Author of "The 
Private Lifo of Galileo." 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 21s. [This day. 
,THE STORY OF PAULINE. An Autobiography. 
By G. C. CLIMES. 2 NAB. Crown 8vo. 21s. j [This day. 
OLDBURY. By Miss A. KEARY. 3 vols. Crown 8vo. 
31s. Cd. 
THE CAGED LION. By the Author of "The Heir 
of Redelyffe." Illustrated. Crown 8vo. 6s. [This day. 
,THE LILY OF LUMLEY. By EDITH MII.NER. 
Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. 
DOVE IN THE EAGLE'S 
DYNEVOR TERRACE. 
By Hon. Mrs. NORTON. NEST. REALMAH. 
By ARTHUR HELPS. 
MACMILLAN AND CO., LONDON. 
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MALBON E. An Oldport Romance. By T. W. 
HIGGINSON. Foolscap 8vo. 2s. Gd. 
MACMILLAN & CO.'S SIX-SHILLING SERIES. 
By CHARLES KINGSLEY. By HENRY KINGSLEY. 
-WESTWARD HO! GEOFFRY HAMLYN. 
HYPATIA. RAVENSHOE. 
HEREWARD THE WAKE. AUSTIN ELLIOT. 
TWO YEARS AGO. HILLYARS AND BURTONS. 
LEIGHTON COURT. 
By MISS YONGE. SILCOTE OF SILCOTES. 
HEIR OF REDCLYFFE, 
HEARTSEASE, 
DAISY CHAIN, 
THE TRIAL, 
HOPES AND FEARS. 
Illus- 
trated. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
JANET'S HOME. 
TOM BROWN AT OXFORD. 
By the Author of "Tom BrOWIeS School tlys.' 
CLEMENCY .FRANKLYN. 
A 
YOUNG STEPMOTHER. By the Author of " Janet's Horne." 
A SON OF THE SOIL. 
CLEVER WOMAN OF THE 
FAMILY. OLD SIR DOUGLAS. 
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GRIFFITH AND FARRAN'S NEW WORKS, 
IN ELEGANT CLOTH BINDINGS. 
The GOOD ST. LOUIS AND HIS TIMES. By Mrs. BRAY, 
Author of" The Life of Stothard," "Borders of the Tainar and Tavy," Be, Post sco., price 7s. en. 
" A good, accurate, and painstaking monograph of St. Louis's life and contemporary history."-Literary Churchman. 
"The style of the narrative is bright and picturesque, and the facts derived from the careful study of the best 
authorities."- Guardian. 
We have here the history of one of the most saintly, and yet most secularly, interesting of mediatval Icings admi- 
rably supplied in these pages."-Tintes. 
"A valuable and interesting record of Louis's reign. It is an accurate and well-connected biography, abounding in 
anecdote, and full of the romance of Eastern warfare."-Spectator. 
PATRAN- A_S ; or, Spanish Stories, Legendary and Traditional. 
Illustrations by EDWARD H. BORBOULD. Post Ove., price SS. 
" A valuable contribution to the legendary literature of England."- Westminster Casette. 
" Delightfully chivalrous, quaint, and truly Spanish."-Monthly Packet. 
"Told in a lively and graphic mariner, and introduces to us pleasantly the quaint humour of the Spaniards."-Times. 
ANCESTRAL STORIES AND TRADITIONS OF GREAT 
FA.MILIES. By Jorix Terras. With Frontispiece. Post 8vo., price 7s. ad. 
" Very agreeable reading, for every page is a bit of wonder, showing that truth is indeed strange, and that there is 
no romance like the romance of history."-Art-Jourval. 
ILLUSTRATED WORKS FOR THE YOUNG. 
FAVOURITE FABLES in PROSE and VERSE. 
With 24 beautiful Illustrations by HARRISON Wmu. 
Small 410., price es., extra cloth; 7s. 6d., cloth 
elegant, gilt edges. 
" A moat beautiful book. Illustrations, binding, letter- 
press and paper, all of the very best."-Daily :Yeas. 
" The illustrations are wonderfully graphic and appro- 
priate."-Vte Queen. 
JOHN DEANE of NOTTINGHAM ; his Ad- 
ventures and Exploits. By W. IL G. KINGSTON. Ss. 
"Full of interest mid variety."-Daily News. 
TALES of the WHITE COCKADE. By BAR- 
BARA HUTTON. Price 5s 
"A most pleasant and well-Nvritten narrative of the 
Stuarts in their exIle."- Times. 
" All lovers of the romantic stories of the two Pre- 
tenders will welcome the book."-Daily News. 
THEODORA : a Tale for Girls. By EMILIA 
MARREAT NORRIS. Price 40. 6d. 
"'the characters are well drawn-the interest un- 
flagging."-Art-Journal. 
MILLICENT and her COUSINS. By the Hon. 
AUGUSTA. BETHELL. Price as. 6d 
" Bright, sparkling, and full of life."-Guardian. 
BERTRAND DU GUESCLIN, the Hero of 
Brittany. By E. BONNECHOSE. Translated by MA 
Jonas,. Price 2s. 6d, 
The HISTORY of the ROBINS. By Mrs. 
Tanoont. With 21 Illustrations by HARRISON 
WEIR. Small 4t0., prise es., cloth extra ; is. Cd, 
cloth elegant, tilt edges. 
"The delicious story of Dicksy, Flapsy, and Pecksy 
who can have forgotten it? Harrison Weir is the painter- 
laureate of the lower world."-Art-Journak 
The LITTLE GIPSY. By 
.. 
. ELIE SAUVAGE. 
Translated by ANNA BLACKWELL. Profusely Illus- 
trated by LORENE BRUICH, Price 5s., cloth extra; 
6.3., cloth elegant. 
"An exquisite story."-Athenawm. 
"Cleverly told and still more cleverly illustrated."- 
Times. 
FROM PEASANT TO PRINCE; or, the Life 
of ALEXANDER PRINCE MENSCHIKOFF. 20. est. 
ROSAMOND FANE; or, the Prisoners of St. 
James's. By I11. and C. Lgn. Price 3s. Gd, 
"A capital story of the escape of James, Duke et 
York."-Literary Churchman. 
ADVENTURES of HANS STERK, the South 
African Hunter and Pioneer. By Captain Dail-sox. 
Price as. 
"Front first to last it is fuller life and variety, and will 
also give boys some knowledge of the people of South 
Africa, and their mode of life."-Noncomformist. 
STRANGE STORIES of the ANIMAL WORLD. 
By JOHN TIBBS. Illustrations by ZWECTIER. Post 
8vo., price 60., cloth. 
OLD NURSE'S BOOK of RHYMES, JINGLES, 
and DITTIES. 90 Illustrations by CHARLES 
NETT. 3s. Cd, plain; es., coloured, gilt edges. 
The ATTRACTIVE PICTIIRE-BOOK. A New 
Gift from the Old Corner, containing numerous Illus- 
trations by Eminent Artists. Price 30. Cd. plain, 
bound in an elegant cover ; 7s. 6d. coloured; Ins. 6d. 
on cloth and coloured 
The STOLEN CHERRIES; or, Tell the Truth 
at Once. By Emma. NIARNTAT NORRIS. Price 
20. 6,1. plain; 30. 6d coloured, gilt edges. 
COUSIN TRIX, and her Welcome Tales, By 
BEORGIANA BRAIN. 30. 6d. plain; 4s. 6d. coloured, 
gilt edges. 
The BEAR KING. By JAMES GREENWOOD. 
Illustrations by GRTSET. Price 3e. 6d. plain ; S. 
coloured, gilt edges. 
HELEN in SWITZERLAND. By the Hon. 
AUGUSTA BETHELL. Illustrations by WHYDIBEn. 
Price 3s. 6d. plain; 4s. 6d. coloured, gilt edges. 
WILLIAM ALLAIR ; or, Running away to 
Sea. By Mrs. HENRY Woon. Price 2s. est. 
The FAIRY TALES of SCIENCE. By J. C. 
BROMIC. 16 Illustrations by C. Il. BENNETT. 
The BOTS OWN TOYMAKER. By E. LAN 
DELLS. 200 Engravings. Price 20. ed. 
The GIRL'S OWN TOYMAKER. Fourth 
Edition 200 Engravings. Price 20. 6d, 
GRIFFITH e. FARRAN, CORNER OF ST. PAUL'S CHURCHYARD. 
50. 
II 
A GUINEA BOOK for 12s. 64. 
Gems of Nature and Art. Illustrated 
with 24 very beautiful Coloured Plates. The per- 
fection of colouring combined with the most exquisite 
taste. Crown 4t5., elaborately bound. 
The Hallowed Spots of Ancient Lon- 
don. With Illustrations. By ELIZA METETABN. 
Crown 4to. Printed on Fine Paper, elaborately 
bound and gilt, 10s. 6d. 
Eadie's Biblical Cyclopsedia. Illustra- 
tive of the Old and New Testament. By the Rev. 
Joins EdDIE, D.D., LL.D. With Maps, prepared 
expressly by W. and A. E. JOHNSTON, and numerous 
Pictorial Illustrations. Large post 8vo., 700 pages, 
handsome cloth, price 7s. 04. 
Eadie's Classified Bible : An Analysis 
of the Holy Scriptures. Illustrated with Maps. 
Post 8vo., handsome cloth antique, Ss. 6d.; morocco, 
16s. 
Cobbett's (William) Advice to Young 
Men. Rap. Ove., cloth, 20. 6d. ; gilt, elegant, 3s. 
Cobbett's (William) Cottage Economy; 
Relative to matters deemed useful in the conducting 
the affairs of a Poor Man's Family. New Edition, 
Revised by the Author's Son. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 
2s. est 
Cobbett's(William)English Grammar. 
With an Additional Chapter on Pronunciation. By 
J. P. CORBETT. Cloth, Is. 64. 
Cobloett's (William) French Grammar. 
No better extant. Cloth, 30. 64. Exercises and 
Key, 2s. 
Cobbett's (William) Legacy to Par- 
sons. Now ready, a New Edition. Cloth, Is. 6d. 
" The most powerful work of the greatest master of 
political controversy this country has ever produced."- 
Pali Mall Gazelle. 
Creation's Testimony to its God : the 
Accordance of Science, Philosophy, and Revelation. 
By the Rev. THONAS &toe. In handsome cloth, 
bevelled boards, 5s. 
Cruden's Concordance to the Holy 
Scriptures. By the Rev. JOHN EADIE, D.D., LL.D. 
Cloth, 35. 64. 
Dallas's (W. S.) Popular History of 
the Animal Creation. With many hundred Illustra- 
tions. Crown eve., cloth, 80. 64. 
Domestic Medicine (Dr. Spencer 
Thomson's): a Dictionary of Domestic Medicine and 
Household Surgery ; with an Additional Chapter on 
the Management of the Sick-room. Invaluable to 
Mothers. New Edition, thoroughly revised, Illus- 
trated. Post Ove., cloth, 85. 64. 
Eadie's (Dr.) Dictionary of the Holy 
Bible: designed chiefly for the Use of Young Per. 
sons. With numerous Illustrations. Eleventh 
Edition. Small flee., cloth antique, red edges, 2s. 6d. 
EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 
CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO.'S ANNOUNCEMENTS. 
Earth Delineated witkPen and Pencil, 
The: an Illustrated Record of Voyages, Travels, 
and Adventures all Round the World. Illustrated 
with more than 200 Engravings, in the Mat style of 
Art, by the most Eminent Artiste, including several 
from the master pencil of GUSTAVE DORA, Demy 
41o., 750 pages, profusely Illustrated, very hand- 
somely bound, price 11. Is. 
English Literature : A Compendious 
History of, and of the English Language, from the 
Norman Conquest. By GEORGE L. CRATE, LL.D. 
In two large 8vo, vols., handsomely bound in cloth, 
11. 5s.; in tree calf, 1/. 17s. 650. 
English Literature : A Manual of, 
for the Use of Colleges and Schools. Selected from 
the larger work. By Professor Cairn. Third Edi- 
tion. Crown 8vo., la. sa., cloth. 
Lamb's (Charles and Mary) Tales from 
Shakespeare. Edited by CHARLES KNIGHT, illus- 
trated. Small 8vo., cloth, bevelled boards, 25. ed. 
Language of Flowers, The: or, The 
Pilgrimage of Love. By THOMAS MILLER. With 
Eight beautifully Coloured Plates. Small 8vo. 
cloth, gilt edges, 3s. 6d.; handsomely bound in silk 
and morocco, 8s. 
Freemasonry, A Lexicon of. Containing 
a Definition of all its Communicable Terms. By 
ALBERT G. MACKEY. Handsomely bound in cloth, 5s. 
Many Thoughts of Many Blinds : 
Being a Treasury of Reference, consisting of 
Selections from the Writings of the most Celebrated 
Authors. Compiled and analytically arranged by 
HENRY SOUTHGATE. Eighteenth Thousand. Square 
8vo., printed on toned paper, elegant binding, 120. Od.; 
morocco, N. ls. 
"The produce of years of research."-Exaininer. 
Paley's Natural Theology ; or, The 
Evidences of the Existence and Attributes of the 
Deity. ,With Illustrative Notes and Dissertations 
by Lord BROUGHAM and Sir C. Bard,. Cheap Edition. 
In 1 vol., 16mo., cloth, 30. 6d. 
Rankine's Machinery and Millwork : 
Illustrated with nearly 300 Woodcuts. Post Eivro.,, 
cloth, 12s. ed. 
Rankine's Civil Engineering. Fifth 
Edition. Cloth, 163. 
Rankine's Applied IVIechanies. Fourth 
Edition. Cloth, 120. 6d. 
Rankine's The Steam Engine and other 
Prime Movers. Fourth Edition. Cloth, 12s. 64. 
Rankine's Useful Rules and Tables. 
Second Edition. Cloth, 9s. 
Religious and Moral Anecdotes. With 
an Introductory Essay by the Rev. GEORGE 
CHEEVER, D.D. Crown 8vo., cloth, 30. est. 
Science and Practice of Medicine, The. 
By WILLIAM AITKEN, M.D. Edinburgh. Fitt:. 
Edition, revised and partly re-written. In two vols., 
Ove., cloth, price Il. 14s. 
NOTICE.-BELL'S ENGLISH POETS will shortly be re-issued in a more attractive 
and cheaper form thon any Edition of the Poets now before the Public. Of the last Edition the 
Saturday Review said :-" Mr. Bell has really conferred a boon on the English public." A more 
detailed announcement is inserted in the Atltenmum of March 26th, and other leading journals. 
[Vol. I. ready April 1. 
London : CHARLES GRIFFIN CO., 10, Stationers' Hall Court. 
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EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 
THE ATHEN/EUM 
S)nuruzif a 1Litsraturr, .tafritre, tbr Put art, uSde, anti' the Drama. 
EVERY SATURDAY, PRICE THREEPENCE. 
The Enlarged Series of the ATHENEUM commenced JANUARY 1, 1870. 
THE ATHEN2EU5I contains Reviews of all the most important Works published in 
Literature, Science, and Art. 
The following form a portion of the CONTENTS of the Numbers published to February 26 :- 
JANUARY 1.-Literature of the People-Foreign Literature of 1869: Spain, Portugal, Denmark.- 
Conington's Horace.'General Chesney's Euphrates Expedition.Messias Juelmorurn.LeRégime Constitutionnel 
Nove/s of the Week.--The Icelandic Tongue.Dr. Forbes on the Topography of JerusalernCambridgo Letter 
on the Abolition of Tests.Modern Tactics of the Three Amts.Learned Societies.Thomas Creswick, R.A. 
Academy Exhibition.Weapons of War.Christrnas Pieces.Auber's Rive d'Amour. Past and Present of 
English Music.Literary, Scientific, Artistic, Musical, and Dramatic Gossip. 
JANUARY 8.Goethe's Unterhaltungeu mit Von Miiller.Mrs. Jerningham's Journal.A Digest of 
Mohammedan Law.Lettres Choisies de Mme. de Sévigni.Jane Austen.Chinese, Japanese, and Tibetan 
Literature.Novels of the Week.Mus,e Etonenses.Il Re Nala.Comic History of the United States. Books 
of Travel.Les Pierre,: Esquisses Minéralogtques.St. Petersburg Public Library.Destruction of Monuments 
in Turkey.Entozoa.Colonel Boxer.The Moon.Astronomy in Victoria.Mineralogical Resources of Ireland. 
The Royal Academy Exhibition.Pictorial Effects in Photography.French Theatres.Dramatic Gossip. 
Balfe's ` Bohemian Girl' in Paris_Literary, scientific, Artistic, Musical, and Dramatic Gossip. 
JANUARY 15.Hereditary Dignities and Hereditary Genius.The Church under the Tudors.-Merivale's 
Homer.L'Europe Politique et Sociale.Home Life of Sir David Brewster.Delia.Ancient Laws of Ireland: 
Senchus M6rAutour d'une Source.Fairy Fancies, &c.The Magyars and the Nationalities M. Azaky. 
Metallurgv.Archxology and Art at Rome.Mr. Street on Old Buildings.Royal Academy.Mr. Chorley on 
Madame Emile de Girardinigusical Prospects.Opera in Paris.Gilbert's Burlesque of Tennyson's ' Princess.' 
Literary, Scientific, Artistic, Musical, and Dramatic Gossip. 
JANUARY M.Memoirs of Sir George Sinclair.Wiclif's Trialogus.Stranger of Seriphos.Nehemiab 
Wallington's Diary.Han. Colin Lindsay's Evidence for the Papacy.Queensland.The Private Life of Galileo. 
People of India.Annals of an Eventful Life.Professor Vambéry on Central Asia.Our Letter from Cambridge 
Celts, Saxons, and Professor Huxley.The 'Transition from Pike to Musket. Masterpieces of Italian Art. 
Geology and RevelationCoronation of the Virgin.Royal Acadenly.Robertson's 'Nightingale ' at the Adelphi 
French Opera Houses.Literary, Scientific, Artistic, Musical, and Dramatic Gossip. 
JANUARY 29.Land Tenure in Modern Russia.Mr. Rossetti's Shelley.Mr. Hughes's King Alfred. 
Pumpelly's Journey across AmericaThe Life of Bergenroth.The Pentateuch.Oxford Reforms.The Celt 
and the SaxonAlexander HerzenThe Cambridge Shakespeare.M. Sainte-fleuves Library.Anatomy in 
Italy -The Lives of Sir Charles Eastlake and John Gibson.The Excavations at St. Martins-le-Grand.Mr 
Penley.Art in Bavaria.Chilpéric.'Twixt Axe and CrownConcerts of the Week.-3,4olière's Birthday. 
L'AffranchiLe Theatre Cluny.Mmical Notes.Literary, Scientific, Artistic, Musical, and Dramatic Gossip. 
FEBRUARY 5.American Socialists and Socialism.Farrar's Families of SpeechThe Book about tins 
Clergy.The Text of Thucydides.Count Bismark.The Waldenses.New Navels.Wesley's Place in Church 
History.New Poems.Dr. Beke on the Nile Problem.Literature in France.Newspapers in Russia.Joanna 
of Castile.Early Printing.Mrs. Janet Taylor.Mr. Rossetti's Emendations.Lectures on Surgery.The 
Bakerian Lecture.The Caradoc Field Club.Buoys Mr Night Service.Peruvian Railways.Mr. Cave Thomas 
on Mural Decorations.Mr. Solomon's Sketches.The Lacaze Gallery.Fine-Art Gossip.Pictures for the next 
Academy ExhibitionThe New Royalty Theatre.Le Vaudeville.Le Théâtre du Chateau d'Eau.Concerts of 
the WeekMusical Notes.Literary, Scientific, Artistic, Musical, and Dramatic Gossip. 
FEBRUARY 12.The Literature of the Irish Land Question.Cooltery as a Fine Art.The Andes and 
the AmazonThe Law of Bankruptcy. Hans Breitmann's Ballads.Royal Supremacy.The Independence 
of PermThe Annals of St. John's College, Cambridge.Explorations in Palestine.Oxford Reforms.The Site 
of Ai.Old English Specimens.IJhland and bis Friends.Con. Scarabelltllovernment Aid to Scientific Re- 
search.The Darien Survey.Mr. Brayley, F.R.S.Mr. Ruskin's Inaugural Address.Mosaies at Westminster. 
Water Colours at the Dudley Gallery.Miracle Plays at Ammergau.Mr. Bellew's Hanalet.'Concerts of the 
WeekThe Strand Theatre.Letters of Mendelssohn.Literary, Scientific, Artistic, Musical, and Dramatic 
Gossip. 
FEBRUARY 19.Wilkes and his Times.Van Lennep's Travels in Asia Alinor.Novels of the Week. 
. Now-a-Days.American Society.Stories of Italy and IndiaMr. Brewer on the Massacre at Rathlin.Dish 
Literature.Lectures at Trinity College, Dublin.Literary Notes.Prof. Sylvester on Mr. Clifford's Discovery. 
Pendulum Observations in India.Romes for Scientific Societies.Mr. Ruskin on "The Relation of Art to Hell- gion'The Courts of Justice.The Old Bond Street Gallery.Mr. James Holland.The Society of Female 
Artists.Archmology and Art at Rome.Concerts of the WeekThe Globe Theatre.Drury LannHaymarket. 
L'Ambigu Comique.Literary, Scientific, Artistic, Musical, and Dramatic Gossip. 
FEBRUARY 26.The Epitaphs in St. Pancras Churehyard.The Industries of Ireland.Science and the 
GospelProtoplasm.The Versio Itala.Prichard's Administration of IndiaDr. Latham's English Dictionary. 
Professor Schirren and Professor Pogodin.Our Cambridge Letter.Mr. Froude on the Rathlin Massacre. 
Records of the Corporation of LondonIrish Antiquarian Societles.Mr. Clifford on the Existence of a Root. 
Indian Textile Fabrics.Surveys in IndiaMining in Algeria.The Kola Nut. Masterpieces of the Early 
Painters.Mr. Ruslun's Third Lecture.The Sale of the San Donato Gallery.Letter from Jerusalem.Concerts 
of the Week.Musie and the Drama in Leipzig.Literary, Scientific, Artistic, Musical, and Dramatic Gossip. 
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THE ATHEN/EIIH may be ordered of all Booksellers and Newsagents. 
Published by JOHN FRANCIS, 20, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C. 
*** A Single Copy sent on receipt of Four Postage Stamps. 
WARD, LOCK, 86 TYLER'S NEW BOOKS AND NEW EDITIONS. 
S. O. BEETON'S BOOKS FOR FAMILY READING AND REFERENCE. 
The Saturday Review. 
"Mr. Beeton has published quite a library of general knowledge and information, and his books of reference contain 
as much as many more elaborate works, though published at half the price, and with less than half the pretence." 
11EETON'S GREAT BOOK OF POETRY. 
Containing Two Thousand of the Best Pieces in the 
English Language. With Sketches of the History of the 
Poetry of our Country, and Biographical Notices of the 
Poets. Price One Guinea. [In Nay. 
TIEETON'S DICTIONARY OF 
Li GRAPHY: being the Lives of Eminent Persons of 
All Times, with the Pronunciation of every Name. 
Illustrated by Portraits. Containing in all upwards of 
Ten 'thousand Distinct and Complete Articles. 
This Biographical Dictionary contains, in the most 
compact form possible, and within a compass of some 
700 or 800 pages, an account of the Lives of Notable and 
Eminent Men and Women in all epochs. Uniform with 
Beeton's Dictionary of Geography. Price la. Cd. [In May. 
REETON'S DICTIONARY OF UNIYER- 
-I-, SAL INFORMATION. Comprising the SCIENCES, 
the ARTS, LITERARY KNOWLEDGE. With the Pronuncia- 
tion and Etymology of every Leading Term. "Bectons 
Dictionary," of Science, Art, and Literature, is designed to 
give the technical knowledge which has been so long 
needed, and it will be thoroughly illustrated with a 
number of indispensable engravings. Price Sixpence 
monthly. [Part I. immediately. 
REETON'S BRITISH GAZETTEER. A 
J.-, Topographical and Historical Guide to the United 
Kingdom. With the Correct Pronunciation of Every 
Name. This Gazetteer takes into account the most Recent 
Improvements in Cities and 'Posons, states al/ the Railway 
Stations in the three kingdoms, the nearest Post Towns 
and Money Order Offices, and gives the latest official 
Populations. It contains a Summary of Counties and 
Boroughs returning Representatives, with the number of 
Members also stated, to the Imperial Parliament. It is 
printed in a beautifully clear new type, and to the 
'traveller or Student will be equally welcome and useful. 
This is the cheapest Gazetteer in the World. 568 columns. 
Price One Shilling. (Postage 3d.) 
B' TON'S DICTIONARY OF GEO- GRAPHY; a Universal Gazetteer. Illustrated by 
Coloured Maps, Ancient, Modern, and Biblical. With 
several Hundred Engravings of the Capital Cities of the 
World, English County Towns, the Strong Places of the 
Earth, and Localities of General Interest, in separate 
Plates, on Tinted Paper. Containing, in all, upwards of 
Twelve 'thousand Distinct and Complete Articles. Edited 
by S. O. BEGION, F.R.G.S. Price 7s. 6d. [Just published. 
BEE T ON ' S BOOK OF GARDEN MANAGEMENT. Illustrated with Coloured Plates 
of surpassing beauty, drawn from Nature. 
The directions in,' Bretons Garden Management" are 
conceived in a practical spirit, and throughout the work 
so simply given, that none can fait to understand them. 
'the Coloured Plates will show more than a hundred 
different kinds of plants and flowers, and lead to the 
Identification of any doubtful specimen. To be published 
in Parts, prier ed ; the Complete Volume, is. 6d. [In May. 
Household Books and Fancily Publications. 
'MRS. BEETON'S BOOK OF HOUSE- 
-LM HOLD MANAGEMENT. Comprising nearly 
3,000 Recipes and Formulie, and upwards of 500 Engrav- 
ings and Coloured Plates showing the Modern Mode of 
Cooking and Serving Dishes. The New Edition, just 
ready, has been thoroughly revised, new information, and 
a complete new Set of Coloured Plates have been added. 
The Public is the best Judge of a Housekeeping and 
Cookery Book, and of Mrs. Beeton's Work 166,000 
EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 
copies have been sold, the annual sale now reaching 
upwards of 20,000. Many imitations have been published, 
but no attempt, however cleverly or extravagantly made, 
will succeed in foisting on the publics wort: on house- 
hold matters that is not real and good. The success of 
Mrs. Bretons Household Management is beyond all 
cavil, for it rests on a basis of thorough usefulness ta all 
English-speaking people, whilst the inaccuracy and in- 
exactness of the generality of Cookery and Recipe Books 
lead only to confusion and discomfort. Price 7s. 6d., half- 
roan ; half-calf, 10s. 6d. 
BEETON'S ENGLISHWOMAN'S 
ILL COOKERY BOOK. Comprising Recipes in all 
Branches of Cookery, and precise Descriptions of Quan- 
tities, Times, Costs, Seasons, for the various Dishes. 
With a number of Coloured Plates, printed after Water- Colour. Drawings made from the Dishes, expressly pre-
pared. These capital Plates render this Edition of "The 
English woman's Cookery Book" absolutely unapproachable 
in point of completeness and cheapness. There are 
infinitely more Recipes in this volume than in any other 
cheap Cookery Book, their accuracy is beyond question, 
and the addition of these Coloured Plates removes all 
possibility of successful rivalry which may be attempted 
by plagiarisms, seeking to atone for want of real value by 
a display of meretricious ornament, but deficient alike in 
beauty and utility. 208 pages, 477 _Recipes and Foil-nuke, 
200 Engravings and Coloured Plates. Price Is. bd. 
(Postage 2d.) 
TIEETON'S BOOK OF NEEDLEWORK 
PATTERNS. Consisting of Designs by English, 
German, and French Artists. Engraved in London, 
Berlin, Paris, and Brussels. Every stitch described and 
illustrated with the utmost accuracy, and the quantity of 
Materials requisite for each pattern stated. With Hand- 
some Frontispiece and 'tille-page in Chromo-Lith[oAra 
May. Price Is. 6d. 
pkEETON'S ENGLISHWOMAN'S DO- 
MEST1C MAGAZINE. Price One Shilling, 
monthly. This is the leading fashionable magazine, 
which every lady in good society subscribes to. It is 
greatly improved and enlarged, and further illustrated, 
with the present volume, beginning in January. (The 
four Numbers of the New Volume post free for 4s. Cat.) 
REETON'S YOUNG ENGLISHWOMAN. 
.1.) A Family and Household Journal. Price Sixpence, 
monthly. 'this is the only Sixpenny Lady's Journal. fit 
began the new year with considerable extension of sine, 
increase of matte,, greater variety, and has occasional 
coloured patterns. it is distinguished by the purity of 
its literature, and the good taste of ils fashions and 
needlework designs. 
pEETON'S BOY'S OWN MAGAZINE. 
-11-, Penny issue began first week in January. The 
first twelve Numbers (post free, ta.) containJ. Green. 
wood's Reuben Davidger, J. G. Edgar's Cressy and Poictiers, 
Rev, J. G. Wood's Birds, Beasts, and Fishes, Sir Lascelles 
WraxalTs Up in the Alps, W. B. Rands' Young Norse- 
man, S. O. Bretons Meeting of Wellington and Blucher, 
The British Navy, Chemistry, Ac., Ac. Puzzle Pages by 
the late C. H. Bennett. Drawings by Robert Dudley, 
Commander May, and others. 
TTOUSEHOLD WORDS. Conducted by 
-Li CHARLES DunaNs, Re-issued. The Publishers 
lately determined, in order to complete the Work at an 
early date, to double the number of pages issued, and 
increase the price of the Parts to One Shilling, monthly. 
This arrangement commenced with Part X., published 
February 1st, Parts I. tO IX., price 6d. each. 
LONDON : -WARWICK HOUSE, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C. 
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JOURNAL OF THE WATERLOO CAMPAIGN. By GENERAL 
k?.5 C''''4:'4Y '"f 
CAYALIE MERCER. 2 vols. post 8vo, 21s. cloth. 
4%11s d'''le Boa'. 
Pa b 
i ENGusu WALPOLE : or, EVERY MAN HAS HIS PRICE. A Comedy 
in Rhyme. By LORD LYTTON. Square Svo, 5s. cloth. 
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s sarkrWENDERHOLME ; a Story of Lancashire and Yorkshire. By PHILIP rse Iv It (If N GILBERT HAMERTON, Author of "A Painter's Camp." 3 vols. 8vo, £1 ils. 6d. cloth. 
.z. .5 
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5. 
c4::.,i p[:: ain GOETHE'S " FAUST : " Translated into English 
Verse by THEODORE mfr., k ky,s67.'. 
Iris wk alp he sissau 
MARTIN. New and Cheaper Edition, fcap. 3s. bd. cloth. 
sae feast of sal Users 
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6. 
BIOGRAPHIES 
affirm, 
hatdeficieni eiks is 
oil Piss. NI 1.k 
OF JOHN WILKES AND WILLIAM 
COBBETT. By JOHN SELBY WATSON, MA. Crown Svo, with Portraits, is. 6d. cloth. 
q of Slip EN7. OF NEEDLEWORK 
& Engraved in Lords CHEAP EDITION OF GEORGE ELIOT'S TALES. 
lareg stiich iseikri st Adam Bede, 3s. bd.' Mill on the Floss, 3s. 6d. ; Silas Marner, 2s. bd.; Scenes of Clerical 
suer rtaiEL 1E2 riaa 
Life, 35. ; Felix bit, 3s. bd. Cloth. cm, and She untityl 
fagelkaromuiLithograr 
S. 
[is 4 HISTORICAL SKETCHES OF THE REIGN OF GEORGE II. 
By Mrs. OLIPHANT. 2 vols. post Svo, 21s. cloth. 
iL Psis One Stifis 
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idety er% to li is 
toing in Jsury. IN ANCIENT CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS. sli and further Vane, 
ere psi Gee kV S.) 
ENGLISBOWL EDITED BY THE REV. W. LUCAS COLLINS, 
M.A. 
aourai. ?de SW. 
TensLady'shons. 
li Each Volume price 2s. 6d., bound in cloth. 
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asiiked fas :it pal II The aim of the present series will be to explain, sufficiently for general 
readers,who these great writers 
sas at Er 
isbions el were, and what they wrote; to give, wherever possible; some connected outline of 
the story which they 
tell, or the facto which, they record, checked by the results of modern investigations, 
to present some 
of their most striking passages in approved English translations, and to illustrate 
them generally 
' ti r:l 
from modern writers ; to serve, in short, as a popular retrospect of the chief literature 
of Greece and 
f,:,eo;ieir 
t 
Rome. 
.EdP°,4,0,a 
sv. B. podi ralbi, Volumes publishedI. HOMER: THE ILIAD. II. HOMER : THE ODYSSEY. AO Fir, 
a 
ore Poe, mer, Vol. III. HERODOTUS, at the end of March. :001° NO 
',,,,p bl 0' ' 
"We can confidently recommend this first volume."Times. 
C4'a'lete PoW 
"We anticipate that the judicious and novel design of such a series will meet, as it deserves, d 
with wide-spread and lasting favour."Saturday Review. 
EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 
Messrs. Blackwood's New Publications. 
PICCADILLY a Fragment of Contemporary Biography. By LAURENCE 
OLIPHANT. With Eight Illustrations by RICHARD DOYLE. SVO, 12s. 6d. cloth. 
Iv/ 45, GEORGE STREET, EDINBURGH : AND 37, PATERNOSTER 
ROW, S Nor 
r;'"616 
LONDON. 
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A 
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r 
13, GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET. 
HURST AND BLACKETT'S 
NEW WORKS. 
FREE RUSSIA. B y W. HEPWORTH 
DIXON. 2 vols., 8vo., with original Illustrations. 
30e. bound. [Just ready. 
A BOOK ABOUT THE CLERGY, By J. C. JEAFFRESON, B.A., Oxon. SECOND EDITION. 
2 vols., 80o., 30s. 
"This is a book of sterling excellence, in which all, 
laity as well as clergy, will find entertainment and in- 
structiona book to be bought and placed permanently 
in our libraries."The Times. 
WILD LIFE AMONG THE KOORDS 
By Major F. MILLINGEN. 1 vol., tiro., with Illus- 
trations. [Just ready. 
HER MAJESTY'S TOWER. Vol. II. 
By W. HEPWORTH DIXON. DEDICATED BY 
EXPRESS PERMISSION TO THE QUEEN. 
FIFTH EDITION, Ove., 155. 
LODGE'S PEERAGE and BARONET- 
AGE for 1870. UNDER THE ESPECIAL PAT- 
RONAGE OF BEER MAJESTY, AND CORRECTED 
BY THE NOBILITY. Containing all the New 
Creations. 39th Edition, 1 vol. With the Arms 
beautifully engraved, handsomely bound, gilt edges, 
31s. Id, 
THE NEW NOVELS. 
A BRAVE LADY. By the Author of 
"JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN." 3 vols 
" The Brave Lady' throughout rivets the unmingled 
eympathy of the reader." 
"'A Brave Lady' is 2 e 1)7=1 ar.nDniill No". 
HAGAR. By the Author of "St. Olave's." 
"A book to be cherished in the reader's memory. 
The story is full of strong human interest, and is rich in 
beautiful bits of description."Examiner. 
STERN NECESSITY. By the Author of 
"NO CHURCili," " OWEN : A WAIF," Ac. 
3 vols. 
ST. BEDE'S. By Mrs. EILOART, Author of 
"THE CURATE'S DISCIPLINE," &c. 3 vols. 
ANNALS OF AN EVENTFUL LIFE. 
By GEORGE WEBBG DASENT, D.C.L. FOURTH 
EDITION. 3 vols. 
"This is a very interesting novel ; wit, humour, and 
keen observation abound in every page. For a long 
while we have not met a work of fiction containing such 
a fund of entertainment" The Times. 
ONE MAIDEN ONLY. 13 C _ _AMPBELL 
TAINSEI. 3 vols. 
"A novel of exceptional merit."Telegraph. 
ALSO, IN APRIL, 
THE HEIR EXPECTANT. By the 
Author el " RAYMOND'S HEROINE," &c. 3 vols. 
NORA. By Lady EMILY PONSONRY, Author 
of "THE DLeCIPLENF. OF LIFE," &c. 3 vols. 
THE MILL WHEEL, for Piano. By 
E. SAIIERBREY. "A very showy pianoforte piece, 
and does infinite credit to the transcriber."Standard. 
Sent for 18 stamps.Daff and Stewart, 147, Oxford Street. 
T IFE IS LIKE A GAME OF j CRICKET. New Song, by FRANK HALL. Can- 
not fail to be a great favourite. Excellent Words and 
Melody. Chorus : 
So keep your arm and eye both steady, 
Watch your chances one by one, 
To score a point be always ready, 
Yet be careful ore you run. 
Sent for 18 stamps.Duff and Stewart, 147, Oxford Street. 
ONLY. 
Song. .By VIRGINIA GABRIEL. 
This celebrated Song is published in C for contralto, 
in E fiat for tenor or soprano, and for piano by BRINLEY 
RICHARDS. Sent for 24 stamps each. Dud and Stewart. 
ARRY SYDNEY'S POPULAR 
NEW SONGS.Speculation, 3s.; Happy Go 
Lucky am I, 3s.; As we Journey on the Road, 38.; She's 
the Very Little Girl for Me, 3s. Sent at half price. 
Duff and Stewart, 147, Oxford Street. 
pAVOLTBITE NEW SONGS, by 
12 J. R. Yams sa.After Long Years, 3s.; Dear as 
Ever still Thou Art, 38.; I Dream of Thy Sweet Smile, 
3s. There's a Home for Those who Seek il, 3s.; The 
Face at the Window, 3s.; Scattered Roses, 3s. Sent ut 
half price.Duff and Stewart, 147, Oxford Street. 
IR, SIMON SIMPLE QUADRILLE. 
By G. RICHARD SON." This quadrille on popular 
airs will doubtless become the leading one of the ensuing 
season. The arrangements of the various melodies are 
excellent, and thoroughly inspire you with a wish for a 
dance."Stundard. Sent for 24 stamps.Duff and 
Stewart, 147, Oxford Street. 
OP UL AR SON O. CROQUET. 
.1 Editions for ladies and gentlemen. Both illus- 
ated. Chorus 
Then it's Croquet, Croquet, a jolly game to play; 
At Croquet, Croquet, we pass HMO Sway; 
In garden or on green, there never yet has been loch an awful jolly game as Croquet." 
Sent for 18 stamps.Duff and Stewart, 147, Oxford Street 
EW SONGS by JULES BENEDICT. 
"Halcyon Days," " Bocchina," "On the Moun- 
tains." Words by the Han. Mrs. NORTON. Composed 
for and sung by Mlle. CHRISTINE NILSSON. Post free 
for 25 stamps eachCramer & Co., 201, Regent Street. 
I AliE BIRDS ARE TELLING ONE 
ANOTHER (II. SMART). Sung with immense 
applause by Madame Sumo at the Saturday Evening 
Concerts, Exeter Hall. Also, "My Home in Cloudland " (Benedict).Cramer & Co., 201, Regent Street. 
AVID SINGING BEFORE SAUL. 
Sung with great success by Signor Fold at the Saturday Evening Concerts, Exeter Halt Ales, " Over 
the Rolling Sea" (Reyloff) ; "The Cavalier's Steed ', (Ascher); " Fireside Dreams " (Reyloff ) ; "Drave Old Oak" (Loder).Cramer & Co., 201, Regent Street. 
A NITA. Song. (Brinley Richards.) fl Sung by Mr. SIMS REEVES at the Saturday Even- 
ing Concerts at Exeter Hall. Also, "The Requital" (Blumenthal); "My own, my guiding Star" (Mac- 
farren ). Cramer & Co., 201, Regent Street. 
1)0BERT COCKS and Co.'s MUST- 
IA, CAL NOVELTIES for 1870.This List may be 
had of the publishers, gratis and postage free, on applica- 
tion at their establishment. 
THE HOLY FAMILY. Sacred Melo- 
1_ dies. Arranged by W. H. CALLCOTT, for the Piano- 
forte. Solos, 5s. each ; duels, Si. each ; accompaniments for flute, violin, and violoncello, Is. each. Complete in 
12 books. Each book free at half price, with an extra 
stamp for postage. 
OH! WHEN WILT THOU COME TO ME? Words (rosa "Lyra Anglicana." Music by Miss M. LINDSAY (Mrs. J. W. Bliss). One of the most elegant, yet easy, 
sacred songs of the day. Free by pest nineteen stamps. 
London: Published only by ROBERT COCKS & Co., 
New Burlington Street. 
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CENTENARY EDITION, 
THE WAYERL FAY NOVELS. 
Now publishing in Monthly Volumes, price 3s. 61. 
Containing some Notes by the Author not hitherto published. The work is printed from a 
new type specially cast for the purpcise, and each Volume is illustrated with a Frontispiece 
and Vignette. 
Vols. I. to IV. now ready, price 36. 6d. each. 
EDINBURGH: ADAM & CHARLES BLACK. 
B. W. PARTRIDGE & CO. are now Publishing- 
BYE-PATH MEADOW. By Rev. E. PAXTON HOOD, Author of " Self- 
Formation," "Blind Amos," Acc. Coloured Frontispiece, crown 8vo, cloth, 35. 6d. 
DAY-BREAK IN ITALY. A Tale of the Reformation in Italy. By 
E. LESLIE. Coloured Frontispiece, crown 8vo, cloth, 35. Bd. 
TIM DOOLAN, the Irish Emigrant : Being a full and particular Account 
of his Reasons for EmigratingHis Passage across the AtlanticHis Arrival in New YorkHis brief Sojourn 
in the United States, and his further Emigration to Canada. By the Author of "Mick Tracy." Second Edition. 
Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d. 
MICK TRACY, the Irish Scripture Reader. With Engravings. Twelfth 
Thousand. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. 
Full Catalogues post free for one stamp. 
LONDON: S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO., 9, PATERNOSTER ROW. 
THE ART-JOURNAL: 
A MONTHLY RECORD OF 
THE FINE ARTS, THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS, AND THE ARTS OF DESIGN. 
WITH BEAUTIFUL ENGRAVINGS ON STEEL, AND NUMEROUS WOODCUTS. 
Monthly Parts, price 2s. 6d.; Yearly Volumes, 31s. 6d. 
The ART-JOUAL has long maintained a high and prominent place in public favour ; 
not alone because of its information concerning art, but for the value and beauty of its Engrav- 
ings, and its attractions as a book for the Drawing-room. It continues to be the only work by 
which the Fine Arts and the Arts of Industry are adequately represented ; and is regarded as 
a "Text-book" in the various Ateliers and Art-Manufactories of the Continent and in America, 
as well as those of the British dominions. 
Three Illustrations on Steel are given, each month, of the finest specimens of painting and 
sculpture by eminent artists of the several schools of Europe, engraved by distinguished engravers. 
Every number contains numerous woodcuts of a high order of excellence, engraved by lead- 
ing wood engravers, illustrating the various topics discussed. 
The following Steel Plates have already appeared during the present year : 
THE MAID OF ORLEANS, after Mrs. E. M. WARD. 
PRIMROSE-GATHERERS, after BIRKET FOSTER. 
THE ANGEL OF LIGHT, from the Monument by 
J. EDWARDS. 
DRIFT-WRECK FROM THE ARMADA, after P. R. 
MORRIS. 
PROCESSION OF THE VIRGIN, after G. BELLINI. 
A SCENE OF THE DELUGE, from the Sculpture by 
LITCCARDI. 
*** The Art-Journal may be ordered 
punctually on the lot of every Month. 
MY LADY'S PAGE IN DISGRACE, after B. S 
MARKS. 
NORHAM CASTLE, after J. M. W. TURNER, R.A. 
DINAH CONSOLING HETTY IN PRISON, from the 
Group of Sculpture by F. J. WILLIAMSON. 
A DAUGHTER OF THE EAST, after J. F. Pea- 
TAELS. 
ST. PETER, MARTYR, after TITIAN. 
LA SOMNAMBULA, from the Statue by G. FONTANA, 
of any Bookseller, and will be supplied 
LONDON : VIRTUE & CO., IVY LANE, PATERNOSTER ROW. 
EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 11. 
12 EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 
MESSRS. HATCHARDI 
PUBLISHERS AND BOOKSELLERS, 187, PICCADILLY, LONDON 
Publishing and Printing in all their Branches. 
A VERY LARGE SELECTION OF NEW BOOKS, INCLUDING 
RELIGIOUS AND STANDARD WORKS IN PROSE AND POETRY. 
A Choice Selection in Morocco and Calf Bindings. 
CHILDREN'S PICTURE AND STORY BOOKS. BIBLES, 111AYER BOOKS, AND CHURCH SERVICES. 
BOOKBINDING IN EVERY STYLE. 
Orders by Post promptly executed. A liberal Discount for Cash. 
Lately Published, 
THE ANTIPODES AND ROUND THE WORLD 
OR, TRAVELS IN AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND, CEYLON, CHINA, JAPAN, ETC. 
Dy ALICE M. FRERE (Mrs. GODFREY CLERIC) In square 8vo., 640 pages, with numerous 
Illustrations. Price 21s. 
"The author is as zealous in her vocation as she has been fortunate in her opportunities, lier accounts of what the saw are simple and clear, and they are not spoilt by attempts to philosophise. . . . In almost all cases her 
meaning is, as all meaning ought to be, thoroughly transparent."Saturday Review. 
"This is not only a book of travels, il is a book of varied and valuable information.mMorning Post. 
"This is a handsome volume to look at, and a pleasant one to read. Sprightliness, intelligence, and esse are Ils 
chief characteristics."Mustrated London News. 
Lately Published, 
A ROSE AND A PEARL. 
By CHRISTINA FRASER-TYTLER. In crown 8vo., with Frontispiece, price 5s. 
"The scenes and situations are well conceived and well brought in, there is a delicate and pleasant savour of 
sentiment throughout ; there in chastening but not depressing religious spirit, and there is some very graceful 
and pretty writing."Illustrated London News. 
ANN FRASER-TYTLER'S WORKS. 
LEILA; or, The Island. 
LEILA IN ENGLAND. 
LEILA AT HOME. 
MARY AND FLORENCE. Part I. 
MARY AND FLORENCE. Part II. 
"These works are excellent. Miss Tytler's writings are especially valuable for their religions spirit. The perfect 
nature and true art with which she sketches from juvenile life, show powers winch might be more ambitious/y displayed, but it cannot be better bestowed." Quarterly Review. 
With 3 Illustrations. 3s. 6d. each. 
) 
With 3 Illustrations. 4s. 6d. 
EDUCATIONAL BOOKS BY THE AUTHOR OF "THE PEEP OF DAY." 
GEOGRAPHIES FOR CHILDREN. 
NEAR HOME; or, The Countries of Europe described to Children. With Anecdotes. Fifty-fifth Thousand, illustrated. Fcap. cloth, 5s. 
FAR OFF, Part I.; or, Asia Described. With Anecdotes. 
Twenty-ninth Thousand., illustrated. Fcap. cloth, 4s. 6d. 
FAR OFF, Part II.; or, Australia, Africa, and America 
Described. With Anecdotes, Twenty-first Thousand, illustrated. Fcap. cloth, 4s. 61 
READING WITHOUT TEARS ; or, a Pleasant Mode of 
Learning to Read, Nineteenth Thousand, illustrated. Square cloth, 2s. 64. 
READING WITHOUT TEARS. Part II. Lately Published, Third 
Thousand. Square cloth, 3s. 2 parts in one, antique cloth, 5s. 
HATCHARDS, Publishers and Booksellers, 187, Piccadilly, London. 
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RECONNOITRING IN ABYSSINIA. A Narrative of the 
Proceedings of the Reconnoitring Party, prior to the Arrival of the 
Main Body of the 
Expeditionary Field Force. By Colonel H. ST. CLAIR WILKINS, 
R.E., Aide-de-Camp to 
the Queen, Commanding Engineer Abyssinian Expeditionary Force, &c. With 
10 
Coloured Views from Sketches made in the Country, and a Map. 
Demy 8vo. 18s. 
ROUND ABOUT PICCADILLY AND PALL MALL ; or, a 
Ramble from the Haymarket to Hyde Park. A Retrospect of the various 
Changes that 
have occurred in the Court End of London. By HENRY B. WHEATLEY. 
With Illus- 
trations. 8vo., 16s, 
MODERN RUSSIA. Comprising : 
RUSSIA uNDER ALEXANDER II. I THE GREEN ORTHODOX CHURCH 
AND ITS SECTS. 
RUSSIAN CoMMUNISM. THE BALTIC 
PROVINCES OF RUSSIA. 
By Dr. JULIuS ECKARDT. Demy Svo., 10s. 6d. 
TRANSATLANTIC SKETCHES IN THE WEST INDIES, 
SOUTH AMERICA, CANADA, AND THE UNITED STATES. 
By GREVILLE 
JOHN CHESTER, B.A., Member of the Archwological Institute of Great 
Britain. and Ireland. 
Crown Bro., 9s. 
THE MAGYARS: THEIR COUNTRY AND ITS INSTITUTIONS, By 
ARTHUR J. PATTERSON. With MapS. TwO Volumes, crown 8v0., 18s. 
MR. TELA_CKERAY'S WORKS. Complete and. Illustrated 
Edition. In Twenty-two Volumes, large crown Svo., handsomely bound 
in. cloth, price 
XS 5s. ; half russia, marbled edges, £12 12s. 
MR. BROWNING'S POETICAL WORKS. Six Volumes. 
Fcap. Svc), cloth, price 30s. ; morocco elegant, 605. 
THE RING AND THE BOOK. By ROBERT BROWNING. 
Four Volumes, fcap. 8m. cloth, price 30s. ; morocco elegant, 
50s. 
k cull. ELIZABETH BARRETT 
BROWNING'S POETICAL 
WORKS. Complete in Five Volumes, fcap. 8vo. cloth, 
price 30s. ; morocco elegant, 55s. 
AURORA LEIGH. By ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING. Fcap. 
Svo., 7s. 
TO ESTHER, AND OTHER SKETCHES. By Miss THACK- 
BRAY. (Reprinted from the " Cornhill Magazine.") With a Frontispiece by FREDERICK 
WALKER. Large crown 8vo., 10s. 6d. 
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EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER.1 
NEW WORKS. 
NEW NOVELS. 
TERENCE McGOWAN, THE IRISH TENANT. By G. L. 
TOTTENHAM. Two Volumes, post Svo. 
FOR RICHER FOR POORER. By HOLME LEE. Three 
Volumes, post 8vo. 
THE HOTEL DU PETIT ST. JEAN. A Gascon Story. 
Second Edition, post Svo. 
SMITH, ELDER., S; CO., 15, WATERLOO PLACE. 
13 
L 
NEW EDITIONS THE BOOK OF LACE, Second and 
Cheaper Edition. Comprising a History of the Fabric from the Earliest Period, with upwards of 100 Bins- 
trations and Coloured Designs, including tome interesting Examples from the Leeds Exhibition. By Mrs. BURy 
PALLISER. 1 vol. 8vo, cloth extra, One Guinea. 
"One of the most readable books of the season ; per- 
manently valuable, always interesting, often amusing, 
and not inferior in the essentials of a gift-book."Temes. 
THE ROYAL COOKERY BOOK. 
By JULES POUFFE. With large Coloured Plates, 
and 116 superior Woodcuts. An edition de luxe, Two Guineas. Also, now ready, A Household Edition, 108. 6d. half-bound. 
"By far the ablest and most complete work on rookery that bus ever been submitted to the gastronomical world." Pall Mail Casette. 
"Equal taste pervades ail his work ; and the casual 
NEW AND POPULAR NOVELS. 
Kilmeny. By the Author of "In Silk Attire." 3 vols. 
Longleat. By Elleray Lake. 3 vols. 
True to Herself. By the Author of "Anne Judge, 
Spinster," &e. 3 vols. 
Hitherto. By the Author of "The Gayworthys." 3 vols. 
NOTICE. Mr. Emerson' s ffen; Volume of Essays, so long announced 
under the title of" SOCIETY AND SOLITUDE," iS published this day, by 
arrangement mith the Author, price 2s. cloth, or ls. 6d. flexible boards. 
NOW READY 
reader will err if Ire fancies that there is any real amount 
of waste and extravagance in the preparation of his 
sumptuous dishes. Probably no English manual ever 
respected economy so much."Saturday Review. 
T IFE AND LETTERS OF LEO- ii I., KING OF THE BELGIANS. By THEO- 
DORE JUSTE. Translated by ROBERT BLACK, A.M. 
One-Volume Edition, bound, 2 vols. in 1, cloth extra, 
uniform with "The Early Days of the Prince Consort." 
8vo, with Two Portraits, 16s. 
"Of great value to the future historian, and will interest politicians even sow ."Spectaior. 
"The subject is of interest, and the story is narrated 
without excess of enthusiasm or depreciation. The trans- lation by Mr. Black is executed with correctness, yet not 
without a graceful ease. This end is not often attained in translations so nearly verbal as this ; the book itself deserves to become popular in England."Athenount. 
LONDON: SAMPSON LOW, SON, AND MARSTON, 188, FLEET STREET. 
TINSLEY'S MAGAZINE. 
AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY, PRICE ONE SHILLING. 
Now Publishing: 
GEORGE CANTERBURY'S WILL. By AUSTIN FRIARS. By the Author of 
'Mrs. HENRY WOOD, Author of "East "George Geith," "City and Suburb," Lynne," &e. (Illustrated). &e. (Illustrated). NOTICE." THE MONARCH OF MINCING LANA" a new Serial Story by WILLIAM BLACK, Author of "In Silk Attire," 6.c., will commence in the MAY Number of " Tinsley's Magazine." 
New Novels in Reading at all Libraries. 
GOLD and TINSEL: a Novel. By the GEORGE CANTERBURY'S WILL : Author of Ups and Donnas of an Old Maid's Life." a Novel. By Mrs. HENRY WOOD, Author of ',East Lynne," &c. 3 vols. 
GRIF : a Story of Australian Life. By B. LEOpOLD FAELTEON. 2 vols. 
SIDNEY BELLEW : a Sporting Story. By FRANCIS FRANCIS. 2 vols. 
VERONICA: a Novel. By the Author 
of" Aunt Margaret's Trouble," " Mabel's Progress," &c. (From All the Year Round.") 3 vols. 
NOT WHILE SHE LIVES: a Novel. 
By Mrs. ALEXANDER FRASER, Author of " Faith- less ; or, The Loves of the Period," &c. 2 vols. 
GWENDOLINE'S HARVEST. By the AUSTIN FRIARS. By the Author of Author of "Lost Sir Massingberd," &c. 2 vols. "George Geith," "City and Suburb," &c. 3 vols. TWO SHILLING EDITIONS OF POPULAR NOVELS. 
Ta be had of all Booksellers, and at every Railway Stall in the Kingdom. 
SWORD AND GOWN RECOMMENDED TO MERCY. MAURICE DERING. THE DOWER HOUSE. THE SAVAGE CLUB PAPERS. THE WATERDALE NEIGHBOUR& MISS FORRESTER. BREAKING A BUTTERFLY. BLACK SHEEP. SANS MERCI. THE BOCK AHEAD. BARREN HONOUR. NOT WISELY, BUT TOO WELL. THE PRETTY WIDOW. EvERY-DAY PAPERS. Da. BRADY. BRAKESpEARE. BROKEN TO HARNESS. 
TINSLEY BROTHERS, 18, CATHERINE STREET, STRAND. 4.4 
14 EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 
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EDUCATIONAL WORKS OF DR. CORNWELL, F.R.G.S. 
SCHOOL 
GEOGRAPHY. 45th Edition. 3s. 6d. ; or 
with Thirty Maps on Steel, 5s. 65. 
ge- Enlarged and Revised, bringing down the Informa- 
tion to the present time. 
SCHOOL 
ATLAS. 2s. 6d. plain ; 48. coloured. 
GEOGRAPHY 
FOR BEGINNERS. 28th Edi- 
tion. la.; or with 48 pp. of Questions, ls. 4e1; 
Questions alone, ed. 
MAP BOOK FOR BEGINNERS. 
Maps (above 
70) large and small. Is. 65.; 2s. 6d. coloured. 
BOOK OF BLANK MAPS. is. 
BOOK OF MAP PROJECTIONS. tr.. 
A LLEN AND CORNWELL'S SCHOOL 
GRAMMAR. 42nd Edition. Is. iii. cloth. 
GRAMMAR 
FOR BEGINNERS, 54th Edition. 
Is. cloth ; 95. sewed. 
EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 15 
LONDON: SIMPKIN & CO.; HAMILTON & CO.; WHITTAKER & CO. EDINBURGH : OLIVER & BOYD. 
JOSEPH GILLOTT'S 
STEMS, 
Sold by all Dealers throuohout the World. 
'rim YOUNG COMPOSER. 32nd EditiOn. ls. 65. 
KEY, as. 
SCIENCE OF ARITHMETIC. A Sys- 
riteEmatic Course of Numerical Reasoning and Com- 
putation. By JA.111.19 CORNWELL, Ph. D., and J. G. 
Finn, M.A. 12th Edition. Is. 6,3. 
RCHOOL ARITHMETIC. loth Edition. Is. Gd. 
Po KEY, 45. 65. 
In both Arithmetics the "Decimal System " is ex- 
plained, and numerous questions are proposed to be solved 
by the Decimal Method In the Science of Arithmetic 
(p. 328, et seq.) IS an explanation of the "Metric System." 
fe- Shortly will be added to the Series, Elementary 
Works on 
ENGLISH SPELLING. 
ENGLISH POETRY. 
ENGLISH HISTORY. 
WRITING, BOOK-KEEPING, &c. 
PERSONS 
of any av, however bad their 
writing, may, in EIGHT LESSONS, acquire permanently 
an elegant and Bowing style of PENMANSHIP, adapted 
either to professional pursuits or private earrespondence. 
, ARITHMETIC on a method requiring only one-third the 
time usually requisite, 
J. BOOK-KEEPING, as practised in the Government, Baulking, and Merchants' Mess; Shorthand, &c. For Terms, 
&c., apply to Ma. SMART, at the Institution, at the first 
Private Door, in Swallow Street, Quadrant, Regent Street 
(removed train No. 6, Piccadilly). 
- 
"A practical, scientific, and realty philosophical method." 
Colonial Retries. "Under Mr. Smart, penmanship has been 
reduced to u science."Poigternnie Journal, 'A ready and 
elegant style of penmanship."Pest magazine. "Calculated to work miracles in penmantshIp."AS.a. "A correct 
and Improved method of inairuction."Nagazine of Science. "Me. Smart has great tact in instructing and improving 
sis puptis."Londen Mercantile Journal. "Founded on philosophical principles."Schaul of Arts. "We advise all 
bad writers to apply to Mr. Smart."Evening Star. 
.." Cauvrox.No connection with any parties teaching in the Provinces or elsewhere assuming the Name, copying 
the Advertisements, &c., ot Mr. WILLIAM SMART, whose sole address is 
97B, QUADRANT, REGENT STREET. 
N.B.Agent to the West of England Fire and Life Insurance Company. 
THE CONSECUTIVE NARRATIVE SERIES, 
OR, 
HUBERT PRESTON, 
AT HOME AND ABROAD. 
An Original Consecutive Narrative, graduated in Six Books, in accordance with the requirements of the Revised Code 
By CATHARINE MORELL. Edited by J. R. MORELL, formerly one of HM. Inspectors of Schools. To winch is 
added A SELECTION OF THE BEST ENGLISH POETRY, Edited by W. C. Bkxraerr, LL.D. 
"The idea of a consecutive narrative is a happy one, 
and in the first two books well carried out. If the same 
merit is sustained throughout the series, its chances of 
success are very gooa."Ertract from a Letter of one 
of HM. Inspectors of Schools. 
"Excellent.... the notion IS a must clever one." 
English Churchman. 
"Very excellent and useful works.... the most valu- 
able series of reading books we have yet seen."Brigh- 
Mn Examiner. 
"Excellent little reading books."Mid. Co. Herald. 
"The idea bas been well worked out."City Press. 
"Reading books more careful and appropriately grade- 
ated in style, type, and matter could not be desired." 
Eretar Gazette. 
Admirably adapted to teach the art of reading.... 
No. I. FAMILY SHERRY (Dry, or Rich) 24s. 
3. TANNER SHERRY (Dry, or Rich) 36s. 
I. DESSERT SHERRY (Dry, or Rich) 48s. 
CRITICAL OPINIONS. 
Demy 8vo. cloth, 2s. 
THE NEW JERUSALEM AND ITS HEAVENLY DOCTRINES. 
BY EMANUEL SWEDENBORG. 
A Compendious Introduction to the Author's exhaustive Commentary on the Books of Genesis 
and Exodus.The primary principles and leading truths of the Christian faith are set forth with 
the utmost brevity and elearness.The chapters on the Divinity of our Lord, the Holy Scriptures, 
Faith, Liberty, Piety, the Church, the Sacramento, and on Ecclesiastical and Civil Government, 
are models of profound theologicAl thought, and simple and condensed expression, worthy of 
attentive study in presence of current religious controversies. 
A complete list of Swedenborg's works on application. 
JAMES SPIERS, 36, Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C. 
require only to be known to be highly appreciated." Sund. Herald. 
"The idea is original, and the execution lias been ad- 
mirably carried out."Bookseller. 
"The narrative is very ingeniously woven.... we have 
tried the experiment et putting these books into the 
hands of children, and the result is a very strong desire 
not to part with them."Educational Reporter. 
"Excellent for young children."Szoiday Tintes. 
"In every way calculated to become favourites in the 
nursery and in the school."Newcastle Courant. 
"There can be but one opinion, we think, that the plan 
upon which these books are written is an improvement 
upon the old one."Educational 
"The plan is executed with great skill and judgment." 
Suffolk Gazette. 
*.* Complete Catalogue of Mr. MURBY'S Educational Works, with Specimen 
Pages, &c. &c., on application. 
THOMAS MURBY, 32, BOUVERIE STREET, FLEET STREET, LONDON. 
Sherries. T. O. LAZENBY, Pure Clarets, 
T. O. LAZENBY, Wine Merchant, 
90, 92, WIGMORE STREET, CAVENDISH SQUARE, LONDON, W. 
TRELOAR'S 
FLOOR-CLOTH, KAIVIPTULICAN, AND COCOA-NUT 
67, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON. 
MATTING 'WAREHOUSES, 
444 
Introductory Primer, Fcap. 8vo, 32 pp., price 3d. 
Book 1. 32 4d. 
, with Primer 64 6d. 
96 9d. 
Book III. 
IV. ... 
VI. ... 
... Post 8vo, 128 pp., price In. 
160 ls. 8d. 
224 Is. 6d. 
256 2s. 
No. 1. FAMILY CLARET (vin ordinaire) 120. 
3. DINNER CLARET (full Bordeaux) 24s. 
" 5. DESSERT CLARET (fine Bordeaux) 36s. 
16 EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 
THOMAS MUREY'S NEW READING BOOKS for SCHOOLS & FAMILIES. 
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MONARCH INSURANCE COMPANY 
FIRE and MARINE, Non-Tariff. 1oya 1 Exchange Avenue, London; and 
_Exchange 13ni1dings, Liverpool. 
NEW WORK 
/By the Author of " ENQUIRE 
--A 
Now Publishing Monthly, price Twopence, 
BEST OF EVERYTHING. 
THIS WORK IS ENTIRELY NEW, AND WRITTEN SPECIALLY 
FOR THE HOUSEHOLD. 
W. KENT AND CO., 23, 51, AND 52, PATERNOSTER ROW; 
And at all Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls. 
ENGRAVERS, 
MANUFACTURING 4t EXPORT! STATION ERS, FOR BANKERS _14 ERCHANTS AND 
°PUBLIC COMPANLES. 
DO BLACK SILKS WEAR SO BADLY? 
2frel "m" 224' 
EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 17 
AGENTS OF GOOD STANDING 
-REQUIRED. 
W. H. HODGES, 
Secretary. 
IS A QUESTION THERE IS OFTEN TOO GOOD REASON FOR ASKING, 
and, in order to remove the occasion for this frequent complaint, 
JOLLY AND SON, SILKMERCERS, BATH, 
have entered into arrangements with eminent Lyons and Spitalfields Manufacturers to 
produce for them several qualities and makes of BLACK SILKS, any of which may be 
purchased with the certainty that it WILL WEAR WELL. For these goods JOLLY and SON 
hold themselves responsible, and 
Each Dress will be stamped with a distinct Guarantee. 
PATTERNS POST FREE. 
M. 
JOLLY AND SON, MIIJSOM STREET, BATH. 
T, 
WITHIN." 
43, MARK E, 
SILVER ELECTRO-PLATE 
IS A STRONG COATING OF PURE SILVER OVER NICKEL, 
BY ELICINOTON AND CO.'S PATENT PROCESS, 
EQUAL FOR WEAR TO STERLING SILVER. 
Manufactured solely by 
RICHARD & JOHN SLACK 
Side Dishes and Covers, £6 6s. 
the Set of 4. 
Cruet Frames, 18s. 6d. to 100s 
Tea & Coffee Sets, £3 10s. ?.." 
to £15. 4, -3.' Q Messrs. 0'. 'Ne '4b SLACK, have 
Every Article for the Table '4> 4+V% n bee celebrated 50 
el''. as in Silver. 
TIDMAN'S SEA SALT. 
336, STRAND, opposite Somerset House. 
Orders above £3 sent per rail carriage free. 
Books with 350 Engravings and Prices sent gratis. 
By means of this remarkable invention, not only the luxury, but the actual benefits accruing 
from a course of sen bathing, are enjoyed in your own room, though distant from the ocean. 
After your morning Sea Salt Bath you are in a condition to encounter with equanimity even 
the excruciating vicissitudes of the English climate. 
KiNGSWINFORD, 27th December, 1364. 
GENTLEMEN,I have enclosed a P. 0. Order for 8s., 
and will thank you ta tend, per G. W. Bail, 56 lb,. of 
your celebrated Sea Salt. 'lease let it be in two 23 lb. 
bays, as I want part for a friend. Its properties I find 
truly marvellous. I have for the last twenty years 
suffered from Chronic Rheumatism, which ut times al- 
mort deprived me of the me of nay left ride. I corn- 
nienced from the recommendation of a, friend using your 
Salt in September last, and have not felt the least touch 
of Rheumatism since, and I also consider it has greatly 
improved my genera' health. 
am, Gentlemen, yours truly, 
Messrs. TIDMAN & SON. R. J. WILLIAMS. 
KINGSWINFORD, 23rd June, 1888. 
GENTIENTEN,/n reply to !yours you are quite at 
liberty to publish my letter dated 27111 December, 1884, 
my only reason for writing which was that it may be 
used to benefit others. As a farther proof how highly I 
value the properties of your Sea Salt, I herewith enclose 
a P. O. Order for Ifs., and will thank you to send 1 est. 
per Rail to Brettle Lace, and if you will enclose are a 
N. 0 
e 
years for their superior 
O manufacture of Cutlery. 
IVORY TABLE KNIVES, 
16s., 20s., 22s. 
DESSERT, lls.,14s.,15s.6d. per doz. 
RICHARD AND JOHN SLACK 
few of your lists of Testimonials I shall be happy to dis- 
tribute them among nay friends. I have recommended 
it to scores, I can assure you. I still derive great benefit 
from its use, and use it in ray cold bath every morning, 
winter or summer. 
I am, Gentlemen, yours truly, 
It J. WILLIAMS. 
/II, HENRIETTA, STREET, BRUNSW/CK SQUARE, 
13th November, 1565. 
GENTMENISN,Nry little girl, aged 5 years, has from 
her birth been suffering from weakness, thereby causing 
one of her legs to bow out, but being induced to try one 
of your boxes of Sea Salt, I can truly say with great plea. 
sure that she can now walk strong, and that lier leg is becoming quite straight. 
I am, your faithful servant, 
BALDWIN. 
THE CROSS, CRICHESTER 
C-ENTLEMEN,Please rend me Sea Salt as under. I 
have band il of much service in a case of Chronic Rheu- 
matism with dropsy of many months' standing. 
Yours truly, 
GekISITIT.TNI1 
SOLD BY ALL CHEMISTS IN BAGS AND BOXES 
FroprietorsTIDMAN AND SON, 
10, 1VORMWOOD STREET, LONDON. 
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS. 
A 
- 
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Sartor Resartus. With a Portrait. 75. 6d. 
French Revolution. 3 vols. 9s. each. 
Life of Schiller. With Portrait and Plates. 
7s. Id. 
Essays. 6 vols. With a Portrait by Watts. 
9s. each. 
CHEAP EDITION OF THOMAS CARLYLE'S WORKS. 
In crown Svo, cloth. 
£ s. d. 
The French Revolution: A History. In 2 vols. 0 12 0 
Oliver Cromwell's Letters and Speeches, with Elucidations, etc. 3 vols. 0 18 0 
Life of John Sterling } 
Life of Schiller 1 vol . 0 
6 0 
Critical and Miscellaneous Essays, 4 vols. 1 4 0 
Hero Worship } 
Sartor Resartus 
1 vol 0 6 0 
Latter-Day Pamphlets, 1 vol . 0 6 0 
Past and Present } 1 vol. 
0 6 0 Chartism 
Translations of German Romance, 1 vol. .. 0 G 0 
Wilhelm Meister, by Mille, a Translation, 2 vols. 0 12 0 
History of Frederich the Second, called Frederick the Great. 
Vols. I. and II., containing Part I.--`Frederich till bis Accession' . . . 0 14 0 
Vols. HI. and IV., containing Part II.= The First Two Silesian Wars, and 
their Result ' . . 0 14 0 
Vols. V., VI., Nu., completing the Work . . . . . . . 1 1 0 
Selections from the Writings of Thomas Carlyle. Crown Svo, Os. 
Walter Savage Lander : a Biography, 1775-1864. By John Forster. With Portraits and 
Vignettes. 2 vols. post 8vo, 28s. 
The Life and Times of Oliver Goldsmith. By John Forster. Fourth Edition. With 
40 Woodcuts. 7s. 6d. 
The Works of Walter Savage Landoa. In 2 vols., imperial 8vo, 21s. 
Sketches of Life and Sport in South-Eastern Africa. By Charles Hamilton, F.A.S.L. 
Edited by F. G. H. Price, F.R.G.S., F.A.S.L. Illustrated. 
A newly-discovered Internal Styptic which, by sheathing the 
TOirogNanBs ,RaotN oc e p ots stop t1eo 01 10 a cs no! iAs,e apsye ss.E TCEORNyS alVInPa- 
GD DIARRHCEA cured with a certainty never before known. 
CAUTION.Benzodyne has nothing whatever to do with Petroleum Spirit, 
improperly called Benzolyne, but is a delightful cordial medicine, relieving pain without any 
danger. Prepared by Mr. PRICE, 2, Lower Seymour Street, Portman Square, London, W., 
and sold by all Chemists at la lid., 2s. 9d., 48. 6d., and lls. per bottle. 
MR. THOMAS CARLYLE'S WORKS. 
NOW TV:LUSE-IA G, 
THE 
LIBRARY EDITION of the COLLECTED WORKS of MR. THOMAS CARLYLE. 
EACH WORK WILL BE COMPLETE IN ITSELF. 
Volumes already Published : 
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Heroes and Hero Worship. With a Por- 
trait. 7s. 0d. 
Past and Present. With a Portrait. 9s. 
Oliver Cromwell's Letters and Speeches. 
Vol. 1. and 2. 
The next volume will be ready April 15. 
CHAPMAN & HALL, 193, PICCADILLY. 
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LESSEY'S 
MARKING 
JACKSON'S 
CHINESE DIAMOND 
CEMENT. 
JACKSON'S 
SAPIN E. 
Registered. 
Second Edition, free by post for four stamps, 
0 XYG F N. 
BY GEORGE BARTH, 
2G, DUKE STREET, BLOOMSBURY, W.C. 
"A clever and useful little treatise on the value 
of OXYGEN as Natures remedy in disease." 
o7/72 Bull. 
See Pamphlet as above for cases of permanent cure 
of Paralysis, Consumption, Epilepsy, Boils, Sc., 
after all other means had failed, by BARTH'S 
OXYGENATOR. To be had on hire for Is, per day, 
of BARTH Sz CO., 26, Duke Street, Bloomsbury. 
For Writing on Linen, Silk, Cotton, Co. 
"London, 24, Bloomsbury Square, July 31, 1848. 
" 1 hereby certify that the Marking Ink prepared by Mr. John Lessey, for Writing 
on Linen, Cc., without preparation, bears boiling with soda and soap, and does not 
corrode the fibre of the cloth. 
ANDREW um, M.D., FILS., Analytical Chemist." 
Sold at Cd. and Is. per Bottle, by Chemists, Stationers, Sc. 
For Mending every article of Ornament or Furniture, in China, Glass, 
Earthenware, Darien Marble, dec. 
From H. II. PLAISTER, Shepton Mallet. 
" Please send me another bottle of your Cement; it is the boat Iran get ; and as I 
deal largely in old china, 1 find it valuable. You can make use of Ibis if you like." 
Sold in Bottles, at 6d. and la., by Chemists, Stationers, rte. 
A new and superior Fluid for Cleaning Articles of Dress or Drapery 
from Stains of Grease, Oil, Paint, Cc, 
SAPINE is certified free of all Petroleum. 
SAPINE has no unpleasant smell. 
SAPINE dors not injure the material. 
SAPINE does not affect the most delicate colour. 
Sold in Bottles, by the principal Chemists, at 6d., Is., and 2s. Cd. 
JOHN BURGESS AND SON'S 
ORIGINAL AND SUPERIOR 
ESSENCE OF ANCHOVIES, 
ANCHOVY PASTE, 
AND ALL PREPARATIONS OF THE TRUE 
GORGONA, ANCHOVY, 
JOHN BURGESS AND SON'S PURE P CIKILIR1 
" Perfect purity and greater tenderness, and consequent digestibility of the pickles."Laiteet. 
To be had of all Grocers and Oilmen, and Wholesale at their Warehouse, 
107, STRAND (corner of Savoy Steps), LONDON, 
ESTABLISHED 1760, 
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IN THE SPRING Parr's Life Pills are used by Thousands. They clear from I the body all hurtful impurities, promote appetite, aid digestion, purify the blood, and keep the bowels regular. The mild pleasant action and powerful curative properties of 
Parr's pure herbal medicine recommend it as the most useful remedy for the restoration of 
sound bodily health and mental vigour. 
Mr. WILLIAM SAUNDERSON, Captain of the Schooner Mary Maria, of 
Newcastle-on-Tyne, 
Says that " since he commenced taking PARR'S PILLs he has gained eleven pounds in weight). looks younger, and feels better in every way.Jan. 20th, 1868." 
Mr. WILLIAM PRENTICE, Gorleston, Suffolk, 
Says. "I really do believe PARR'S PILLS are the best medicine ever offered to the public ; they 
not only invigorate the body, but they also enliven and exhilarate the mind.Sept. 2iith, 1866." 
Mrs. ELIZA ALLEN, Crown Street, Brentwood, Essex. 
Save, "I have suffered for a long time with pains in my back and kidneys, and at times I could 
not stand upright. A few months ago I was induced to try Palm's LIFE PILLs, and soon got quite well, and, thank God, I have ever since enjoyed excellent health.April 4th, 1866." 
Mr. JOHN DALE, Analytical Chemist, Manchester, 
Says. "At the request of several friends who have introduced PARR'S LIFE PILLS into their families as a medicine, I have submitted them to a strict chemical analysis, in order to ascertain 
whether they contained any of those active mercurial and other mineral preparations now se 
commonly introduced into many advertised medicines. I beg to say that I find them worthy of being recommended to the public for their great efficacy and simplicity, and, as stated by flu. proprietors, to be really vegetable pills, containing, as they do, nothing but what is of vegetable 
origin." 
PARR'S LIFE PILLS may be had of all the principal Druggists and 
Medicine Vendors throughout the world. In Boxes, 18. 11d., 2s. Pd., and in 
Family Packets, 1Is. each. 
SEVERE COUGHS, COLDS, ASTHMA, and INFLUENZA, 
arc speedily cured by the use of 
d SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR. 
CAREFULLY 
PREPARED FROM 
THE RECIPE OF THE 
LATE C. SPENCER, ESQ., 
SURGEON, &C., 
SALFORD, 
MANCHESTER : 
SPENCERS PULMONIC ELIXIR can be °blamed of all respectable Medicine Vendors In the Kingdom. In Bottles. at is. lid. and 2$. 9d. each. 
DESERVEDLY 
CELEBRATED AS 
THE MOST 
SUCCESSFUL 
PRACTITIONER 
El ALL 
PULMONARY 
AFFECTIONS. 
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ROSE 
JOHN RICHARD WACE & CO., 
Having made large contracts with the most celebrated growers and holders of the most esteemed 
Vintages, have much pleasure in submitting the following LIST OF WINES, the purity and 
quality of which they guarantee. 
Forwarded, carriage free, to any part of the United Kingdom. 
Excellent Sherry ... ... ... ... 21s. per Dozen. 
Superior Pale and Gold do. ,... ... 24s., 30s., 36s. to 84s. 
Choice Old Ports ... ... ... ... ... 24s., 30s., 36s. to 96s. 
Claret ... . ... 12s., 14s., 17s., 20s. and 24s. to 96s. 
Hock and Moselle ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 20s., 24s., 30s. to 108s. 
Sparkling Champagne ... ,.. . 36s., 42s., 48s. to 78s. 
Old Pale Brandy, Whisky, Rum, Gin, and Liqueurs of every description. 
JOHN RICHARD WACE AND CO., WINE IMPORTERS, &c., 
45 and 98, BAKER STREET, PORTMAN SQUARE, W. 
"The advantages aremore complete preservation, perfect purity,.andt. greater tenderness and consequent digestibility of the plckles."Lac, 
Prepared by his patented and other processes, are the perfection of Pickles, and are bottled in the, following 
variety, viz. tMixed PicklesPiccalilliOnionsGherkinsWalnuts, Se.c. May be obtained of all Dealers. 
Warehouse-20, Poland Street, London, W. 
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Recommended by the Faculty. 
PEARS' 
TRANSPARENT SHAVING SOAP 
(The most agreeable and economical extant) produces ut once, with either 
hot or cold water. a profuse creamy lather of exquisite fragrance, without 
causing redness or irritation. Its convenience particularly recommends it 
to Tourists, Sportsmen, &c. 
Price ONE SHILLING, in a neat case. 
Sufficient for twelve months, average consumption. 
Sold by Chemists, Hairdressers, and the Inventors, 
A. & F. FEARS, 91, Great Russell Street, London,W.C. 
Samples sent free by post fcr Thirteen Stamps. 
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The "VOWEL" WASHING MACHINE 
has this year further established its superiority 
and practical usefulness, 8 Silver Medals and 
First Prizes having been awarded to it. The 
" Vowel " A. Family Machine, with Wringer 
complete, price £5 5s., is the most popular and 
perfect machine that could be desired, and re- 
ceives the warmest commendation of every pur- 
chaser, because IT WILL thoroughly wash and 
wring every class of domestic washing, from 
Baby Linen to Bedding. "Vowel" E., the Cora- 
bined Family Washing, Wringing, and Mangling 
Machine, price £8 86,,* has also been made 
more perfect; and we have now the fullest con- 
fidence in soliciting intending purchasers to try 
the " Vowel" Machine for a month or two (free 
of charge), according to their custom of washing 
weekly, or monthlythat first of all, on 
their part, risk or disappointment may be 
avoided; and secondly, on our part, that 
what we have proved by long experience at 
our own public and private laundriesand 
the testimony of many thousand purchasers a thoroughly reliable Washing Machine- 
may be the more universally known and 
appreciated. See Catalogue, free by post. 
THOS. BRADFORD & CO., 
63, FLEET STREET, LONDON. 
CATHEDRAL STEPS, MANCHESTER. 
23, DAWSON STREET, DUBLIN. 
MANUFACT-URERS OF 
CRYSTAL GLASS CHANDELIERS, 
Of the newest patterns for Drawing Rooms, for Gas and Candles, 
WALL-LIGHT CHANDELIERS in every colour for Gas and Candles. MODERATOR LAMPS, and Lumps for 
India. BRONZE and ORMOLU CHANDELIERS for the Dining-room and Library. 
GILT DINNER SERVICES, from .23 10s., for Twelve Persona. 
TABLE GLASS ENGRAVED, GUT, AND JEWELLED IN GREAT VARIETY. 
Mess and Furnishing Orders for the above Goods promptly executed. 
CLOCK DEPARTMENT. 
Special Show Rooms have just been opened, containing every variety of CLOCKS for the DINLNG and DRAWING 
ROOM, VESTIBULE, LIBRARY, and CARRIAGE, Re. &c.; comprising the largest and best assortment in England, 
from Two to One Hundred Guineas and upwards. 
NoviceThe new patent Jewelled Chime Clock, which strikes the Hours on a Gong and chimes the Quarters oa 
Bells. Price from £100 to 2500. 
NOVELTIES for the SEASON, Bohemian Ornaments, Mirrors, Re., in great variety. 
FETES AND REJOICINGS. 
Ball Rooms, Public and Private Gardens Lighted, Illuminated, and Decorated 
for the Nobility and Gentry, upon the latest and most approved principles. 
PYROTECHNIC DISPLAYS undertaken. Temporary Buildings erected, Tents, Marquees provided. Estimates and 
Specifications for the entire arrangements of such Festivities prepared. 
THE NEW SHOW-ROOIV1S, 147, HOUNDSD1TCH, LONDON, 
Contain every Novelty of the Season, from 1 to 500 Guineas ; and the greatest variety in London in all the most elegant 
and recherché assortment of goods. Five minutes' walk from all the City Railway Stations. 
WORKSLONDON, BIRMINGHAM, and PARIS.ESTABLISLIED 1803. 
J. EFRIES & SONS) 
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CROSBY'S BALSAMIC COUGH ELIXIR. 
Opiates. Narcotics, and Squills are too often invoked to 
give relief in Coughs, Colds, and all Pulmonary Diseases. 
Instead of such fallacious remedies, which yield momen- 
tary relief at the expense of enfeebling the digestive 
organs, and thus increasing that debility which lies at the 
root of the malady. modern science points to CROSBY'S 
BALSAMIC COUGH ELIXIR as the true remedy. 
SELECT TESTIMONIAL.Dr. Hooke, Scarborough, author 
of the "AntiLancet." saysI have repeatedly observed how 
very rapidly and invariably it subdued Cough, NM. and Irri- 
tation of the Chest in cases of Pulmonary Consumption; and 
I can. with the greatest confidence, recommend it as a most 
valuable adjunct to an otherwise strengthening treatment for 
this disease." 
This medicine, which is free from Opium and squills, not 
only allays the local Irritation. but improves digestion and 
strengthens the constitution. Hence it is used with the most 
signal success in Asthma, Bronchitis, Consumption, Coughs, 
Influenza. Night sweats of Consumption, Quinsy, and all 
Affections of the Throat and Chott. 
Sold by ail respectable Chemists and Patent Medicine 
Dealers. in Bottles at Is. 9d.. 4s. (id.. and lis, each, ; and 
Wholesale by JAS. M. CROsBY. Chemist Scarborough. 
THE ANTISEPTIC 
.ON TOOTH h 
Cleans, Whitens, -V), 
"-N 
c..1. and Polishes the Teeth, e% 
Preserves the Enamel, Strengthens 
the Gums, Eradicates Scurvy. A. 
..?) In Pots, WI and 219 each. 4)4° 
26, 0.06* 
THE SURPLICE SHIRT, 
Six for 45s., 51s. 
COLOURED FRENCH CAMBRICS, Six for 51s. 
Barata Gauze Cotton Shirting, 
Quite anew fabric for Gentlemen's Shirts, being 
soft, durable, absorbing, and does not shrink. 
Outfits for India, China, & the Colonies. 
Outfit Price Lists and Self-Measurement Cards 
sent on application. 
JOHN SAMPSON & CO. 
SHIRT TAILORS, 
130, OXFORD STREET, 
LONDON, W. 
Note.The Ladies' Outfitting Establishment, 
123. Oxford Street. London, W. 
WHY DOES HAIR FALL OFF 
From many causes. Sometimes from local disturbing agencies, such as sickness ; sometimes from neglect in 
cleansing ; but most frequently from decay in the saps and tissues which supply each individual hair. In each case 
OLDRIDGE'S BALM OF COLUMBIA 
Is an excellent corrective of the many insidious sources of decay which ruin Nature', chief ornament. It stimulates, 
strengthens, and increases the growth of Hair ; it softens and nourishes it when grown ; and it arrests its decline. 
Besides titi,, it acts on those pigments the constant supply of which is essential to tile Hair retaining its colour. 
THE HAIR ON THE HEAD AND THE WHISKERS AND MOUSTACIIIOS 
are alike benefited. For children it is invaluable, as it forms the basis of a magnificent head of Hair. It ta free 
front anything of a poisonous character, and will not injure the health or skin. 
ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF FIFTY YEARS 
(a sufficient guarantee of its efficacy). 
Sold by all Perfumers and Chemists, at 3s. 6d., 6s., and Ils, only, Wholesale and Retail by the Proprietors, 
C. & A. OLDRIDGE, 
22, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C. 
THE ANTI - LANCET.IMPORTANT FACTS. ki 
It is now admitted by every well-educated medical 
man that depression of nervous power in the cause and 
---, 44 a 
INS, consequence of disease and deatiln truth which was publicly made known in the " ANTI-LANCET* nearly 
thirty years ego. Of this work more than half a million 
copies have been published. Respecting it, the tare kit distinguished author, Sheridan Knowles, observed : 
" It will bean incalculable boon to every person who can 
read and think." From this bookwhich contains 168 'lilt pagesInvalids suffering from Indigestion, Liver Coin- plaints. Asthma, Bronchitis, Pulmonary Consumption, 
Rheumatism, Gout, and all Complaints attended with partial or general debility, may learn how these diseases tail can be relieved or cured. It may be read with much 
advantage By the depressed in spirits, the exhausted by 
mental or physical toil, the infirm, the nervous, and the 
aged. A copy may be obtained gratis of most respect- 
able Chemists, or direct from the Author, 
*S. 
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GREAT SALE OF LADIES' UNDERCLOTHING !! 
A. MANUFACTURER'S STOCK OF 
The Best Goods, well made, and of Good Material, at less 
than HALF PRICE!!! 
MRS. YOUNG has much pleasure in calling the attention of her Customers to the 
above Stock just removed to lier premises for immediate sale, presenting such an opportunity for satisfactory purchases as rarely. occurs. Every article is well made and of good material. 
CATALOGUE OF STOCK NOW ON SALE. 
Lot 2. 
Ladies' Long Cloth Chemises, prettily 
trimmed with insertion and frills. Ordinary selling 
price, 4s. 9d. Now offered at 25. 11}d. each. 
17s. 6d. half-dozen. Sample 33 stamps. 
Lot 3. Ladies' Long Cloth Chemises, hand- 
somely trimmed with insertion and frills. A mort 
extraordinary opportunity to secure the hast goods 
at the prices of 'inferior articles. 35. Ild. each. 
22$. 9.1. the half-dozen. Sample 50 stamps. 
Lot 4. Ladies' Long Cloth Chemises, richly 
trimmed with insertion and work- Cannot be 
matched under At. Gd. Now offered at 4s. Ild. 
each. 281.9d. the half-dozen. Sample 62 stamps. 
Lot 5. 
Ladies' Long Cloth Night Dresses, 
trimmed with insertion and frill& Full size. 
Goo( material and the best work. 35.11d. each. 
22$. sa. the half-dozen. Sample 52 stamps. 
Lot 6. Ladies' Long Cloth Night Dresses, 
handsomely trimmed with insertion and frills. 
Generally sold at 7s. 6d. erse. 6d. Can now be had 
for 45.11d. each. 28$. 9d. the half-dozeo. Sample 
64 stamps. 
Lot 7. Ladies' Long Cloth Night Dresses, 
richly trimmed with insertion and frills. Most 
elegant shape, and in every stay the cheapest gown 
ever offered. fis. Ild. each. 34s. 9d. the half-dozen. 
Sample 74 stamps. 
Lot 8. 
Ladies' Long Cloth Drawers, or 
Knickerbockers, neatly tucked. Plain but 
goal, Is. Md. each. 115. 6d. the half-dozen. 
Sample 26 stamps. 
Lot 9. Ladies' Long Cloth Drawers, or 
Knickerbockers, prettily trimmed with In- 
sertion and lochs. Very nice quality, much under 
value, 25. I Id. each. 17s. 6d. the half-dozen. 
Sample 38 stamps. 
Lot 10. 
Ladies' Long Cloth Drawers, or 
Knickerbockers, richly trimmed with inser- 
tion and work. Very handsome, but remarkably 
cheap, 3s. I Id. 225. 9d. the half-dozen. Sample 
50 stamps. 
Lot 11. 
Ladies' Flannel Petticoats, scarlet or 
white. Two tucks and hem. Made of fine quality, 
and warranted not to shrink. 5s. 11d. each. 345. 9d. 
the half-dozen. Sample 74 stamps. Lot 12. 
Ladies' Night Caps, trimmed work. 
Quite HALF-PR10E, Is. 00. each. 55. llit, the 
half-dozen. Sample 15 stamps. 
Lot 13. 
Ladies, White Tucked Petticoats, 
gored and banded, ready for wear, only 2$. 110. 
each. 170.8d. the half-dozen. Sample 38 stamps. Lot 14. 
Ladies' White Tucked Petticoats, 
gored and banded, reedy for wear. Honestly worth 
ho. I Id. 35.11d. each. 220. 9d. the half-dozen. 
Sample Si stamps. 
Lot 15. 
Ladies' White Tucked Petticoats, 
gored and banded, ready for wear. Quality very 
line. Quite If ALF-PRICE. 4s. Ild. each. Us. 9d. 
the half-dozen. Sample 64 stamps. 
Lot 16. Very special. 
A Large Lot of Ladies' Long Cloth Skirts, trimmed with two goffered flounces and 
one row of rich Insertion, worth sa. 6d., for 4s. lid. 
each. 285. 6d. the half-dozen. Sample 66 stamps. 
This opportunity should not be lost! ! ! 
Lot 21. 
Ladies, White Cotton Hose, 151d. per 
pair. 7s. Q. the half-dozen. Sample Is stamps. 
hese are a most useful quality, and well deserve 
purchase. 
Lot 22. 
Ladies' Cambric Handkerchiefs 
(Unhetnmed), 6s.9d. the dozen. Sample 9 stamps. 
These should be secured al once. 
Lot 23. 
Ladies' Hemstitched Handkerchiefs. 
Manufactured of picked Irish linen. Beautifully 
line, sa. 9d. the dozen. Sample 12 stamps. 
Lot 24. Ladies' Madeira Handkerchiefs, 
exquisitely embroidered with rich designs. Beau- 
tifully hemstitched. About 100 dozen only 
12s. 6d. the dozen. Sample 15 stamps. 
Lot 26. 
A Few Flannel Dressing jackets. 
All colours, 50. I Id. each. Worth Iss 9d. Post free 
76 stamps. Decidedly north buying. 
All Orders must be accompanied by a remittance. P.0.0. payable to THOMAS G. Yemen, 
Post Office, Vere Street. Cheques crossed National Bank-Any Article not approved of will 
be exchanged, or the money returned. 
ADDRESS- ala Gr. -youas-o-, 
ROME, INDIAN, AND COLONIAL OUTFITTER, 
128, OXFORD STREET, 'LONDON, W. (a few doors west of Regent Circus.) 
0 
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DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE. 
THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE. 
A DIME TO INVALIES.If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from head.- 
ache, relief from pain and anguish, to calm and assuage the weary achings of protracted 
disease, invigorate the nervous media and regulate the circulating systems of the body, you will 
provide yourself with that marvellous remedy discovered by Dr. J. COLLIS BROWNE 
(late Army Medical Staff), to which he gave the name of 
01-1LOROD-YNE, 
And which is admitted by the profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy ever 
discovered. 
CHLORODYNE is the best remedy known fpr COUGHS, CONSUMPTION BRONCHITIS, Asmara, NEURALGIA. 
CHLORODYNE acts like a charm in DIARRHOEA, and is the only specific in CHOLERA and DYSENTERY. 
OLILORODYNE effectually cuts short all attacks of EPILEPSY, HYSTERIA, PALPITATION, and SPASMS. 
se Earl RUSSELL communicated to the College of Physicians that he had received a despatch from Her 
Majesty's Consul at Manilla, to the effect that Cholera has been raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remedy of any 
service was CHLORODYNE.See Lancet, December 31, 1864. 
"Lord FRANCIS CONYNGRAM, Mount Charles, Donegal, who this time last year bought some of Dr. J. COLLIS 
BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE from Mr. DAVENPORT, and has found it a most wonderful Medicine, will be glad to have 
hall-a-dozen bottles sent at once to the above address:, 
VICE-CRANCELLOR SIR W. PAGE WOOD Stated that Dr. J. COLLIS BROWNE 
CAUTION. was, undoubtedly, the Inventor of CHLORODYNE , that the story of the Defendant FREEMAN was deliberately untrue, which, he regretted ta 
say, had been sworn to.See Times, 13th July, 1864. 
Sold in Bottles at la. Id., 2s. 9d., 4s. 6d., and 11s. each. None is genuine without the words "Dr. J. COLLIS 
BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE "Ou the Government Stamp. Overwhelming Medical Testimony accompanies each 
Bottle. 
CAUT1ON.BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONS. 
SOLE MANUFACTURER: 
J. T. DAVENPORT, 33, Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, London. 
Manchester, March 7, 1870. 
(SIGNED) 
A N INDIAN PREPARATION for 
11 staining gray haie and whiskers a light or dark 
brown, by sinaply combing it through the hair. Being a 
white vegetable preparation, it is perfectly harmless. 
In cases, 50. 68. and 10s. 68. 
UNWIN AND ALBERT, 
Perfumers to the Royal Family, 
24, PICCADILLY. 
UNWIN AND ALBERT, 24, Piccadilly. Agent for Paris o JONES, Boulevard des Capucines. 
ekUTIONARY NOTICE.JEWSBITRY AND BROWN'S ORIENTAL TOOTH PASTIS.The great favour bestowed upon this original elegant and agreeable prepare, 
Con by the public during nearly half a century Ions induced others to manufacture worthless imita- 
tions. These Pastes are sold under numerous tiller, some even adopting the name and closely 
imitating the external appearance of the Genuine. Shippers, the trade, and the public are cautioned 
against these, and are requested to notice that JEWSBURY and BROWN'S ORIENTAL TOOTH 
PASTE retains its properties in any climate; is warranted not ta ferment or become liard. In 
colour it is similar to a CHERRY or a piece of CORAL, and it is distinguished by great fragrance 
and aroma, while it is absolutely free &inn any injurious compounds. Each GENUINE pot lias 
the Trade Mark printed in red and green, and the Signature attached; and proceedings under the 
Fraudulent Trade Marks Acta will be commenced against any one infringing or copying them. 
SPRINGSPRINGSPRING. 
KAYE'S WORSDELL'S PILLS. 
The approach of Spring indicates the necessity of Medicine to purify the blood and strengthen the system 
the effects of change or weather, and the advent of Summer. RAYES WORSDELL'S PILLS being composed of 
vegetable matter, chiefly acting on the fluids, will be found THE BEST SPRING MEDICINE that eau be 
used. 
Sold by all Chemists and other Dealers in Patent Medicines, al Is. 1d., 2s. 9d., and its. 6d. per box. 
26 EDWIN BROOD ADVERTISER. 
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J. L. DENMAN, 20, Piccadilly, London, W., 
y KTITES attention to his PURE FULL-BODLED GREEK WINES, which have received the highest approval of 1 English connoisseurs, including those of the Journalistic and Medical Professions. Their chief merits are, 
that being perfectly fermented, they are dry ; that being the strongest of natural wines, they require no added 
alcohol, yet they are indeed admirably adapted for dilution with water (soda or other) and for teeing ; that they are 
beverages and not drams ; that they much more rapidly improve in bottle than Port and Sherry, inasmuch as they 
have not to disengage any added alcohol; in a word, they are pure, wholesome, beneficial to the system, and 
moderato in price. Per doz Per doe. 
AMBROSIA (WHITE), Rich Dessert Wine ... 80s. PATRAS (RED and WHITE), Burgundy and Hock cite- 
COMO (ET»), character of rich Port 32s., 36s., 48s. 
CYPRUS (WHITE), Sweet Dessert Wine ... 60s., 72s., ST. ELIE (WHITE, PALE, and GOLD), Amontillado 
84s., 96s. character ... 28s., 38e., 485. 
KEPHISIA (RED and WHITE), 
Claret20$., 
and 
24s.,chetahs 
SANTORIN (RED), resembling Dry Port, 28s., 36s., 48s. 
character ... ... 30s 
LAC CHRISTI Mud, Sweet Sacramental Wine... 48s.. THERA. (WHITE), Madeira character... 28s., Ms., 48s. 
MONT HYMET ,(RED and WHITE), Claret and San- VLNSANTO (WHITE), very rich Dessert Wine ... 488. 
Sample Cases made up as desired. 
TERMS CASH. COUNTRY ORDERS MUST CONTAIN A REMITTANCE. 
BOTTLES AND CASES TO ME RETURNED OR PAID FOR. 
Cross Cheques, "National Bank." Post- Office Orders payable at the General Post- Office. 
IRON ,WINE BINS. 
FARROW AND JACKSON, 
18, GREAT TOWER STREET, 23, RUE DU PONT NEUF, _ 
8, HAYMARKET, LONDON. (between the Rue de Rivoli and PARIS, 
58, MANSELL STREET, the Rue St. Honore,) 
EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 27 
BAR FITTINGS FUR SPIRIT STORES. 
SEALING WAX. 
Every .article required for Wine, from the 
Pres.; to crush the Grapes to the Decanting 
Machine for the table. 
CELLARS FITTED COMPLETE 
in any part of the Kingdom. 
Illustrated _Priced Catalogues. 
FRENCH WINE hiatt, TN. per 100 bottles. 
Tes PfaowItATION NEVER FAILS TO RESTORE GREY; 0.%1 
( FADED HAIR nears ORIGINALCOLORsoBEAITM' 
Maiii4VMVO9ffrcmn 
Wad hy al C..4.....ib wt.( mire. 67 
WALEKUMEfitHifili HOLUM L. NDON,W,,C 
LOSS OF HAIR, &c. 
PATRONISED BY THE ROYAL FAMILY, NOBILITY, AND FACULTY. 
itS. TERRY, of' 304, Regent Street, London, W., may be consulted in all IL of Loss of Hair and Defects of the Skin and Complexion. Her treatment has been generally approved 
during the last 15 years, and her remedies are prepared according to the requirements of each patient. 
MRS. TERRY'S INFALLIBLE PREPARATION for the removal of superfluous Hair, 4s. Her DEPILATORY 
LOTION for permanently eradicating the roots of superfluous hairs, 210. per Bottle, carriage paid. 
LIMIER'S SELF-RAISING FLOUR 
Is superior to all other Preparations for making delicious Bread, Cakes, Buns, Sze., 
entirely superseding Yeast and Baking Powder, and effects a great saying in time 
and labour ; also for Puddings, Pies, Tarts, eze., rich or plain, baked or boiled. 
Sold in Packets only by Grocers, Corn Dealers, tim., with full directions on every bag. 
Wholesale LIMIER, St. Mary's Granary, Upper St., Islington, N. 
y 
... 
20s., 24s. 
i 
:J. 
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1489 REGENT STREET. 
NOTICE. 
GEORGE HOBSON 
Having purchased the extensive premises, 148, REGENT STREET, begs to announce to 
the Nobility, Gentry, and bis numerous West End Patrons, that he intends opening the 
same early in Mailer{ as a WEST END BRANCH of his old-established business, carried 
on at 57, LOMBARD STREET, CITY, with an entire 
NEW STOCK OF SPRING NOVELTIES, 
consisting of SUPERFINE and VICTORIA CLOTHS, from the first makers of the 
West of England ; and all the NEWEST MIXTURES for SPRING OVERCOATS. 
The TROUSERINGS will be found most complete, from the first mills in Scotland 
and Continental Manufacturers. The SCOTCH SUITINGS, Bannockburn, Gairloch, 
Glencoe, Killiecrankie, and Blair Atholl Heather Mixtures in all their pristine beauty, 
designs, and colouring. RIDING HABITS, Ladies' Riding Trousers and Pantalons des 
Chamois. SCARLET HUNTING COATS, Buckskin Cloth and Leather Breeches. 
CLERGYMEN'S ROBES and DIPLOMATIC UNIFORMS, which will be found, on 
inspection, at prices most moderate for best goods, or, in other words, he will fully carry 
out his distinguishing motto "EXCELLENCE WITH ECONOMY." 
Superior fit and workmanship are the characteristics of his Establishments. 
GEORGE HOBSON, 57, LOMBARD STREET. 
Established in the XVIIIth Century. 
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NALII_IRES TABLET I AM IICATEu SOAP, ( FREE FROM POISON) 
Y 
: 
s FOR sWASHING DOGS 
aLAti4., AND DES,TROYI/VGQINSECTS.. ' Pis* Pr lc el" 013 H1;. 
WRIGHT;°LAST? ORTH, LOW). ON,S O.W S. LEIEMPAEF- NI/ At' C7117ERI 
.NUNN'S MARSALA or BRONTE WINE, 
25s. per dozen, £7 Is. per six dozen, £12 15s. per quarter-cask. 
RAIL PAID TO ANY STATION IN ENGLAND- 
This Wine will be found of superior quality, is soft and old, and, though full flavoured, cntirely 
free from heat or the slightest approach to acidity. 
THOMAS NUNN AND SONS, 
WINE, SPIRIT, AND LIQUEUR MERCHANTS, 
44, LAMB'S CONDUIT STREET, W.C. 
PRICED LISTS ON APPLICATION. ESTABLISHED 1801. 
FIRST-CLASS SILVER MEDAL AWARDED TO 
SAMUEL NYE AND 
For their Improved Patent General 
MINCING & SAUSAGE MACHINES, 
For Private Families, Schools, I total Keepers, Ste. 
SMALL MINCER. to assist Digestion, loss of Teeth, 
&e., 305. (Specially recommended by the Lancet.) 
Rotary Knife Cleaners, the Best Quality 
Manufactured. from £2 upwards. 
PATENT IMPROVED MILLS, 
for Coffee, Cocoa, Pepper, Rice, Wheat, 
&c., and a variety of Domestic Machinery. 
Illustrated Price Lists Free, 
S. NYE & CO., 373, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W. 
CO., 
-1F=. 
CROQUET LAWNS. 
WHEELER'S GRASS SEEDS FOR CROQUET LAWNS, 
OF THE CHOICEST VARIETIES, TO PRODUCE A RICH THICK TURF. 
For a new Croquet Lawn, 60 lbs. will be required per acre. 
'7( All Croquet Grounds will be improved by having some of the finest Lawn-Grass Seeds 
À sown over them, during the present month; after sowing, a good rolling will be beneficial. 
We can offer the fluent quality at Is. per lb., or 20s. per bushel, carriage free by rail 
(except small parcels). A sample (more than 1.-lb.) sufficient for trial, or to renovate a small 
Croquet Ground, will be sent free by post on receipt of 12 postage stamps. 
J. C. WHEELER & SON, 
GRASS-SEED MERCHANTS, 
Gloucester, and 59, Mark Lane, London, E.C. 
EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 20 
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A. SEDLEY & C 9 
UPHOLSTERERS, AND MANUFACTURERS OF F1RST-CLASS FURNITURE, 
AT MODERATE PRICES, 
Respectfully call attention to their immense stock of 
EASY CHAIRS, for which they have been so long celebrated, 
And particularly to their 
Unrivalled Collection of complete CURTAINS, 
Woven in one piece, for DRAWING ROOMS, DINING ROOMS, LIBRARIES, and at very moderate prices. 
These CURTAINS, in the TAPESTRIES of NISMES, NEUILLY, ARRAS, RELLEVILIF., TOURCOING, 
also in LAMPAS BROCADES, SATIN DAMASKS, CRETONNES CHINTZES, cau be inspected at the 
BURLINGTON FURNITURE GALLERIES, 38, CONDUIT ST., BOND ST. 
Photographic Catalogues of their Chairs, and Drawings of their celebrated Equilibrium Chairs, forwarded on receipt 
of two stamps. 
THE "CHARLES DICKENS'S" EDITION. 
With 8 Illustrations in each Vol. 
EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER 
THE CHRISTMAS BOOKS: containingThe Christmas Carol, The Cricket on the 
Hearth, The Chimes, The Battle of Life, The Haunted. Man. In 1 handsome 
Volume, with all the Original Illustrations. Demy 8vo., 12s. 
A CHILD'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND. By Charles Dickens. New and Cheaper Edition, 
with Illustrations by Marcus Stone. Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s. 
CHAPMAN AND HALL, 193, PICCADILLY. 
39, 
let 
coi 
ILLUSTRATED 
With the Original 
Pickwick Papers. 
LIBRARY EDITION 
Illustrations, 26 Vols., 
s. d. 
2 vols. 16 0 
OF MR. DICKENS'S WORKS. 
Post 8vo., cloth, 8s. per 
Pictures from Italy, and 
Volume. 
s. d. 
lit 
lilt 
916? 
hi 
Nicholas Nick-lebv. 2 16 0 American Notes. 1 vol. 8 0 Ill 
Martin ChuzzleWit. 2 16 0 Bleak House. 2 vols. 16 0 
Old Curiosity Shop. 2 16 0 Little Dorrit. 2 16 0 
Barnaby Rudge. 2 16 0 Christmas Books. 1 vol. 8 0 
Sketches by I3oz. 1 vol. 8 0 A Tale of Two Cities. 1 8 0 
Oliver Twist. 1 8 0 Great Expectations. 1 8 0 
Dombey and Son. 2 vols. 16 0 Our Mutual Friend. 2 vols. 16 0 
David Copperfield. 2 16 0 
s. cl. s.d. 
The Pickwick Papers 3 6 A Tale of Two Cities . . . 3 0 
Martin Chuzzlewit 3 6 Sketches by Boz 3 0 
Oliver Twist 3 0 American Notes, and Reprinted 
Dombey and Son 3 6 Pieces 3 0 
Old Curiosity Shop 3 0 Little Dorrit 3 6 
Nicholas Nickleby 3 6 Our Mutual Friend 3 6 
David Copperfield 
Barnaby Rudge 
3 6 
3 0 
Great Expectations 
Hard Times, and Pictures from 
3 0 
lioq; 
Christmas Books 
Bleak House . . 
3 0 
3 6 
Italy 
The Uncommercial Traveller . 
30 
3 0 C4; 
MR. CHARLES DICKENS'S WORKS. The 
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EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 
JENNER AND KNEWS TUB, 
TO THE QUEEN, 
JEWELLERS,DRESSING-CASE MAKERS, 
AND HERALDIC ENGRAVERS, 
33, St. James's Street, and 66, Jermyn Street, London. 
TENNER AND KNEWSTUB'S PATENTS, NOVELTIES, SPECIALTIES, 
0 and Inventions. 
The PATENT A B C DESPATCH BOX, 10s. 6d. and upwards."Entitles the inventors 
to gratitude."Times. 
The PATENT ELGIN WRITING CASE, from 10s. 6d." Some honour belongs to 
he Inventor."Times. 
The PERSIGNY DRESSING CASE." Some of their work is absolutely perfect" 
The DELASKI TRAVELLING BAG." A marvel of compactness."Ifferning Post. 
The WEDDING DRESSING CASE. 
The PATENT JEWEL CASE Showing the whole of the Jewellery at one view. 
The REGISTERED " PERENNIAL" PENCIL CASE for Chain or Pocket. War- 
ranted to last any number of years. Cannot get out of order. 
The NEW MONOGRAM GOLD LOCKETS, Two Guineas and upwards, designed to 
order. 
SKETCHES FOR MONOGRAM DIES MADE WITHOUT CHARGE. 
THE MOST ELEGANT NOVELTIES IN MONOGRAMS. 
STAMPING AND ILLUMINATING. 
Now ready, the MONOGRAMS of the ROYALTY, NOBILITY, and GENTRY of 
EUROPE. Parts I. to III., 5s., stamped in colours; do. Illuminated, 15s. Also, the 
BADGES, CYPHERS, &c., of ALL the REGIMENTS of the BRITISH ARMY; Parts 
I. to IV., stamped in colours, 5s. each; do. Illuminated, 15s. each. Also, COMIC MONO- 
GRAMS; Parts I. and II., 5s. ; do. Illuminated, 15s. 
"The taste displayed is remarkable."Leader. 
" Beautiml specimens of art."Court Journal. 
"Well executed."Athenceum. 
JENNER AND KNEWSTUB, 
Court Stationers, by two special appointments, to the Prince 
and Princess of Wales, 
33, ST. JAMES'S STREET, AND 66, JERMYN STREET. 
Times. 
ATERPROOFS FOR INDIA. 
THE POCKET SIPHONIA, 
Weight 12 oz., price from 30s. to 42s. This Coat can bo carried in 
the pocket. Stout Siphonias, 30s.; Leggings, 10s. Gd.; Fishing 
Stockings, 21s, per pair ; Wading Stockings ; and Long Boots. 
THE NEW POCKET BATH, 25s. 
LIFE BELTS, 10s. Gd. and 12s. Gd. None should go to sea without. 
PORTABLE INDIA-RUBBER BOATS, 
Designed expressly for the Indian Rivers, to carry one or more prsons. 
KNAPSACKS, 21s, 
A 
THE SIPHONIA DEPoTS, 
5, CHARING CROSS, LONDON. 
And 441, STRAND (facing the Railway). 
No. 5, CHARING CROSS, LONDON. 
441, STRAND (facing the Railway). 
I P ESE T 3 
An Illustrated Catalogue post free. 
EDMISTON & SON, vs,.LL A p4,. 
Sole Manufacturers of the only Waterproof Clothing 
guaranteed to withstand the Climate of India. 0 /,4/ Ci 
ASSER & SHERWIN, 
81, STRAND, 86 89, OXFORD STREET, LONDON. 
Dressing Cases . 12:- to £50 Smelling Bottles 66 to D7 10 kast Do. Bags . 40/- to £30 Purses 1/-, to 25/- 
Albums . . 4/- to £12 Cigar Cases . . 2/6 to 130/- jewel Cases . 7/6 to £6 Glove Boxes 10/6 12/- 21/- 
Dispatch Boxes . 21/- to £10 Handkerchief do.. 80 10/- 20/- 
Docks. 10/6 to £10 Book Slides . . 7/- to £5 
"Work Baskets . 9/- to £5 Envelope Cases . . 25/- to £10 
Scent Cases . 7/6 to £10 10 Blotting Looks 10/- to £6 
&c. &c. &c. 
IN ORMOLU. 
Inkstands . . 10/6 to £4 Book Boxes . . £6 to .212 
Candlesticks . . . 18/- to £5 Portrait 'rames . . 2/6 to 42/- 
Card Trays , 10/6 to £5 5 Letter Balances . 36/- to 108/- 
&o. &c. &c. 
32 EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 
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ELEGANT PRESENTS SUITABLE FOR ALL OCCASIONS. 
MAOMICHAEL'S MONOGRAMS 
UNIQUE DESIGNS.Five quires of Thick Note and 100 Thick Envelopes (high flap), stamped in 
four rich colours, in any tao or three initials, for 5s. Specimens of the initials required for one 
stamp. No charge for the DieJ. MACMICHAEL, Heraldic Stationer to the Queen and 
H.R.H. the Princess of Wales, 207, King's Road, London, S.W. 
MCMICHAEL'S ECCENTRIC, GROTESQUE, 
AND RUSTIC MONOGRAMS 
Are beyond comparison. Comic and Rustic Designs made for any 
combination of letters. Steel Dies engraved. Note Paper and 
Envelopes stamped in colour relief, and illuminated in the most 
superb manner. Speciality for his deeply-cut Rustic Monograms 
which stand unrivalled in the world. One dozen (as specimens) 
for Fans or Albums, post free for 8 stamps. 
J. MACMICHAEL, Heraldic Designer to Her Majesty 
and H.R.H. the Princess of Wales, 
201, KING'S ROAD, LONDON, S.W. 
One dozen, as specimen., of eery large Eccentric Monograms (quite new), for 
Albums or Fans, post free for 20 stamps. 
71,vallo 
- 
JAQUE CROQUET 
(TWO PRIZE MEDALS, 1862.) 
PRICES FROM 15s. PER SET. 
Descriptive Price List on application.Sold by all Dealers 
Wholesale, Jaques & Son, 102, Hatton Garden. 
CautionObserve the name JAQUES & SON on each Box. 
al 
T. H. FILMER AND SON'S 
EXTENSIVE CARPET, CURTAIN, AND FURNITURE SHOWROOMS AND 
GALLERIES, 
31 & 32, BERNERS STREET, LONDON, W. 
T. H. FILMER AND SON respectfully solicit a visit from their numerous Patrons and 
the Public to their Establishment, the largest and best arranged in London, which has been 
entirely Redecorated and Rearranged with great care, and contains the most varied and Exten- 
sive Stock of every article requisite for Furnishing ; the whole of which is marked in PLatte 
FIGURES. 
Estimates furnished in Town and Country. 
. 
lits LOf An Illustrated Priced Catalogue of 1,000 Articles of BEDROOM FURNITURE, 
EASY CHAIRS, SOFAS, &c., Post-free. 
GALLERIES: 31 AND 32, DERNERS STREET, W. 
MANUFACTORY: 34 AND 35, CHARLES STREET, W. 
WRIGHT & MANN'S SEWING MAORIS. 
Are unrivalled for Family Use. 
SILENT LOCK-STITCH from 65 GUINEAS._ 
THE 
ALBERTA LOCK-STITGH.-.. 
PSIS! from 65 GUINEAS, 
Square Stand 6 GUINEAS. 
THE EXCELSIOR DOUBLE- 
LOCK ELASTIC STITCH. . 
o.ith Stand, from!, 
Guineas. 
Rand Machines in great variety from 42s.- 
First-Class LOCK-STITCH from 70s. List Free. 
143, Holborn Bars, London, E.C. 
QUES's 
, 
I EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 
BRAGG'S VEGETABLE CHARCOAL 
OR- 
PURE CARBON BISCUITS. 
A nutritious, pleasant, and healthful diet, which has produced great benefit and positive relief 
to thousands of sufferers from Indigestion, Bile, Acidity, Foul Breath, Dyspepsia, Heartburn, Worms, &c. There is medical testimony to its beneficent effects in those complaints. 
Sold in Tins, is., 2s., 4s., and 8s. each, by all Chemists, 
AND BY" THE MANUFACTURER, 
J. L. B R, A_ G. G, 
14 (late 2), WIGMORE STREET, CAVENDISH SQUARE. 
Useful' for Bronchitis. by loosening the phlegm, 
and relieving violent /Its of coughing. I 
MURIATE OF AMMONIA LOZENGES, 
Two or more for a dose. 
Prepared by P. and P. W. SQUIRE, 
Chemists on the establishment in ordinary to the Queen. Chemists in ordinary to the Prone., of Wale.. 
277, OXFORD STREET. 
FOR RELAXED THROATS: 
ASTRINGENT LOZENGES, From the Red Gum of the Eucalyptus Rostrata Of Western Australia. Dose, 1 to 4 Lozenges. 
Prepared by P. and P. W. SQUIRE, 
Chemist. on the establishment in ordinary to the Queen. CAnntste in ordinary to 11.1t.11. the Prince of Wales. 
277, OXFORD STREET. 
Observe the Label as above affixed to each Bottle, also that each Lozenge bears the name of "Squire." 
Has been awarded TWO GOLD MEDALS for its superiority 
over all others. 
LINCOLN'S INN HERALDIC OFFICE. 
PUGH BROTHERS, 
HERALDIC ARTISTS, ENGRAVERS, &G. 
FOR FAMILY ARMS, send Name and County, Sketch 3s. W. or 
stamps. Arms painted on Vellum, &c., and engraved on Stone 
and Metal in the highest stylo of Heraldic Art. Bookplates. 
Illuminated Addresses for Presentations. 
HERALDIC STATIONERY. 
New Lists on application. 
, GREAT TURNSTILE, LINCOLN'S INN, LONDON. 
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284, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W. 
Mr. R. Ilelbronner 
EGS to draw attention ta his Collection of 
TEXTILE FABRICS, which he has had 
recently manufactured. They consist of 
VELVETS and CLOTH OF GOLD, DAMASK SILKS, of 
different Colours and Patterns, and of WovEN 
STUFFS and SERGES, suitable for Hangings, 
Curtains, &c. 
It has been attempted to give an artistic character 
to these articles, and to obtain. beauty of colour and 
form, similar in kind to that found in the productions 
of the Middle Ages. 
EDWIN DROOD AlyvErmsgn. 
The Silks are especially suitable for Ecclesi- 
astical Vestments, but, with the Woollen Fabrics, 
may be also well used for Domestic Furniture. 
All the Articles have been designed under the 
direction of G. F. BODLEY, ESQ. 
n5 
TRADE MARE. 
osLas 
SAVORY & MOORE'S PANCREATIC EMULSION 
AND PANCREATINE are the most potent remedial 
agents. They are the only remedies yet known for 
effecting the digestion of Cod Liver Oil and preventing 
nausea when taking il, while they also efficiently supply 
the place of the cil when the stomach cannot tolerate 
it. These facts are now attested by the published 
records of numerous medical men, extracts from which 
accompany each bottle, prier from is. to 21s. 
SAVORY & MOORE, 143, New Bond Street, London, 
and all Chemists. 
NOTE.SAVORY & MOORE'S name and trade mark 
on each bottle. 
EDWIN DROOD ADVERTISER. 
ETHETT,S 
COCOAS, CHOCOLATES, & ESSENCE 
OF COFFEE. 
CARACCATINA A Cocoa 
deprived of its Butter for Tnvaliets Is. and 2s. per pkt. 
LICHEN ISLANDICUS, Or, 
ICELAND Moss COCOA ) (is. RI. per lb. 
MAIzENA COCOA, for Family Use ... Is. per lb. 
Duxx's ESSENCE OF COFFEE IS. & 2s. per bottle 
PENTONVILLE, LONDON. 
E BIRKBECK 
IS THE ONLY BUILDING SOCIETY WHOSE ANNUAL RECEIPTS EXCEED ONE MILLION. 
HOW 
TO PURCHASE A HOUSE for Two Guineas per Month, with immediate 
possession, and no Rent to pay. Apply at the Office of the 
BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY, 
London Mechanics, Institution, 29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane. 
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND for Fine Shillings per Month, with immediate possession, either for 
building or gardening purposes. Apply at the offices of the 
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, 
London Mechanics' Institution, 29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lune. 
HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY with safety at .r4 per cent. interest. Apply at the Offices of the 
BIRKBECK DEPOSIT BANK. 
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THE MYSTERY 
EDWIN DBOOD. 
CHAPTER I. 
THE DAWN. 
AN ancient English Cathedral Tower ? How can the ancient English Cathedral tower be here ! The well-known massive grey square tower of its old Cathedral ? How can that be here ! There is no spike of rusty iron in the air, between the eye and it, from any point of the real prospect. What is the spike that intervenes, and 
who has set it up ? Maybe, it is set up by the Sultan's orders for the impaling of a horde of Turkish robbers, one by one. It is so, for 
cymbals clash, and the Sultan goes by to his palace in long pro- 
cession. Ten thousand scimitars flash in the sunlight, and thrice ten thousand dancing-girls strew flowers. Then, follow white 
elephants caparisoned in countless gorgeous colors, and infinite in 
number and attendants. Still, the Cathedral Tower rises in the background, where it cannot be, and still no writhing figure is on the grim spike. Stay ! Is the spike so low a thing as the rusty 
spike on the top of a post of an old bedstead that has tumbled all 
awry ? Some vague period of drowsy laughter must be devoted to the consideration of this possi'-iility. 
Shaking from head to foot, the man whose scattered consciousness has thus fantastically pieced itself together, at length rises, supports his trembling frame upon his arras, and looks around. He is in the 
meanest and closest of small rooms. 'Through the ragged window- 
curtain, the light of early day steals in from a miserable court. He lies, dressed, across a large unseemly bed, upon a bedstead that has indeed given way under the weight upon it. Lying, also dressed and also across the bed, not longwise, are a Chinaman, a Lascar, and 
a haggard woman. The two first are in a sleep or stupor ; the last is blowing at a kind of pipe, to kindle it. And as she blows, and 
shading it with her lean hand, concentrates its red spark of light, it serves in the dim morning as a lamp to show him what he sees 
of her. 
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" Another ?" says this woman, in a querulous, rattling whisper. 
"Have another ?" 
He looks about him, with his hand to his forehead. 
" Ye've smoked as many as five since ye come in at midnight," the 
woman goes on, as she chronically complains. " Poor me, poor me, 
my head is so bad Thera two come in after ye. Ah, poor me, 
the business is slack, is slack ! Few Chinamen about the Docks, 
and fewer Lascars, and no ships coming in, these say ! Here's 
another ready for ye, deary. Yell remember like a good soul, 
won't ye, that the market price is dreffle high just now ? More 
nor three shillings and sixpence for a thimbleful ! And yell 
remember that nobody but me (and Jack Chinaman t'other side the 
court; but he can't do it as well as me) has the true secret of 
mixing it? Ye'll pay up according, deary, won't ye ?" 
She blows at the pipe as she speaks, and, occasionally bubbling 
at it, inhales much of its contents. 
"O me, 0 me, my lungs is weak, ply lungs is bad ! It's 
nearly ready for ye, deary. Ah poor me, poor me, my poor hand 
shakes like to drop off! I see ye coining-to, and I ses to my poor 
self, I'll have another ready for him, and he'll bear in mind the 
market price of opium, and pay according.' 0 my poor head ! I 
makes my pipes of old penny ink-bottles, ye sec, dearythis is one 
and I fits in a mouthpiece, this way, and I takes my mixter out 
of this thimble with this little horn spoon ; and so I fills, deary. 
Ah, my poor nerves ! I got Heavens-hard drunk for sixteen year 
afore I took to this ; but this don't hurt me, not to speak of. And 
it takes away the hunger as well as wittles, deary." 
She hands him the nearly-emptied pipe, and sinks back, turning 
over on her face. 
He rises unsteadily from the bed, lays the pipe upon the hearth- 
stone, draws back the ragged curtain, and looks with repugnance 
at his three companions. He notices that the woman has opium- 
smoked herself into a strange likeness of the Chinaman. His form 
of cheek, eye, and temple, and his color, are repeated in her. Said 
Chinaman convulsively wrestles with one of his many Gods, or 
Devils, perhaps, and snarls horribly. The Lascar laughs and 
dribbles at the mouth. The hostess is still. 
" What visions can she have?" the waking man muses, as he 
turns her face towards him, and stands looking down at it. 
"Visions of many butchers' shops, and public-houses, and much 
credit ? Of an increase of hideous customers, and this horrible bed- 
stead set upright again, and this horrible court swept clean ? What 
can she rise to, under any quantity of opium, higher than that ! 
Eh ?" 
He bends down his ear, to listen to lier mutterings. 
" Unintelligible !" 
As he watches the spasmodic shoots and darts that break out of 
her face and limbs, like fitful lightning out of a dark sky, some 
contagion in them seizes upon him : insomuch that he has to 
withdraw himself to a lean arm-chair by the hearthplaced 
there, perhaps, for such emergenciesand to sit in it, holding 
tight, until he has got the better of this unclean spirit of imitation. 
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Then he comes back, pounces on the Chinaman, and, seizing him 
with both hands by the throat, turns him -violently on the bed. 
The Chinaman clutches the aggressive hands, resists, gasps, and 
protests. 
" What do you say ?" 
A watchful pause. 
" Unintelligible!" 
Slowly loosening his grasp as he listens to the incoherent jargon 
with an attentive frown, he turns to the Lascar and fairly drags 
him forth upon the floor. As he falls, the Lascar starts into a half- 
risen attitude, glares with his eyes, lashes about him fiercely with 
his arms, and draws a phantom knife. It then becomes apparent 
that the woman has taken possession of his knife, for safety's 
sake ; for, she too starting up, and restraining and expostulating 
with him, the knife is visible in her dress, not in his, when they- 
drowsily drop back, side by side. 
There has been chattering and clattering enough between them, 
but to no purpose. When any distinct word has been flung into 
-the air, it has had no sense or sequence. Wherefore " unintel- 
ligible !" is again the comment of the watcher, made with some 
reassured nodding of his head, and a gloomy smile. He then lays 
certain silver money on the table, finds his hat, gropes his way 
down the broken stairs, gives a good morning to some rat-ridden 
doorkeeper, in bed in a black hutch beneath the stairs, and passes 
out. 
That same afternoon, the massive grey square tower of an old 
Cathedral rises before the sight of a jaded traveller. The bells are 
going for daily vesper service, and he must needs attend it, one would 
say, from his haste to reach the open cathedral door. The choir are getting on their sullied white robes, in a hurry, when he arrives 
among them, gets on his own robe, and falls into the procession filing in to service. Then, the Sacristan locks the iron-barred gates 
that divide the sanctuary from the chancel, and all of the proces- 
sion having scuttled into their places, hide their faces: and then 
the intoned words, " WHEN THE WICKED MAN -- " rise among- 
groins of arches and beams of roof, awakening muttered thunder. 
CHAPTER II. 
A DEAN, AND A CHAPTER ALSO. 
WHOSOEVER has observed that sedate and clerical bird, the rook, 
may perhaps have noticed that when he wings his way home- 
ward towards nightfall, in a sedate and clerical company, two 
rooks will suddenly detach themselves from the rest, will retrace 
their flight for some distance, and will there poise and linger ; 
conveying to mere men the fancy that it is of some occult im- 
portance to the body politic, that this artful couple should pretend 
to have renounced connection with it. 
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Similarly, service being over in the old cathedral with the square 
tower, and the choir scuffling out again, and divers venerable 
persons of rook-like aspect dispersing, two of these latter retrace. 
their steps, and -walk together in the echoing Close. 
Not only is the day waning, but the year. The low sun is fiery 
and yet cold behind the monastery ruin, and the Virginia creeper 
on the cathedral wall has showered half its deep-red leaves down on 
the pavement. There has been rain this afternoon, and a wintry 
shudder goes among the little pools on the cracked uneven flag- 
stones, and through the giant elm trees as they shed a gust of tears. 
Their fallen leaves lie strewn thickly about. Some of these leaves, 
in a timid rush, seek sanctuary within the low arched cathedral door ; 
but two men coming out, resist them, and cast them forth again 
with their feet ; this done, one of the two locks the door with a 
goodly key, and the other flits away with a folio music book. 
" Mr. Jasper was that, Topo?" 
" Yes, Mr. Dean." 
"He has stayed late." 
Yes, Mr. Dean. I have stayed for him, your Reverence. He 
has been took a little poorly." 
"Say taken,' Topeto the Dean," The younger rook inter- 
poses in a low tone with this touch of correction, as who should say 
"Yen may offer bad grammar to the laity, or the humbler clergy 
not to the Dean." 
Mr. Tope, Chief Verger and Showman, and accustomed to be high 
with excursion parties, declines with a silent loftiness to perceive 
that any suggestion has been tendered to him. 
"And when and how has Mr. Jasper been takenfor, as Mr. 
Crisparkle has remarked, it is better to say takentaken" 
repeats the Dean ; " when and how has Mr. Jasper been Taken-- 
" Taken, sir," Tope deferentially murmurs. 
"Poorly, Tope?" 
" Why, sir, Mr. Jasper was that breathed " 
" I wouldn't say That breathed,' Tope," Mr. Crisparkle inter- 
poses, with the same touch as before. " Not English--to the 
Dean." 
" Breathed to that extent," the Dean (not unflattered by this 
indirect homage), condescendingly remarks, " would be preferable." 
Mr. Jasper's breathing was so remarkably short ;" thus 
discreetly does Mr. Tope work his way round the sunken rock, 
" when he came in, that it distressed him mightily to get his notes 
out : which was perhaps the cause of his having a kind of fit on 
him after a little. His memory grew DAZED." Mr. Tope, with 
his eyes on the Reverend Mr. Crisparkle, shoots this word out, as 
oefying him to improve upon it : "and a dimness and giddiness 
crept over him as strange as ever I saw : though he didn't seem 
to mind it particularly, himself. However, a little time and a little 
water brought him out of his DAzE." Mr. Tope repeats the word 
and its emphasis, with the air of saying : "As I have made a 
success, I'll make it again." 
"And Mr. Jasper has gone home quite himself, has he ?" asked 
the Dean. 
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" Your Reverence, he lias gone home quite himself. And I'm glad to see he's having his tire kindled up, for it's chilly after the wet, and the Cathedral had both a damp feel and a damp touch this afternoon, and he was very shivery." 
They all three look towards an old stone gatehouse crossing the Close, with an arched thoroughfare passing beneath it. Through its latticed window, a fire shines out upon the fast-darkening 
scene, involving in shadow the pendent masses of ivy and creeper 
covering the building's front. As the deep Cathedral-bell strikes the hour, a ripple of wind goes through these at their distance, like a ripple of the solemn sound that hums through tomb and tower, broken niche and defaced statue, in the pile close at hand. s 
" Is Mr. Jasper's nephew with him ?" the Dean asks. 
"No, sir," replies the Verger, "but expected. There's his own 
solitary shadow betwixt his two windowsthe one looking this 
way, and the one looking down into the High Streetdrawing his own curtains now." 
" Well, well," says the Dean, with a sprightly air of breaking 
up the little conference, "I hope Mr. Jasper's heart may not be too much set upon his nephew. Our affections, however laudable, in this transitory world, should never master us ; we should guide them, guide them. I find I am not disagreeably reminded of my (limier, by hearing my dinner-bell. Perhaps Mr. Crisparkle you 
. will, before going home, look in on Jasper?" 
" Certainly, Mr. Dean. And tell him that you had the kindness to desire to know how he was ?" 
' " Ay ; do so, do so. Certainly. Wished to know how he was. By all means. Wished to know how he was." 
With a pleasant air of patronage, the Deal/ as nearly cocks his quaint hat as a Dean in good spirits may, and directs his comely gaiters towards the ruddy dining-room of the snug old red-brick house where he is at present "in residence " with Mrs. Dean and Miss Dean. 
Mr. Crisparkle, Minor Canon, fair and rosy, and perpetually pitching himself head-foremost into all the deep running water in the surrounding country ; Mr. Crisparkle, Minor Canon, early 
riser, musical, classical, cheerful, kind, good-natured, social, con- tented, and boy-like ; Mr. Crisparkle, Miner Canon and good man, lately " Coach " upon the chief Pagan high roads, but since pro- 
-- inoted by a patron (grateful for a well-taught son) to his present Christian beat ; betakes himself to the gate house, on his way home to his early tea. 
" Sorry to hear from Tope that you have not been well, Jasper." 
"Oh, it was nothing, nothing!" 
" You look a little worn." 
"Do I? Oh, I don't think so. What is better, I don't feel so. Tope has made too much of it I suspect. It's his trade to make the most of everything appertaining to the Cathedral, you know." 
"I may tell the DeanI call expressly from the Deanthat you are all right again ?" 
The reply, with a slight smile, is : " Certainly ; with my 
respects and thanks to the Dean." 
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"I'm glad to hear that you expect young Drood." 
"I expect the dear fellow every moment." 
" Ah ! He will do you more good than a doctor, Jasper." 
"More good than a dozen doctors. For I love him dearly, and 
I don't love doctors, or doctors' stuff." 
Mr. Jasper is a dark man of some six-and-twenty, with thick, 
lustrous, well-arranged black hair and whisker. He looks older 
than ho is, as dark men often do. His voice is deep and good, his 
face and figure are good, his manner is a little sombre. His room 
is a little sombre, and may have had its influence in forming his 
manner. It is mostly in shadow. Even when the sun shines 
brilliantly, it seldom touches the grand piano in the recess, or the 
folio music-books on the stand, or the bookshelves on the wall, or 
the unfinished picture of a blooming schoolgirl hanging over the 
chimneypiece ; her flowing brown hair tied with a blue riband, 
and her beauty remarkable for a quite childish, almost babyish, 
touch of saucy discontent, comically conscious of itself. (There is 
not the least artistic merit in this picture, which is a mere daub ; 
but it is clear that the painter has made it humorouslyone 
might almost say, revengefullylike the original.) 
" We shall miss you, Jasper, at the Alternate Musical Wednes- 
days ' to-night ; but no doubt you are best at homo. Good-night. 
God bless you Tell me, shep-herds te-e-ell me ; tell me-e-e, have 
you seen (have you seen, have you seen, have you seen) my-y-y 
Flo-o-ora-a pass this way !' " Melodiously good Minor Canon 
the Reverend Septimus Crisparkle thus delivers himself, in musical 
rhythm, as he withdraws his amiable face from the doorway and 
conveys it down stairs. 
Sounds of recognition and greeting pass between the Reverend 
Septimus and somebody else, at the stair-foot. Mr. Jasper listens, 
starts from his chair, and catches a young fellow in his arms, 
exclaiming : 
"My dear Edwin!" 
"My dear Jack ! So glad to see you!" 
" Get off your greatcoat, bright boy, and sit down here in your 
own corner. Your feet are not wet? Pull your boots off. Do 
pull your boots off." 
"My dear Jack, I am as dry as a bone. Don't moddley-coddley, 
there's a good fellow. I like anything better than being moddley- 
coddleyed." 
With the check upon him of being unsympathetically restrained 
in a genial outburst of enthusiasm, Mr. Jasper stands still, and looks 
on intently at the young fellow, divesting himself of his outer coat, 
hat, gloves, and so forth. Once for all, a look of intentness and in- 
tensitya look of hungry, exacting, watchful, and yet devoted 
affectionis always, now and ever afterwards, on the Jasper face 
whenever the Jasper face is addressed in this direction. And 
whenever it is so addressed, it is never, on this occasion or on any 
other, dividedly addressed ; it is always concentrated. 
"Now I am right, and now I'll take my corner, Jack. Any 
dinner, Jack?" 
Mr. Jasper opens a door at the upper end of the room, and 
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discloses a small inner rOOm pleasantly lighted and prepared, 
wherein a comely dame is in the act of setting dishes on table. 
" What a jolly old Jack it is !" cries the young fellow, with a 
clap of his hands. "Look here, Jack ; tell me ; whose birthday 
is it?" 
" Not yours, I know," Mr. Jasper answers, pausing to con- 
sider. 
" Not mine, you know ? No; not mine, I know ! Pussy's !" 
Fixed as the look the young fellow meets, is, there is yet in it 
some strange power of suddenly including the sketch over the 
chinaneypiece. 
" Pussy's, Jack ! We must drink Many happy returns to her. 
Come, uncle; take your dutiful and sharp-set nephew in to dinner." 
As the boy (for he is little more) lays a hand on Jasper's 
shoulder, Jasper cordially and gaily lays a hand on his shoulder, 
and so Marseillaise-wise they go in to dinner. 
"And Lord ! Here's Mrs. Tope !" cries the boy. " Lovelier 
than ever !" 
" Never you mind me, Master Edwin," retorts the Verger's wife ; 
"I can take care of myself." 
" You can't. You're much too handsome. Give me a kiss, 
because it's Pussy's birthday." 
" I'd Pussy you, young man, if I was Pussy, as you call her," 
Mrs. Tope blushingly retorts, after being saluted. " Your uncle's 
too much wrapt up in you, that's \There it is. He makes so 
much of you, that it's my opinion you think you've only to call 
your Pussys by the dozen, to make 'cm come." 
" You forget, Mrs. Tope," Mr. Jasper interposes, taking his place 
at table with a genial smile, "and so do you, Ned, that Uncle and 
Nephew are words prohibited here by common consent and express 
agreement. For what we are going to receive His holy name be praised !" 
" Done like the Dean! Witness, Edwin Drood I Please to 
carve, Jack, for I can't." 
This sally ushers in the dinner. Little to the present purpose, 
or to any purpose, is said, while it is in course of being disposed of. 
At length the cloth is drawn, and a dish of walnuts and a decanter 
of rich-coloured sherry are placed upon the table. 
"I say ! Tell me, Jack," the young fellow then flows on : "do 
you really and truly feel as if the mention of our relationship 
divided us at all? I don't." 
" Uncles as a rule, Ned, are so much older than their nephews," is the reply, " that I have that feeling instinctively." 
"As a rule ? Ah, may-be ! But what is a difference in age of half a dozen years or so ? And some uncles, in large families, 
are even younger than their nephews. By George, I wish it was 
the case with us!" 
" Why ?" 
"Because if it was, I'd take the lead with you, Jack, and be as 
-wise as Begone dull care that turned a young man grey, and be- 
gone dull care that turned an old man to clay.Halloa, Jack ! 
Don't drink." 
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" Why not?" 
" Asks why not, on Pussy's birthday, and no Happy Returns 
proposed! Pussy, Jack, and many of 'em! Happy returns, I 
mean." 
Laying an affectionate and laughing touch on the boy's extended 
hand, as if it were at once his giddy head and his light heart, Mr. 
Jasper drinks the toast in silence. 
"Hip, hip, hip, and nine times nine, and one to finish with, and 
all that, understood. Hooray, hooray, hooray ! And now, Jack, 
let's have a little talk about Pussy. Two pairs of nut-crackers? 
Pass me one, and take the other." Crack. "How's Pussy getting 
on, Jack ?" 
" With her music? Fairly." 
" What a dreadfully conscientious fellow you are, Jack. But I 
know, Lord bless you! Inattentive, isn't she?" 
" She can _earn anything, if she will." 
"If she will? Egad that's it. But if she won't?" 
Crack. On Mr. Jasper's part. 
"How's she looking, Jack ?" 
Mr. Jasper's concentrated face again includes the portrait as he 
returns: " Very like your sketch indeed." 
"I am a little proud of it," says the young fellow, glancing up at 
the sketch with complacency, and then shutting one eye, and 
taking a corrected prospect of it over a level bridge of nut-cracker 
in the air : "Not badly hit off from memory. But I ought to have 
caught that expression pretty well, for I have seen it often 
enough." 
Crack. On Edwin Drood's part. 
Crack. On Mr. Jasper's part. 
"In point of fact," the former resumes, after some silent dipping 
among his fragments of walnut with an air of pique, "I sec it 
whenever I go to see Pussy. If I don't find it on her face, I leave 
it there.You know I do, Miss Scornful Pert. Booli!" With a 
twirl of the nut-crackers at the portrait. 
Crack. Crack. Crack. Slowly, on Mr. Jasper's part. 
Crack. Sharply, on the part of Edwin Drood. 
Silence on both sides. 
"Have you lost your tongue, Jack?" 
"Have you found yours, Ned ?" 
"No, but really ;isn't it, you know, after all?" 
Mr. Jasper lifts his dark eyebrows inquiringly. 
"Isn't it unsatisfactory to be cut off from choice in such a 
matter? There, Jack ! I tell you! If I could choose, I would 
choose Pussy from all the pretty girls in the world." 
"But you have not got to choose." 
" That's what I complain of. My dead and gone father and 
Pussy's dead and gone father must needs marry us together by 
anticipation. Why theDevil, I was going to say, if it had been 
respectful to their memorycouldn't they leave us alone?" 
"Tut, tut, dear boy, Mr. Jasper remonstrates, in a tone of 
gentle deprecation. 
" Tut, tut? Yes, Jack, it's all very well for you. You can take 
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it easily. Your life is not laid down to scale, and lined and dotted 
out for you, like a surveyor's plan. You have no uncomfortable 
suspicion that you are forced upon anybody, nor has anybody an 
uncomfortable suspicion that she is forced upon you, or that you 
are forced upon her. You can choose for yOurself. Life, for you, is 
e a plum with the natural bloom on; it hasn't been over-carefully 
wiped off for you--" 
" Don't stop, dear fellow. Go on." 
" Can I anyhow have hurt your feelings, Jack ?" 
" How can you have hurt my feelings r' 
"Good Heaven, Jack, you look frightfully ill ! There's a strange 
film come over your eyes." 
Mr. Jasper, with a forced smile, stretches out his right hand, as 
if at once to disarm apprehension and gain time to get better. 
After a while he says faintly : 
"I have been taking opium for a painan agonythat some- 
times overcomes me. The effects of the medicine steal over me 
like a blight or a cloud, and pass. You see them in the act of 
passing; they will be gone directly. Look away from me. They 
will go all the sooner." 
With a seared face, the younger man complies, by casting his 
eyes downward at the ashes on the hearth. Not relaxing his 
own gaze at the fire, but rather strengthening it with a fierce, 
firm grip upon his elbow-chair, the elder sits for a few moments 
rigid, and then, with thick drops standing on his forehead, and a 
sharp catch of his breath, becomes as he was before. On his so 
subsiding in his chair, his nephew gently and assiduously tends 
him while he quite recovers. When Jasper is restored, lie lays 
a tender hand upon his nephew's shoulder, and, in a tone of voice 
less troubled than the purport of his wordsindeed with some- 
thing of raillery or banter in itthus addresses him : 
" There is said to be a hidden skeleton in every house; but you 
El thought there was none in mine, dear Ned." 
" Upon my life, Jack, I did think- so. However, when I come 
to consider that even in Pussy's houseif she had oneand in 
mineif I had one" 
" You were going to say (but that I interrupted you in spite of 
myself) what a quiet life mine is. No whirl and uproar around 
me, no distracting commerce or calculation, no risk, no change of 
place, myself devoted to the art I pursue, my business my 
i4 pleasure." 
"I really was going to say something of the kind, Jack ; but 
you see, you, speaking of yourself, almost necessarily leave out 
much that I should have put in. For instance : I should have put 
in the foreground, your being so much respected as Lay Precentor, 
or Lay Clerk, or whatever you call it, of this Cathedral; your 
enjoying the reputation of having done such wonders with the 
choir; your choosing your society, and holding such an inde- 
1';..-0, pendent position in this queer old place; your gift of teaching (why, even Pussy, who don't like being taught, says there never 
was such a Master as you are!) and your connexion." 
Yes ; I saw what you were tending to. I hate it." 
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" Hate it, Jack ?" (Much bewildered.) 
"I hate it. The cramped monotony of my existence grinds me 
away by the grain. How does our service sound to you?" 
" Beautiful ! Quite celestial." 
" It often sounds to me quite devilish. I am so weary of it 
The echoes of my own voice among the arches seem to mock me 
with my daily drudging round. No wretched monk who droned 
his life away in that gloomy place, before me, can have been more 
tired of it than I am. He could take for relief (and did take) to 
carving demons out of the stalls and seats and desks. What shall 
I do? Must I take to carving them out of my heart ?" 
"I thought you had so exactly found your niche in life, Jack," 
Edwin Brood returns, astonished, bending forward in his chair to 
lay a sympathetic hand on Jasper's knee, and looking at him with 
an anxious face. 
"I know you thought so. They all think so." 
" Well ; I suppose they do," says Edwin, meditating aloud. 
"Pussy thinks so." 
" When did she tell you that ?" 
"The last time I was here. You remember when. Three months 
ago." 
"How did she phrase it?" 
"Oh! She only said that she had become your pupil, and that 
you were made for your vocation." 
The younger. man glances at the portrait. The elder sees it in 
him. 
" Anyhow, my dear Ned," Jasper resumes, as he shakes his head 
with a grave cheerfulness : "1 must subdue myself to my vocation : 
which is much tho same thing outwardly. It's too late to find 
another now. This is a confidence 'between us." 
"It shall be sacredly preserved, Jack." 
"I have reposed it in you, because" 
"I feel it, I assure you. Because we are fast friends, and because 
you love and trust me, as I love and trust you. Both hands, 
Jack." 
As each stands looking into the other's eyes, and as the uncle 
holds the nephew's hands, the uncle thus proceeds : 
" You know now, don't you, that even a poor monotonous 
chorister and grinder of musicin his nichemay be troubled 
with some stray sort of ambition, aspiration, restlessness, dissatis- 
faction, what shall we call it ?' 
" Yes, dear Jack." 
"And you will remember ?" 
"My dear Jack, I only ask you, am I likely to forget what you 
have said with so much feeling ?" 
" Take it as a warning, then." 
In the act of having his hands released, and of moving a step 
back, Edwin pauses for an instant to consider the application of 
these last words. The instant over, he says, sensibly touched : 
"I am afraid I am but a shallow, surface kind of fellow, Jack, 
and that my headpiece is none of the best. But I needn't say I 
am young ; and perhaps I shall not grow worse as 1 grow older. 
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At all events, I hope I have something impressible within me. 
which feelsdeeply feelsthe disinterestedness of your painfully 
laying your inner self bare, as a warning to me." 
Mr. J asper's steadiness of face and figure becomes so marvellous 
that his breathing seems to have stopped. 
"I conld.n't fail to notice, Jack, that it cost you a great effort, 
and that you were very much moved, and very unlike your usual 
self. Of course I knew that you were extremely fond of me, but I 
really was not prepared for your, as I may say, sacrificing yourself 
to me, in that way." 
Mr. Jasper, becoming a breathing man again without the 
smallest stage of transition between the two extreme states, lifts 
his shoulders, laughs, and waves his right arm. 
" No ; don't put the sentiment away, Jack ; please don't ; for I am 
-very much in earnest. I have no doubt that that unhealthy state 
of mind which you have so powerfully described is attended with 
some real suffering, and is hard to bear. But let me reassure you. 
Jack, as to the chances of its overcoming Me. I don't think I 
am in the way of it. In some few months less than another year, 
you know, I shall carry Pussy off from school as Mrs. Edwin 
Drool I shall then go engineering into the East, and Pussy with 
me. And although we have our little tiffs now, arising out of a 
certain unavoidable flatness that attends our love-making, owing 
to its end being all settled beforehand, still I have no doubt of our 
getting on capitally then, when it's done and can't be helped. In 
short, Jack, to go back to the old song I was freely quoting at 
dinner (and who knows old songs better than you!), my wife shall 
dance and I will sing, so merrily pass the day. Of Pussy's 
being beautiful there cannot be a doubt ;and when you are 
good besides, Little Miss Impudence," once more apostrophising 
the portrait, "Ill burn your comic likeness and paint your music- 
master another." 
Mr. Jasper, with his hand to his chin, and with an expression of 
musing benevolence on his face, has attentively watched every 
animated look and gesture attending the delivery of these words. 
He remains in that attitude after they are spoken, as if in a kind 
of fascination attendant on his strong interest in the youthful 
spirit that he loves so well. Then, he says with a quiet smile : 
" You won't be warned, then ?" 
"No, Jack." 
" You can't be warned, then?' 
"No, Jack, not by you. Besides that I don't really consider 
3nyself in danger, I don't like your putting yourself in that 
position." 
"Shall we go and walk in the churchyard?" 
"By all means. You won't mind my slipping out of it for half 
a moment to the Nuns' House, and leaving a parcel there? Only 
gloves for Pussy ; as many pairs of gloves as she is years old to- 
day. Rather poetical, Jack ?" 
Mr. Jasper, still in the same attitude, murmurs : " Nothing half 
so sweet in life,' Ned !" 
" Here's the parcel in my greatcoat pocket. They must be pre- 
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sented to-night, or the poetry is gone. It's against regulations for me to call at night, but not to leave a packet. I am ready, Jack !" 
Mr. Jasper dissolves his attitude, and they go out together. 
CHAPTER III. 
THE NUNS' HOUSE. 
Fort sufficient reasons which this narrative will itself unfold as it advances, a fictitious name must be bestowed upon the old Cathedral town. Let it stand in these pages as Cloisterham. It was once possibly known to the Druids by another name, and certainly to the Romans by another, and to the Saxons by another, 
and to the Normans by another ; and a name more or less in the 
'course of many centuries can be of little moment to its dusty 
chronicles. 
An ancient city, Cloisterham, and no meet dwelling-place for any one with hankerings after the noisy world. A monotonous, 
silent city, deriving an earthy flavor throughout, from its cathe- dral crypt, and so abounding in vestiges of monastic graves, that the Cloisterham children grow small salad in the dust of abbots and abbesses, and make dirt-pies of nuns and friars ; while every ploughman in its outlying fields renders to once puissant Lord Treasurers, Archbishops, Bishops, and sua-like, the attention which the Ogre in the story-book desired to render to his un- bidden visitor, and grinds their bones to make his bread. A drowsy city, Cloisterham, whose inhabitants seem to suppose, with an inconsistency more strange than rare, that all its changes lie behind it, and that there are no more to come. A queer moral to derive from antiquity, yet older than any traceable antiquity. So silent are the streets of Cloisterham (though prone to echo on the smallest provocation), that of a summer-day the sunblinds of its shops scarce dare to flap in the south wind ; while the sun- browned tramps who pass along and stare, quicken their limp a little, that they may the sooner get beyond the confines of its 
oppressive respectability. This is a feat not difficult of achieve- ment, seeing that the streets of Cloisterham city are little more than one narrow street by which you get into it and get out of it : the rest being mostly disappointing yards with pumps in them and no thoroughfareexception made of the Cathedral-close, and a paved Quaker settlement, in color and general conformation very like a Quakeress's bonnet, un in a shady corner. In a word, a city of another and a bygone time is Cloisternam, with its hoarse cathedral bell, its hoarse rooks hovering about the Cathedral tower, its hoarser and less distinct rooks in the stalls far beneath. Fragments of old wall, saint's chapel, chapter-house, convent, and monastery, have got incongruously or obstructively built into many of its houses and gardens, much as kindred jumbled notions have become incorporated into many of its citizen's minds. 
All things in it are of the past. Even its single pawnbroker 
takes in no pledges, nor lias he for a long time, but offers vainly 
an unredeemed stock for sale, of which the costlier articles are 
dim and pale old watches apparently in a slow perspiration, 
tarnished sugar-tongs with ineffectual legs, and odd volumes of 
dismal books. The most abundant and the most agreeable 
evidences of progressing life in Cloisterham, are the evidences 
of vegetable life in its many gardens ; even its drooping and 
despondent little theatre lias its poor strip of garden, receiving 
the foul fiend, when he ducks from its stage into the infernal 
regions, among scarlet beans or oyster-shells, according to the 
season of the year. 
In the midst of Cloisterham stands the Nuns' House; a vene- 
rable brick edifice whose present appellation is doubtless derived 
from the legend of its conventual uses. On the trim gate enclos- 
ing its old courtyard, is a resplendent brass plate flashing forth 
the legend : "Seminary for Young Ladies Miss Twinkleten." 
The house-front is so old and worn, and the brass plate is so 
shining and staring, that the general result lias reminded imagi- 
native strangers of a battered old beau with a large modern eye- 
glass stuck in his blind eye. 
Whether the nuns of yore, being of a submissive rather than a 
stiff-necked generation, habitually bent their contemplative heads 
to avoid collision with the beams in the low ceilings of the many 
chambers of their House; whether they sat in its long low 
windows, telling their beads 'for their mortification instead of 
making necklaces of them for their adornment ; whether they 
were ever walled up alive in odd angles and jutting gables of the 
building for having some ineradicable leaven of busy mother 
Nature in them which has kept the fermenting world alive ever 
since; these may be matters of interest to its haunting ghosts (if 
any), but constitute no item in Miss Twinkleton's half-yearly 
accounts. They are neither of Miss Twinkleton's inclusive 
regulars, nor of her extras. The lady who undertakes the poetical 
department of the establishment at so much (or so little) a quarter, 
lias no pieces in lier list of recitals healing on such unprofitable 
questions. 
As, in some cases of drunkenness, and in others of animal 
ri magnetism, there are two states of consciousness which never 
clash, but each of which pursues its separate course as though it 
were continuous instead of broken (thus if I hide my watch 
mi when I am drunk, I must be drunk again before I can remember li where), so Miss Twinkleton has two distinct and separate phases 
of being. Every night, the moment the young ladies have 
retired to rest, does Miss Twinkleton smarten up her curls a 
little, brighten up her eyes a little, and become a sprightlier Miss 
Twinkleten than the young ladies have ever seen. Every night, 
at the same hour, does Miss Twinkleton resume the topics of 'the 
previous night, comprehending the tenderer scandal of Cloister- 
se Imam, of which she has no knowledge whatever by day, and 
references to a certain season at Tunbridge Wells (airily called by 
. Miss Twinkleton in this state of her existence "The Wells "), 
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notably the season wherein a certain finished gentleman (compas- 
sionately called by Miss Twinkleton in this state of her existence, 
" Foolish Mr. Porters") revealed a homage of the heart, whereof 
Miss Twinkleton, in her scholastic state of existence, is as ignorant 
as a granite pillar. Miss Twinkleton's companion in both states of 
existence, and equally adaptable to either, is one Mrs. Tisher : 
a deferential widow with a weak back, a chronic sigh, and a 
suppressed voice, who looks after the young ladies' wardrobes, 
and leads them to infer that she has seen better days. Perhaps 
this is the reason why it is an article of faith with the servants, 
nanded down from race to race, that the departed Tisher was a 
hairdresser. 
The pet pupil of the Nuns' House is Miss Rosa Bud, of course 
called Rosebud ; wonderfully pretty, wonderfully childish, won- 
derfully whimsical. An awkward interest (awkward because 
romantic) attaches to Miss Bud in the minds of the young ladies, 
on account of its being known to them that a husband has been 
chosen for her by will and bequest, and that her guardian is bound 
down to bestow her on that husband when he comes of age. Miss 
Twinkleton, in her seminarial state of existence, has combated the 
romantic aspect of this destiny by affecting to shake her head over 
it behind Miss Bud's dimpled shoulders, and to brood on the un- 
happy lot of that doomed little victim. But with no better effect. 
possibly some unfelt touch of foolish Mr. Porters has undermined 
the endeavourthan to evoke from the young ladies an unanimous 
bedchamber cry of " Oh ! what a pretending old thing Miss 
Twinkleton is, my dear !" 
The Nuns' House is never in such a state of flutter as when this 
allotted husband calls to see little Rosebud. (It is unanimously 
understood by the young ladies that he is lawfully entitled to this 
privilege, and that if Miss Twinkleton disputed it she would be 
instantly taken up and transported.) When his ring at the gate 
bell is expected, or takes place, every young lady who can, under 
any pretence, look out of window, looks out of window : while 
every young lady who is "practising," practises out of time ; and 
the French class becomes so demoralized that the Mark goes round 
as briskly as the bottle at a convivial party in the last century. 
On the afternoon of the day next after the dinner of two at the 
Gate House, the bell is rung with the usual fluttering results. 
" Mr. Edwin Drood to see Miss Rosa." 
This is the announcement of the parlour-maid in chief. Miss 
Twinkleton, with an exemplary air of melancholy on her, turns to 
the sacrifice, and says : " You may go down, my dear." Miss Bud 
goes down, followed by all eyes. 
Mr. Edwin Drood is waiting in Miss Twinkleton's own parleur: 
a dainty room, with nothing more directly scholastic in it than a 
terrestrial and a celestial globe. These expressive machines imply 
(to parents and guardians) that even when Miss Twinkleton 
retires into the bosom of privacy, duty may at any moment compel 
her to become a sort of Wandering Jewess, scouring the earth and 
soaring through the skies in search of knowledge for her pupils. 
The last new maid, who has never seen the young gentleman 
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Miss Rosa is engaged to, and who is making his acquaintance 
between the hinges of the open door, left open for the purpose, 
stumbles guiltily down the kitchen stairs, as a charming little 
apparition with its face concealed by a little silk apron thrown 
over its head, glides into the parlour. 
"Oh! It is so ridiculous!" says tho apparition, stopping and 
shrinking. " Don't, Eddy !" 
" Don't what, Rosa?" 
"Dont come any nearer, please. It is so absurd.." 
" What is absurd, Rosa?" 
"The whole thing is. It is so absurd to be an engaged orphan ; 
and it is so absurd to have the girls and the servants scuttling 
about after one, like mice in the wainscot; and it is so absurd to 
be called upon I" 
The apparition appears to have a thumb in the corner of its 
mouth while making this complaint. 
" You give me an affectionate reception, Pussy, I must say." 
"Well, I will in a minute, Eddy, but I can't just yet. How 
are you?" (very shortly). 
"I am tumble to reply that I am much the better for seeing you, 
Pussy, inasmuch as I see nothing of you." 
This second remonstrance brings a dark bright pouting eye out 
from a corner of the apron ; but it swiftly becomes invisible again, 
as the apparition exclaims : "Oh! Good Gracious, you have had 
half your hair cut off!" 
"I should have done better to have had my head cut off, I 
think," says Edwin, rumpling the hair in question, with a fierce 
glance at the looking-glass, and giving an impatient stamp. 
"Shall I go?" 
"No; you needn't go just yet, Eddy. The girls would all be 
asking questions why you went " 
"Once for all, Rosa, will you uncover that ridiculous little head 
of yours and give me a welcome?" 
The apron is pulled off the childish head, as its wearer replies 
" You're very welcome, Eddy. There! I'm sure that's nice. 
Shake hands. No, I can't kiss you, because I've got an acidulated 
drop in my mouth." 
"Are you at all glad to see me, Pussy ?" 
"Oh, yes, dreadfully glad..Go and sit down.Miss 
Twinkleton." 
It is the custom of that excellent lady, when these visits occur, 
to appear every three minutes, either in her own person or in 
that of Mrs. Tisher, and lay an offering on the shrine of Propriety 
by affecting to look for some desiderated article. On the present 
occasion, Miss Twinkleton, gracefully gliding in and out, says, in 
passing : " How do you do, Mr. Drood ? Very glad indeed to have 
the pleasure. Pray excuse me. Tweezers. Thank you!" 
"I got the gloves last evening, Eddy, and I like them very 
much. They are beauties." 
" Well, that's something," the affianced replies, half grumbling. 
"The smallest encouragement thankfully received. And how did 
you pass your birthday, Pussy ?" 
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"Delightfully ! Everybody gave me a present. And we had 
a feast. And we had a ball at night." 
"A feast and a ball, eh? These occasions seem to go off toler- 
ably well without me, Pussy." 
"De-lightfully !" cries Rosa, in a quite spontaneous manner, and 
without the least pretence of reserve. 
" Hah ! And what was the feast?" 
" Tarts, oranges, jellies, and shrimps." 
" Any partners at the ball?" 
" We danced with one another, of course, sir. But some of the 
girls made game to be their brothers. It was so droll!" 
" Did anybody make game to be" 
"To be you ? Oh dear yes!" cries Rosa, laughing with great 
enjoyment. " That was the first thing done." 
"I hope she did it pretty well," says Edwin, rather doubt- 
fully-. 
" Oh ! It was excellent !I wouldn't dance with you, you 
know." 
Edwin scarcely seems to see the force of this ; begs to know if 
lie may take the liberty to ask why? 
"Because I was so tired of you," returns Rosa. But she quickly 
adds, and pleadingly too, seeing displeasure in his face : " Dear 
Eddy, you were just as tired of me, you know." 
" Did I say so, Rosa?" 
"Say so! Do you ever say so? No, you only showed. it. Oh, 
she did it so -well!" cries Rosa, in a sudden ecstacy with her 
counterfeit betrothed. 
"It strikes me that she must be a devilish impudent girl," says 
Edwin Drood. "And so, Pussy, you have passed your last birth- 
day in this old house." 
"Ah, yes!" Rosa clasps her hands, looks down with a sigh, and 
shakes her head. 
" You seem to be sorry, Rosa." 
"I am sorry for the poor old place. Somehow, I feel as if it 
would miss me, when I am gone so far away, so young." 
" Perhaps ive had better stop short, Rosa?" 
She looks up at him with a swift bright look ; next moment 
shakes her head, sighs, and looks down again. 
" That is to say, is it Pussy, that we are both resigned?" 
She nods her head again, and after a short silence, quaintly 
bursts out with : " You know we must be married, and married 
from here, Eddy, or the poor girls will be so dreadfully disap- 
pointed !" 
For the moment there is more of compassion, both for lier and 
for himself, in her affianced husband's face, than there is of love. 
He checks the look, and asks : " Shall I take you out for a walk, 
Rosa dear ?" 
Rosa dear does not seem at all clear on this point, until her face, 
which has been comically reflective, brightens. "Oh, yes, Eddy ; 
let as go for a walk ! And I tell you what we'll do. You shall 
pretend that you are engaged to somebody else, and I'll pretend 
that 1 am not engaged to anybody, and then we shan't quarrel." 
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"Do you think that will prevent our falling out, Rosa ?" 
" I know it -will. Hush ! Pretend to look out of window. Mrs. Tisher !" 
Through a fortuitous concourse of accidents, the matronly 
Tisher heaves in sight, says, in rustling through the room like the legendary ghost of a Dowager in silken skirts : "I hope I 
ace Mr. Drood well; though I needn't ask, if I may judge from his 
complexion ? I trust I disturb no one; but there was a paper- knifeOh, thank you, I am sure!" and disappears with her prize. 
"One other thing you must do, Eddy, to oblige me," says Rose- bud. "The moment we get into the street, you must put me 
outside, and keep close to the house yourselfsqueeze and graze 
yourself against it." 
" By all means, Rosa, if you wish it. Might I ask why ?" 
"Oh! because I don't want the girls to see you." 
"It's a fine day; but would you like me to carry an umbrella 
up?" 
"Don't be foolish, sir. You haven't got polished leather boots 
on," pouting, with one shoulder raised.. 
" Perhaps that might escape the notice of the girls, even if they did see me," remarks Edwin, looking down at his boots with a 
sudden distaste for them. 
"Nothing escapes their notice, sir. And then I know what 
would happen. Some of them would begin reflecting on me by 
saying (for they are free) that they never will on any account 
engage themselves to lovers without polished leather boots. Hark ! 
Miss Twinkleton. I'll ask for leave." 
That discreet lady being indeed heard without, inquiring of 
nobody in a blandly conversational tone as she advances: "Eh? Indeed ! Are you quite sure you saw my mother-of-pearl button- bolder on the work-table in my room ?" is at once solicited for 
walking leave, and graciously accords it. And soon the young 
couple go out of the Nuns' House, taking all precautions against 
the discovery of the so vitally defective boots of Mr. Edwin Drood : 
precautions, let us hope, effective for the peace of Mrs. Edwin Brood that is to be. 
" Which way shall we take, Rosa?" 
Rosa replies : " I want to go to the Lumps-of-Delight shop." 
" To the -- ?" 
"A Turkish sweetmeat, sir. My gracious me, don't you under- 
stand anything? Call yourself an Engineer, and not know that `,.'" 
" Why, how should I know it, Rosa ?" 
"Because I ara very fond of them. But oh! I forgot what we 
are to pretend. No, you needn't know anything about them; 
never mind." 
So, he is gloomily borne off to the Lumps-of-Delight shop, where Rosa makes her purchase, and, after offering some to him (which he rather indignantly declines), begins to partake of it with great 
zest: previously taking off and rolling up a pair of little pink gloves, like rose-leaves, and occasionally putting her little pink fingers to her rosy lips, to cleanse them from the Dust of Delight that comes off the Lumps. 
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" Now, be a good-tempered Eddy, and pretend. And so you are 
engaged?" 
"And so I am engaged." 
"Is she nice ?" 
" Charming." 
" Tall ?" 
"Immensely tall !" Rosa being short. 
"Must be gawky, I should think," is Rosa's quiet commen- 
tary. 
"I beg your pardon; not at all," contradiction rising in him. 
"What is termed a fine woman; a splendid woman." 
"Big nose, no doubt," is the quiet commentary again. 
" Not a little one, certainly," is the quick reply. (Rosa's being 
a little one.) 
"Long pale nose, with a red knob in the middle. I know the 
sort of nose," says Rosa, with a satisfied nod, and tranquilly 
enjoying the Lumps. 
" You don't know the sort of nose, Rosa," with some warmth; 
" because it's nothing of the kind." 
"Not a pale nose, Eddy ?" 
"No." Determined not to assent. 
"A red nose ? Oh! I don't like red noses. However ; to be 
sure she can always powder it." 
"Site would scorn to powder it," says Edwin, becoming 
heated. 
" Would she ? What a stupid thing she must be! Is she stupid 
in everything ?" 
"No. In nothing." 
After a pause, in -which the whimsically wicked face has not 
been unobservant of him, Rosa says : 
"And this most sensible of creatures likes the idea of being 
carried off to Egypt ; does she, Eddy ?" 
" Yes. She takes a sensible interest in triumphs of engineering 
skill : especially when they are to change the whole condition of 
an undeveloped country." 
"Lor!" says Rosa, shrugging her shoulders, with a little laugh 
of wonder. 
"Do you object," Edwin inquires, with a majestic turn of his 
eyes downward upon the fairy figure: "do you object, Rosa, to her 
feeling that interest ?" 
"Object? My dear Eddy! But really. Doesn't she hate boilers 
and things?" 
"I can answer for her not being so idiotic as to hate Boilers," 
he returns with angry emphasis; "though I cannot answer for 
her views about Things; really not understanding what Things 
are meant." 
"But don't she hate Arabs, and Turks, and Fellahs, and 
people ?" 
" Certainly not." Very firmly. 
"At least, she must hate the Pyramids? Come, Eddy?' 
" Why should she be such a little--tall, I meanGoose, as to 
hate the Pyramids, Rosa?" 
.410 
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"Ah! you should hear Miss T winkleton," often nodding her 
head, and much enjoying the Lumps, "bore about them, and then you wouldn't ask. Tiresome old burying-grounds ! Isises, and 
Ibises, and Cheopses, and Pharaohses ; who cares about them ? 
And then there was Belzoni or somebody, dragged out by the 
legs,: half choked with bats and dust. All the girls say serve him 
right', and hope it hurt him, and wish he had been quite 
choked." 
The two youthful figures, side by side, but not now arm-in-arm, 
wander discontentedly about the old Close ; and each some- 
times stops and slowly imprints a deeper footstep in the fallen 
leaves. 
" Well !" says Edwin, after a lengthy silence. " According to 
custom. We can't get on, Rosa." 
Rosa tosses her head, and says she don't want to get on.. 
" That's a pretty sentiment, Rosa, considering." 
" Considering what ?" 
"If I say what, you'll go wrong again." 
" You'll go wrong, you mean, Eddy. Don't be ungenerous." 
" Ungenerous! I like that !" 
" Then I don't like that, and so I tell you plainly," Rosa 
pouts. 
" Now, Rosa, I put it to you. Who disparaged my profession, 
my destination 
" You are not going to be buried in the Pyramids, I hope?" she interrupts, arching her delicate eyebrows. " You never said you 
were. If you are, why haven't you mentioned it to me ? I can't find out your plans by instinct." 
" Now, Rosa ; you know very well what I mean, my dear." 
" Well then, why did you begin with your detestable red-nosed 
Giantesses? And she would, she would, she would, she would, she \your]) powder it !" cries Rosa, in a little burst of comical contra- dictory spleen. 
" Somehow or other, I never can come right in these discussions," 
says Edwin, sighing and becoming resigned. 
" How is it possible, sir, that you ever can come right when 
you're always wrong ? And as to Belzoni, I suppose he's dead ; I'm sure I hope he isand how can his legs, or his chokes 
concern you ?" 
" It is nearly time for your return, Rosa. We have not had a 
very happy walk, have we ?" 
"A happy walk ? A detestably unhappy walk, sir. If! go up 
stairs the moment I get in and cry till 1 can.'t take my dancing- 
lesson, you are responsible, mind!" 
"Let us be friends, Rosa." 
" Ah!" cries Rosa, shaking her head and bursting into real tears. "I wish we could be friends ! It's because we can't be friends, that we try one another so. I am a young little thing, Eddy, to have an old heartache; but I really, really have, some- 
times. Don't be angry. I know you have one yourself, too often. We should both of us have done better, if What is to be had been left, What might have been. I am quite a serious little thing now, 
c2 
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:and not teasing you. Let each of us forbear, this one time, on our 
-own account, and on the other's!" 
Disarmed by this glimpse of a woman's nature in the spoilt 
child, though for an instant disposed to resent it as seeming to 
involve the enforced infliction of himself upon her, Edwin Droocl 
stands watching her as she childishly cries and sobs, with both 
hands to the handkerchief at her eyes, and then--she becoming 
more composed., and indeed beginning in her young inconstancy 
to laugh at herself for having been BO inovedleads her to a seat 
hard by, under the elm trees. 
"One clear word of understanding, Pussy dear. I am not clever 
out of my own linenow I come to think of it I don't know that 
I am particularly clever in itbut I want to do right. There is 
not---there may beI really don't see my way to what I want to 
say, but I must say it before we partthere is not any other young-- ?" 
"Oh no, Eddy ! It's generous of you to ask me; but no, no, 
no!" 
They have come very near to the Cathedral windows, and at this 
moment the organ and the choir sound out sublimely. As they sit 
listening to the solemn swell, the confidence of last night rises in 
young Edwin Drood's mind, and he thinks how unlike this music 
is, to that discordance. 
"I fancy I can distinguish Jack's voice," is his remark in a low 
tone in connexion with the train of thought. 
" Take me back at once, please," urges his Affianced., quickly 
laying her light hand upon his wrist. " They- will all be coming 
out directly ; let us get away. Oh, what a resounding chord! But 
don't let us stop to listen to ii; let us get away !" 
Her hurry is over, as soon as they have passed out of the Close. 
They go, arm-in-arm now, gravely and deliberately enough, along 
the old High Street, to the Nuns' House. At the gate, the street 
being within sight empty, Edwin bends down his face to 
Rosebud's. 
She remonstrates, laughing, and is a childish schoolgirl again. 
"Eddy, no ! I'm too stickey to be kissed. But give inc your 
hand, and I'll blow a kiss into that." 
He does so. She breathes a light breath into it, and asks, re- 
taining it and looking into it : 
" Now say, what do you see?" 
" See, Rosa?" 
" Why, I thought you Egyptian boys could look into a hand and 
see all sorts of phantoms ? Can't you see a happy Future?" 
For certain, neither of them sees a happy Present, as the gate 
opens and closes, and one goes in and the other goes away. 
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CHAPTER IV. 
MR. SAPSEA. 
ACCEPTING the Jackass as the type of self-sufficient stupidity and 
conceita custom, perhaps, like some few other customs, more 
conventional than fairthen the purest Jackass in Cloisterham is 
Mr. Thomas Sapsea, Auctioneer. 
Mr. Sapsea "dresses at " the Dean ; has been bowed to for the 
Dean, in mistake; has even been spoken to in the street as My 
Lord, under the impression that he was the Bishop come down un- 
expectedly, without his chaplain. Mr. Sapsea is very proud of this, 
and of his voice, and of his style. He has even (in selling landed 
property), tried the experiment of slightly intoning in his pulpit, to 
make himself more like what ho takes to be the genuine eccle- 
siastical article. So, in ending a Sale by Public Auction, Mr. 
Sapsea finishes off with an air of bestowing a benediction on the 
assembled brokers, which leaves the real Deana modest and 
worthy gentlemanfar behind. 
Mr. Sapsea has many admirers ; indeed, the proposition is carried by a large local majority, even including non-believers in his 
-wisdom, that ho is a credit to Cloisterham. He possesses the great qualities of being portentous and dull, and of having a roll in his speech, and another roll in his gait ; net to mention a certain 
gravely flowing action with his hands, as if ho were presently going to Confirm the individual with whom he holds discourse. 
_Much nearer sixty years of age than fifty, with a flowing outline 
of stomach, and horizontal creases in his waistcoat ; reputed to be 
rich ; voting at elections in the strictly respectable interest ; 
morally satisfied that nothing but he himself has grown since lie 
was a baby ; how can dunder-headed Mr. Sapsea be otherwise, than 
a credit to Cloisterham, and society ? 
Mr. Sapsea's premises are in the High Street, over against the 
Nuns' House. They are of about the period of the Nuns' House, irregularly modernized here and there, as steadily deteriorating 
generations found, more and more, that they preferred air and light 
to Fever and the Plague. Over the doorway, is a wooden effigy, 
about half life-size, representing Mr. Sapsea's father, in a curly 
wig and toga, in the act of selling. The chastity of the idea, and 
the natural appearance of the little finger, hammer, and pulpit, have 
been much admired. 
Mr. Sapsea sits in his dull ground-floor sitting-room, giving 
first on his paved back yard, and then on his railed-off garden. 
Sapsea has a bottle of port wine on a table before the fire- 
the fire is an early luxury, but pleasant on the cool, chilly autumn 
eveningand is characteristically attended by his portrait, his 
eight-day clock, and his weather-glass. Characteristically, be- 
cause he would uphold himself against mankind, his weather-glass 
against weather, and his clock against time. 
By Mr. Sapsea's side on the table are a writing-desk and writing 
materials. Glancing at a scrap of manuscript, Mr. Sapsea reads it 
Nr. 
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to himself with a lofty air, and then, slowly pacing the room with 
his thumbs in the arm-holes of his waistcoat, repeats it from 
memory : so internally, though with much dignity-, that the word 
"Ethelind.a" is alone audible. 
There are three clean -wineglasses in a tray on the table. His 
serving-maid entering, and announcing " Mr. Jasper is come, sir," 
Mr. Sapsea waves "Admit him" and draws two wineglasses from 
the rank, as being claimed. 
" Glad to see you, sir. I congratulate myself on having the 
honor of receiving you here for the first time." Mr. Sapsea does 
the honors of his house in this wise. 
" You are very good. The honor is mine and the self-congra- 
tulation is mine." 
" You are pleased to say so, sir. But I do assure you that it is 
a satisfaction to me to receive you in my humble home. And that 
is what I would not say to everybody." Ineffable loftiness on Mr. 
Sapsea's part accompanies these words, as leaving the sentence to 
be understood: " You will not easily believe that your society can 
be a satisfaction to a man like myself; nevertheless, it is." 
"I have for some time desired to know you, Mr. Sapsea." 
"And I, sir, have long known you by reputation as a man of 
taste. Let me fill your glass. I will give you, sir," says Mr. 
Sapsea, filling his own. : 
"When the French come over, 
May we meet them at Dover I" 
This was a patriotic toast in Mr. Sapsea's infancy, and he is 
therefore fully convinced of its being appropriate to any sub- 
sequent era. 
" You can scarcely be ignorant, Mr. Sapsea," observes Jasper, 
watching the auctioneer with a smile as the latter stretches out 
his legs before the fire, " that you know the world." 
" Well, sir," is the chuckling reply, "I think I know some- 
thing of it ; something of it." 
" Your reputation for that knowledge has always interested and 
surprised me, and made me wish to know you. For, Cloisterham 
is a little place. Cooped up in it myself, I know nothing beyond 
it, and feel it to be a very little place." 
"If I have not gone to foreign countries, young man," Mr. 
Sapsea begins, and then stops :" You will excuse my calling you 
young man, Mr. Jasper ? You are much my junior." 
" By- all means." 
"If I have not gone to foreign countries, young man, foreign 
countries have come to me. They have come to me in the way of 
business, and I have improved upon my opportunities. Put it 
that I take an inventory, or make a catalogue. I see a French 
clock. I never saw him before, in my life, but I instantly lay my 
finger on him and say 'Paris I see some cups and saucers of 
Chinese make, equally strangers to me personally : I put my 
finger on them, then and there, and I say Pekin, Nankin, and 
Canton.' It is the same with Japan, with Egypt, and with 
bamboo and sandal-wood from the East Indies ; I put my finger 
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on them all. I have put my finger on the North Pole before now, 
and said, Spear of Esquimaux make, for half a pint of pale 
sherry !' 
"Really ? A very remarkable way, Mr. Sapsea, of acquiring a 
knowledge of men and things." 
"I mention it, sir," Mr. Sapsea rejoins, with unspeakable com- 
placency, "because, as I say, it don't do to boast of what you are 
but show how you came to be it, and then you prove it." 
"Most interesting. We were to speak of the late Mrs. Sapsea." 
" We were, sir." Mr. Sapsea fills both glasses, and takes the 
decanter into safe keeping again. "Before I consult your opinion 
as a man of taste on this little trifle "holding it up" which is 
but a trifle, and still has required some thought, sir, some little 
fever of the brow, I ought perhaps to describe the character of the 
late Mrs. Sapsea, now dead three quarters of a year." 
Mr. Jasper, in the act of yawning behind his wineglass, puts 
down that screen and calls up a look of interest. It is a little 
impaired in its expressiveness by his having a shut-up gape still 
to dispose of, with watering eyes. 
"Half a dozen years ago, or so," Mr. Sapsea prnceeds, " when I 
had enlarged nay mind up toI will not say to what it now is, for 
that might seem to aim at too much, but up to the pitch of -want- 
ing another mind to be absorbed in itI cast my eye about me for 
a nuptial partner. Because, as I say, it is not good for man to be 
alone." 
Mr. Jasper appears to commit this original idea to memory. 
"Miss Brobity at that time kept, I will not call it the rival 
establishment to the establishment at the Nuns' House opposite, 
but I will call it the other parallel establishment down town. The 
world did have it that she showed a passion for attending my 
sales, when they took place on half-holidays, or in vacation time. 
The world did put it about, that she admired my style. The world 
did notice that as time flowed by, my style became traceable in 
the dictation-exercises of Miss Brobity's pupils. Young man, a 
whisper even sprang up in obscure malignity, that one ignorant 
and besotted Churl (a parent) so committed himself as to object to 
it by name. But I do not believe this. For is it likely that any 
human creature in his right senses would so lay himself open to 
be pointed at, by what I call the finger of scorn ?" 
Mr. Jasper shakes his head. Not in the least likely. Mr. 
Sapsea, in a grandiloquent state of absence of mind., seems to refill 
his visitor's glass, which is full already; and does really refill his 
own, which is empty. 
"Miss Brobity's Being, young man, was deeply imbued with 
homage to Mind. She revered Mind, when launched, or, as I say, 
precipitated, on an extensive knowledge of the -world. When I 
made my proposal, she did me the honor to be so overshadowed 
with a species of Awe, as to be able to articulate only the two 
words, 'Oh Thou!'meaning myself. Her limpid blue eyes were 
fixed upon me, her semi-transparent hands were clasped together, 
pallor overspread her aquiline features, and, though encouraged to 
proceed, she never did proceed a word further. I disposed of the 
" 
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parallel establishment, by private contract, and we became as nearly 
one as could be expected under the circumstances. But she never 
could, and she never did, find a phrase satisfactory to lier 
perhaps-too-favourable estimate of my intellect. To the very last 
(feeble action of liver), she addressed me in the same unfinished 
terms." 
Mr. Jasper has dosed his eyes as the auctioneer has deepened 
his voice. He now abruptly opens them, and says, in unison with 
the deepened voice " !"rather as if stopping himself on the 
extreme verge of adding" men !" 
"I have been since," says Mr. Sapsea, with his legs stretched 
out, and solemnly enjoying himself with the wine and the 
fire, " what you behold me ; I have been since a solitary 
mourner ; I have been since, as I say, wasting my evening conver- 
sation on the desert air. I will not say that I have reproached 
myself ; but there have been times when I have asked myself the 
question : What if lier husband had been nearer on a level with 
her ? If she had not had to look up quite so high, what might 
the stimulating action have been upon the liver ?" 
Mr. Jasper says, with an appearance of having fallen into 
dreadfully low spirits, that he "supposes it was to be." 
" We can only suppose so, sir," Mr. Sapsea coincides. "As I say, 
Man proposes, Heaven disposes. It may or may not be putting the 
same thought in another form ; but that is the way I put it." 
Mr. Jasper murmurs assent. 
"And now, Mr. Jasper," resumes the auctioneer, producing his 
scrap of manuscript, "Mrs. Sapsea's monument having had full 
time to settle and dry, let me take your opinion, as a man of taste, 
on the inscription I have (as I before remarked, not without some 
little fever of the brow), drawn out for it. Take it in your own 
hand. The setting out of the lines requires to be followed with 
the eye, as well as the contents with the mind." 
Mr. Jasper complying:, sees and reads as follows : 
ETIIELINDA, 
Reverential Wife of 
MR. THOMAS SAPSEA, 
AUCTIONEER, VALUER, ESTATE AGENT, &c.. 
OF THIS CITY. 
Whose Knowledge of the World, 
Though somewhat extensive, 
Never brought him acquainted with 
A SPIRIT 
More capable of 
LOOKING UP TO HIM. 
STRANGER PAUSE 
And ask thyself the Question, 
CANST THOU DO LIKEWISE? 
If Not, 
WITH A BLUSH RETIRE. 
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Mr. Sapsea having risen and stationed himself with his back to the fire, for the purpose of observing the effect of these lines on the 
countenance of a man of taste, consequently has bis face towards the door, when his serving-maid, again appearing, announces. 
" Durdles is come, sir I' He promptly draws forth and fills the third 
wineglass, as being now claimed, and replies, "Show Durdles in." 
"Admirable !" quoth Mr. Jasper, handing back the paper. 
" You approve, sir ?" 
"Impossible not to approve. Striking, characteristic, and 
complete." 
The auctioneer inclines his head, as one accepting his due and giving a receipt ; and invites the entering Durdles to take off that glass of wine (handing the same), for it will warm him. 
Durdles is a stonemason ; chiefly in the gravestone, tomb, and 
monument way, and wholly of their color from head to foot. No 
man is better known in Cloisterham. He is the chartered libertine 
of the place. Fame trumpets him a 
-wonderful workmanwhich, for aught that anybody knows, he may be (as he never works) 
and a wonderful sot which everybody knows lie is. With the Cathedral crypt he is better acquainted than any living authority ; it may even be than any dead one, lt is said that the intimacy 
of this acquaintance began in his habitually resorting to that 
secret place, to lock out the Cloisterham boy-populace, and 
sleep off the fumes of liquor : he having ready access to the Cathedral, as contractor for rough repairs. Be this as it may, he does know much about it, and, in the demolition of impedimental fragments of wall, buttress, and pavement, lias seen strange sights. He often speaks of himself in the third person ; perhaps being a little misty as to his own identity when he narrates; perhaps impartially adopting the Cloisterham nomenclature in reference to a character of acknowledged distinction. Thus ho will say, touching his strange sights : " Durdles come upon the old chap," in reference to a buried magnate of ancient time and high degree, 
" by striking right into the coffin with his pick. The old chap gave Durdles a look with his open eyes, as much as to say Is your name Durdles ? Why, my man, i've been waiting for you a Devil of a time!' And then he turned to powder." With a two-foot rule always in his pocket, and a ruason's hammer all but 
always in his hand, Durdles goes continually sounding and tap- ping'all about and about the Cathedral ; and whenever he says to Tope : "Tope, here's another old 'un in here!" Tope announces it to the Dean as an established discovery. In a suit of coarse flannel with horn buttons, a yellow necker- chief with draggled ends, an old hat more russet-colored than black, and laced boots of the hue of his stony calling, Durdlcs leads a hazy, gipsy sort of life, cari'-- ing his dinner about with him in a small bundle, and sitting on all manner of tombstones to dine. This dinner of Durdles's has become quite a Cloisterham institution : net only because of his never appearing, in public without it, but because of its having been, on certain renowned occasions, taken into custody along with Durdles (as drunk and incapable), and exhibited before the Bench of Justices at the Town 
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Hall. These occasions, however, have been few and far apart: 
Durdles being as seldom drunk as sober. For the rest, he is an 
old bachelor, and he lives in a little antiquated hole of a house 
that was never finished : supposed to be built, so far, of stones 
stolen from the city wall. To this abode there is an approach, 
ankle-deep in stone chips, resembling a petrified grove of tomb- 
stones, urns, draperies, and broken columns, in all stages of sculp- 
ture. Herein, two journeymen incessantly chip, while other two 
journeymen, who face each other, incessantly saNv stone; dipping 
as regularly in and out of their sheltering sentry-boxes, as if 
they were mechanical figures emblematical of Time and Death. 
To Durdles, when ho has consumed his glass of port, Mr. Sapsea 
entrusts that precious effort of his Muse. Durdles unfeelingly takes 
out his two-foot rule, and measures the lines calmly, alloying them 
with stone-grit. 
"This is for the monument, is it, Mr. Sapsea?" 
"The Inscription. Yes." Mr. Sapsea waits for its effect on a 
common minci. 
"It'll conic in to a eighth of a inch," says Durdles. " Your 
servant, Mr. Jasper. Hope I see you well." 
"How are you, Durdles" 
"I've got a touch of the Tombatism on me, Mr. Jasper, but that 
I must expect." 
"You mean the Rheumatism," says Sapsea, in a sharp tone. (Ho 
is nettled by having his composition so mechanically received.) 
"No, I don't. I mean, Mr. Sapseo., the Tombatism. 
another sort from Rheumatism. Mr. Jasper knows what Durdles 
means. You get among them Tombs afore it's well light on a 
winter morning, and keep on, as the Catechism says, a-walking in 
the same all the days of your life, and pull know wlizt Durdles 
means." 
"It is a bitter cold place," Mr. Jasper assents, with an antipa- 
thetic shiver. 
"And if it's bitter cold for you, up in the chancel, with a lot of 
live breath smoking out about you, what the bitterness is to 
Durdles, down in the crypt among the earthy damps there, and 
the dead breath of the old 'uns," returns that individual, " Durdles 
/eaves you to judge.Is this to be put in hand at once, Mr. 
Sapsea?" 
Mr. Sapsea, with an Author's anxiety to rush into publication, 
replies that it cannot be out of hand too soon. 
" You had better let me have the key, then," says Durdles. 
"Why, man, it is not to be put inside the monument l" 
" Durdles knows -where it's to be put, Mr. Sapsea ; no man 
better. Ask 'ere a man in Cloisterham whether Durdles knows 
his work." 
Mr. Sapsea rises, takes a key from a drawer, unlocks ar('-iron 
safe let into the wall, and takes from it another key. 
" When Durdles puts a touch or a finish upon his work, no 
matter where, inside or outside, Durdles likes to look at his work 
all round, and see that his work is a doing him credit," Durdles 
explains, doggedly. 
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The key proffered him by the bereaved widower being a large 
one, he slips his two-foot rule into a side pocket of his flannel 
trousers made for it, and deliberately opens his flannel coat, and 
opens the mouth of a large breast-pocket within it before taking 
the key to place in that repository. 
" Why, Durdles !" exclaims Jasper, looking on amused. " You 
are undermined with pockets!" 
"And I carries weight in 'em too, Mr. Jasper. Feel those ;" 
producing two other large keys. 
"Hand me Mr. Sapsea's likewise. Surely this is the heaviest 
of the three." 
" You'll find 'em much of a muchness, I expect," says Durdles. 
" They all belong to monuments. They all open Durdles's work. 
Durdles keeps the keys of his work mostly. Not that they're much 
used." 
" By the bye," it comes into Jasper's mind to say, as he idly 
examines the keys ; "1 have been going to ask you, many a day, 
and have always forgotten. You know they sometimes call you 
Stony Durdles, don't you?" 
" Cloisterham knows me as Durdles, Mr. Jasper." 
"I am aware of that, of course. But the boys sometimes " 
" Oh ! If you mind them young Imps of boys " Durdles 
gruffly- interrupts. 
"I don't mind them, any more than you do. But there was a 
discussion the other day among the Choir, whether Stony stood 
for 'Tony ;" clinking one key against another. 
(" Take care of the wards, Mr. Jasper.") 
"Or whether Stony stood for Stephen ;" clinking with a change 
of' keys. 
(" You can't make a pitch-pipe of 'em, Mr. Jasper.") 
"Or whether the name conies from your trade. How stands 
the fact ?" 
Mr. Jasper -weighs the threo keys in his hand, lifts his head 
from his idly stooping attitude over the fire, and delivers the keys 
to Durdles with an ingenuous and friendly face. 
But the stony one is a gruff one likewise, and that hazy state 
of his is always an uncertain state, highly conscious of its dignity, 
and prone to take offence. He drops his two keys back into his 
pocket one by one, and buttons them up; lie takes his dinner- 
bundle from the chair-back on which he hung it when he came in; 
he distributes the weight he carries, by tying the third key up in 
it, as though he were an Ostrich, and liked to dine off cold iron ; and 
he gets out of the room, deigning no word of answer. 
Mr. Sapsea then proposes a hit at backgammon, which, seasoned 
with his own improving conversation, and terminating in a supper 
of cold roast beef and salad, beguiles the golden evening until 
pretty late. Mr. Sapsea's wisdom being, in its delivery to niortals, 
rather of the diffuse than the epigrammatic order, is by no means 
expended even then; but his visitor intimates that he will come 
back for more of the precious commodity on future occasions, and 
Mr. Sapsea lets him off for the present, to ponder on the instal- 
ment he carries away. 
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CHAPTER V. 
DURDLES AND FRIEND. 
JOHN JASPER, on his way home through the Close, is brought to ta 
k.tandstill by the spectacle of Stony Durdles, dinner-bundle and 
all, leaning his back against the iron railing of the burial-ground 
enclosing it from the old cloister-arches; and a hideous small 
boy in rags flinging stones at him as a well-defined mark in the 
moonlight. Sometimes the stones hit him, and sometimes they 
miss him, but Durdles seems indifferent to either fortune. The 
hideous small boy, on the contrary, whenever he hits Durdles, 
blows a whistle of triumph through a jagged gap convenient for 
the purpose, in the front of his mouth, where half his teeth are 
wanting ; and whenever he misses him, yelps out "Mulled agin !" 
and tries to atone for the failure by taking a more correct and 
vicious aim. 
" What are you doing to the man ?" demands Jasper, stepping 
cut into the moonlight from the shade. 
" Making a cock-shy of him," replies the hideous small boy. 
" Give me those stones in your hand." 
" Yes, I'll give 'em you down your throat, if you come a-ketching 
hold of me," says the small boy, shaking himself loose, and backing. 
" I'll smash your eye, if you don't look out !" 
" Baby-Devil that you are, what has the man done to you ?" 
"He won't go home." 
" What is that to you ?" 
"He gives me a 'apenny to pelt him home if I ketches him out 
too late," says the boy. And then chants, like a little savage, 
half stumbling and half dancing among the rags and laces of his 
dilapidated boots : 
" Widdy widdy wen ! I--ketchesImout--arterten, 
Widdy widdy wy! ThenEdon'tgothenIshy- 
Widdy Widdy Wake-cock warning I" 
with a comprehensive sweep on the last word, and one more 
delivery at Durdles. 
This would seem to be a poetical note of preparation, agreed 
upon, as a caution to Durdles to stand clear if he can, or to betake 
himself homeward. 
John Jasper invites the boy with a beck of his head to follow 
him (feeling it hopeless to drag him, or coax him) and crosses to the 
iron railing where the Stony (and stoned) One is profoundly 
meditating. 
"Do you know this thing, this child ?" asks Jasper, at a loss for 
a word that will define this thing. 
" Deputy," says Durdles, with a nod. 
" Is that it'shisname?" 
" Deputy," assents Durdles. 
" I'm man-servant up at the Travellers' Twopenny in Gas 
Works Garding," this thing explains. " All us man-servants 
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at Travellers Lodgings is named Deputy. When we're chock 
full and the Travellers is all a-bed I come out for my 'elth." Then 
withdrawing into the road, and taking aim, he resumes ; 
" Widdy Widdy yen! IketehesInaoutarter" 
" Hold your hand," cries Jasper, "and don't throw while I 
stand so near him, or I'll kill you! Come, Durdles ; let inc walk 
home with you to-night. Shall I carry your bundle?" 
" Not on any account," replies Durdles, adjusting it. " Durdles 
was making his reflections here when you come up, sir, surrounded 
by his works, like a poplar Author.Your own brother-in-law 
introducing a sarcophagus within the railing, white and cold in 
the moonlight. " Mrs. Sapsea ;" introducing the monument of 
that devoted wife. " Late Incumbent ;" introducing the Reverend 
Gentleman's broken column. " Departed Assessed Taxes ;" intro- 
ducing a vase and towel, standing on what might represent the 
cake of soap. "Former pastrycook and muffin-maker, much re- 
spected ;" introducing gravestone. " All safe and sound here, sir, 
and all Durdles's work ! Of the common folk that is merely bundled 
up in turf and brambles, the less said, the better. A poor lot, soon 
forgot." 
"This creature, Deputy, is behind us," says Jasper, looking back. 
" Is ho to follow us ?" 
The relations between Durdles and Deputy are of a capricious 
kind; for, on Durdles's turning himself about with the slow gravity 
of beery soddenness, Deputy makes a pretty wide circuit into the 
road and stands on the defensive. 
" You never cried. Widdy Warning before you begun to-night," 
says Durdles, unexpectedly reminded of, or imagining, an injury. 
" Yer lie, I did," says Deputy, in his only form of polite con- 
tradiction. 
" Own brother, sir," observes Durdles, turning himself about 
again, and as unexpectedly forgetting his offence as he had recalled 
or conceived it ; " own brother to Peter the Wild Boy ! But 
gave him an object in life." 
"At which he takes aim ?" Mr. Jasper suggests. 
" That's it, sir," returns Durdles, quite satisfied ; " at which he 
takes aim. I took him in hand and gave him an object. What 
was he before ? A destroyer. What work did he do? Nothing 
but destruction. What did he earn by it? Short terms in Clois- 
terham Jail. Not a person, not a piece of property, not a winder, 
not a horse, nor a dog, nor a cat, nor a bird, nor a fowl, nor a pig, 
but what lie stoned, for want of an enlightened object. T put that 
enlightened object before him, and now he can turn his honest half- 
penny by the three penn'orth a week." 
"I wonder he has no competitors." 
"Ho has plenty, Mr. Jasper, but he stones 'em all away. Now. 
I don't know what this scheme of mine comes to," pursues 
Durdles, considering about it with the same sodden gravity ; "I 
don't know what you may precisely call it. It ain't a sort of a-- 
scheme of aNational Education ?"' 
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"I should say not," replies Jasper. 
"I should say not," assents Durdles ; " then we won't try to 
oive it a name." 
"Ho still keeps behind us," repeats Jasper, looking over his 
shoulder ; "is he to follow us?" 
" We can't help going round by the Travellers' Twopenny, if 
we go the short way, which is tho back way," Durdles answers, 
"and we'll drop him there." 
So they go on ; Deputy, as a rear rank of one, taking open 
order, and invading the silence of the hour and place by stoning 
every wall, post, pillar, and other inanimate object, by the 
deserted way. 
"Is there anything new down in the crypt, Durdles?" asks 
John Jasper. 
" Anything old, I think you mean," growls Durdles. " It ani't 
a spot for novelty." 
" Any new discovery on your part, I meant." 
" There's a old 'un under the seventh pillar on the left as you go 
down the broken steps of the little underground chapel as formerly 
was ; I make him out (so fur as I've made him out yet) to be one 
of them old 'uns with a crook. To judge from the size of the pas- 
sages in the walls, and of the steps and doors, by which they come 
and went, them crooks must have been a good deal in the way of 
the old 'uns! Two on 'em meeting promiscuous must have hitched 
one another by the mitre, pretty often, I should say." 
Without any endeavour to correct the literality of this opinion, 
Jasper surveys his companioncovered from head to foot with old 
mortar, lime, and stone gritas though he, Jasper, were getting 
imbued with a romantic interest in his weird life. 
" Yours is a curious existence." 
Without furnishing the least clue to the question; whether he 
receives this as a compliment or as quite the reverse, Durdles 
gruffly answers : " Yours is another." 
" Well! Inasmuch as my lot is cast in the same old earthy, 
chilly, never-changing place, Yes. But there is much more mystery 
and interest in your connexion with the Cathedral than in mine. 
Indeed, I am beginning to have some idea of asking you to take 
me on as a sort of student, or free 'prentice, under you, and to 
let me go about with you sometimes, and see some of these odd 
nooks in which you pass your days." 
The Stony One replies, in a general way, All right. Everybody 
knows where to find Durdles, when he's wanted. Which, if not 
strictly true, is approximately so, if taken to express that Durclles 
may always be found in a state of vagabondage somewhere. 
" What I dwell upon most," says Jasper, pursuing his subject of 
romantic interest, " is the remarkable accuracy with which you 
would seem to find out where people are buried.What is the 
matter ? That bundle is in your way ; let me hold it." 
Durdles has stopped and backed a little (Deputy-, attentive to all 
his movements, immediately skirmishing into the road) and was 
looking about for some lodge or corner to place his bundle on, 
when thus relieved of it. 
violently possessing themselves of some wooden forget-me-not, and bearing it off. 
,00{ 
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"Just you give me my hammer out of that," says Durdles, "and 
I'll show you." 
Clink, clink. And his hammer is handed him. 
" Now, lookeo hero. You pitch your note, don't you, Mr. 
Jasper?" 
66 yes.» 
" SO I sound for mine. I take my hammer, and I tap." (Here he 
strikes the pavement, and the attentive Deputy skirmishes at a 
rather wider range, as supposing that his head may be in requisi- 
tion.) "I tap, tap, tap. Solid! I go on tapping. Solid still ! 
Tap again. Holloa! Hollow! 'rap again, persevering. Solid 
in hollow ! Tap, tap, tap, to try it better. Solid in hollow ; and 
inside solid, hollow again ! There you are! Old 'un crumbled 
away in stone coffin, in vault !" 
; 
" Astonishing l" 
"I have even done this," says Durdles, drawing out his two- 
foot rule, (Deputy meanwhile skirmishing nearer, as suspecting 
that Treasure may be about to be discovered, which may somehow 
lead to his own enrichment, and the delicious treat of the dis- 
coverers being hanged by the neck, on his evidence, until they are 
dead). "Say that hammer of mine's a wallmy work. Two ; 
four ; and two is six," measuring on the pavement. "Six foot 
inside that wall is Mrs. Sapsea." 
"Not really Mrs. Sapsea?" 
"Say Mrs. Sapsea. lier wall's thicker, but say Mrs. Sapsea. 
Durdles taps that wall represented by that hammer, and says, 
after good sounding : Something betwixt us !' Sure enough, some 
rubbish has been left in that same six foot space by Durdles's men I" 
Jasper opines that such accuracy " is a gift." 
"I wouldn't have it at a gift," returns Durdles, by no means 
receiving the observation in good part. "I worked it out for 
myself. Durdles comes by his knowledge through grubbing deep 
for it, and having it up by the roots when it don't want to 
come.Iialloa you Deputy !" 
"c: "Widdy I" is Deputy's shrill response, standing off again. 
"Catch that ha'penny-. And dont let me see any more of you 
to-night, after we come to the Travellers' Twopenny." to " 'Warning !" returns Deputy, having caught the halfpenny, and 
appearing by this mystic word to express his assent to the 
arrangement. 
They have but to cross what was once the vineyard, belonging 
to what was once the Monastery, to conic into ;the narrow back lane wherein stands the crazy wooden house of two low stories 
currently known as tho Travellers' Twopenny :a house all 
warped and distorted, like the morals of the travellers, with scant 
remains of a lattice-work porch over the door, and also of a rustic fence before its stainped-out garden; by reason of the travellers being, so bound to tho promises by a tender sentiment (or so fond 
of having a fire by the roadside in the course of the day), that they can never be persuaded or threatened into departure, without 
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Tho semblance of an inn is attempted to be given to this 
wretched place by fragments of conventional red curtaining in 
the windows, which rags are made muddily transparent in the 
night-season by feeble lights of rush or cotton dip burning dully 
in the close air of the inside. As Durdles and Jasper come 
near, they are addressed by an inscribed paper lantern over the 
door, setting forth the purport of the house. They are also ad- 
dressed by some half-dozen other hideous small boyswhether 
twopenny lodgers or followers or hangers-on of such, who knows ! 
who, as if attracted by some carrion-scent of Deputy in the air, 
start into the moonlight, as vultures might gather in the desert, 
and instantly fall to stoning him and one another. 
"Stop, you young brutes," cries Jasper, angrily, "and let us go 
by !" 
This remonstrance being received with yells and flying stones, 
according to a custom of late years comfortably established among 
the police regulations of our English communities, where Christians 
are stoned on all sides, as if the days of Saint Stephen were re- 
vived, Durdles remarks of the young savages, with some point, 
that " they haven't got an object," and leads the way down the 
lane. 
At the corner of the lane, Jasper, hotly enraged, checks his 
companion and looks back. All is silent. Next moment, a stone 
coming rattling at his hat, and a distant yell of " Wake-Cock ! 
\Yarning !" followed by a crow, as from some infernally-hatched 
Chanticleer, apprising him under whose victorious fire he stands, 
he turns the corner into safety, and takes Durdles home : Durdles 
stumbling among the litter of his stony yard as if he were going 
to turn head foremost into one of the unfinished tombs. 
John Jasper returns by another way to his gate house, and 
entering softly with his key, finds his fire still burning. He 
takes from a locked press, a peculiar-looking pipe which he fills- 
but not with tobaccoand, having adjusted tho contents of the 
bowl, very carefully, with a little instrument, ascends an inner 
staircase of only a few steps, leading to two rooms. One of these 
is his own sleeping chamber : the other, is his nephew's. There is 
a light in each. 
His nephew lies asleep, calm and untroubled. John Jasper 
stands looking down upon him, his unlighted pipe in his hand, 
for some time, with a fixed and deep attention. Then, hush- 
ing his footsteps, he passes to his own room, lights his pipe, and 
delivers himself to the Spectres it invokes at midnight. 
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THE distinctive characteristics winch have gained for Dr. DE Jorran's Oil so much 
celebrity, the entire confidence of the most eminent members of the Medical Pro- 
fession, and, notwithstanding the active and -unscrupulous opposition of many 
interested dealers, an unprecedented amount of public patronage, may be thus 
concisely enumerated : I.Its genuineness, ptirity, and uniform strength are ascertained and guaranteed. II.It contains all the active and essential principles that therapeutic experience 
has found to be the most effective in the operation of the remedy. 
is palatable, easily taken, and creates no nausea. IV.It is borne with facility by the most delicate stomach, and improves the 
functions of digestion and assimilation. V.Its medicinal properties and remedial action have been found to be immea- 
surably greater than those of any other kind of Cod Liver Oil. VI.From the unequalled rapidity of its curative effects, it is infinitely more 
economical than any which is offered, even at the lowest price, 
CONSUMPTION & DISEASES OF THE CHEST. 
The extraordinary virtues of Dr. DE JONGH'S Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil in 
Pulmonary Consumption may now be considered as fully established. No remedy 
so rapidly restores the exhausted strength, improves the nutritive functions, stops 
emaciation, checks the perspiration, quiets the cough and expectoration, or produces 
a more marked and favourable influence on the local malady. 
The following high testimony to the efficacy of Dr. DE JONGH'S Con LIVER OIL 
in Consumption is afforded by ALLEN G. CIIATTAWAY, Esq., M.R.C.S L.S.A., of 
Leominster : 
"Having for some years extensively used DE. DE JONGH'S LIGHT-BROWN COD LIVER OIL, both in public and private practice, I have no hesitation in stating its effects are very far superior to those of any other Cod Liver Oil. Nearly four years since, two cases of confirmed Consumption 
were placed under my care. In both, the lungs were a mass of tubercular deposit, and every possible sound to be heard in phthisis was present. The sole remedy employed was Dr. DE JONGH'S 
LIGHT-BROWN Con LOVER OIL ; and now the patients are strong and fat ; the diseased (abnormal) 
sounds nearly inaudible ; and in the one case (male), hunting, fishing, and shooting are freely indulged in, the patient expressing himself quite capable of undergoing as much fatigue as any of his fellow-sportsmen." 
[Fer%,further Select Medical Opinions sec other 
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GENERAL DEBILITY AND EMACIATION. 
In cases of prostration and emaciation, where the vital forces are reduced, and 
where life appears to be even at its lowest ebb, the restorative powers of Dr. DE 
JONGH'S LIGHT-BROWN COD LIVER OIL are remarkably manifested. By its 
administration the natural appetite is revived, and the functions of digestion and 
assimilation are improved, reanimated, and regulated ; and, when its use has been 
steadily persevered in, its peculiar tonic and nutritive properties have entirely 
restored health and strength to the most feeble and deteriorated constitutions. 
The actual benefit derived is thus described by ROWLAND DALTON, Esq., M.R.C.S., 
L.S.A., District Medical Officer at Bury St. Edmunds : 
"In giving my opinion of Dr. DE ToNnit's LIGHT-BROWN COD LIVER Om, I hove no hesitation 
in saying that I have not the slightest confidence in any other kind. The effects of Dr. DE TONOWS 
OIL are sure and most remarkable, especially in that broken-down state of health and strength 
which usually precedes and favours tubercular deposit ; and I never recommend any other sort. 
The Oil I have had from you was for my own use, and it has certainly been the only means of saving 
my life on two occasions, and even now, when I feel out of condition,' I take it, and like it, 
unmixed with anything, as being the most agreeable way. I could wish that Dr. DE ..-ToNan's On, 
would come into general use, and entirely supersede the Palo and other worthless preparations." 
SELECT MEDICAL OPINIONS. 
From 'Innumerable medical and scientific opinions of the highest character in 
commendation of Dr. DE JONGH'S LIOHT-BROIVN COD LIVER OIL, the following 
are selected: 
Sir HENRY MARSH, Bart., M.D., 
Physioian in Ordinary to the queen in Ireland. 
I consider Dr. De Jouons Light-Brown Cod Liver 
Oil to be a very pure Oil, net likely to create disgust, 
and a therapeutic agent of great value." 
Dr. EDWARD SMITH, F.R.S., 
Medical Officer to thc Poor Law Board of Great Britain. 
"We think it a great advantage that there is one kind of Cod Liver Oil which is universally admitted 
to be genuinethe Light-Brown Oil supplied by Dr. DE 
JONOR. It has long been our practice, when pro- 
scribing the Oil, to recommend this kind, since, 
amidst so mach variety and uncertainty, we have 
confidence in its genuineness."(Extract from "Con- 
sumption: its Early and Remediable Stages.") 
Dr. BARLOW, F.R.S., 
Senior Physician to Guy's Hospital. 
"I have frequently recommended persons consult, ing me to make use of Dr. DE JONGIeS Cod Liver Oil. I have been well satisfied with its effects, and believe it to be a very pure Oil, well fitted for those cases in 
which the use of that substance is indicated." 
Dr. LAWRANOE, 
Physician to H.R.H. the Duke of Saxe-Coburg & Gotha. 
"I invariably prescribe Dr: DE JONOH'S Cod Liver Oil in preferenve to any other, feeling assured that I am recommending a genuine article, and not a 
manufactured compound in which the efficacy of this invaluable medicine is destroyed." 
Sir JOSEPH OLLIFFE, MD,, 
Physician to (ho British Embassy at Paris. . 
"1 have frequently prescribed Dr. DE Joiroa's 
Lig,ht-Drown Cod Liver Oil, and I have every reason 
to be satisfied with its beneficial and salutary effects," 
Dr. LANKESTER, ERA., 
Coroner for Contra! Middlesex. 
"I consider that the purity of this Oil is secured in its preparation by the personal attention of so good 
a Chemist and Intelligent a Physician as Dr. DE Jose D, 
who lias also written the best Medical Treatise on the Oil with which I am acquainted. Hence, I deem the Cod Liver Oil sold under hie guarantee to be prefer, 
able to any other kind as regards genuineness ad 
medicinal efficacy." 
Dr. GRANVILLE, F.R.S., 
Author of the " Spas of Germany." 
"Dr. Granville has found that Dr. DE JONOH'S Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil produces the desired 
effect in a shorter time than other kinds, and that it does not cause the nausea and indigestion too often 
consequent on the administration of the pale Oil." 
EDWIN CANTON, Esq., F.R.O.S., 
Surgeon to Charing °roes Hospital. 
"For several years past I have been in the habit of proscribing Dr. DE Jonon's Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil, and find it to be much more efficacious than 
other varieties of the some medicine which I have 
also employed with a view to test their relative 
superiority." 
DR. DE J'ONGH'S LIGHT-BROWN COD LIVER OIL is sold only in IMPERIAL Half-pints, 23. Cd.; 
Pints, 4s. 9d.; Quarts, 9s.; Capsuled, and labelled with his Stamp and Signature, 
WITHOUT WHICH NONE CAN POSSIBLY BE GENUINE, 
By all respectable Chemists and Druggists throughout the World. 
SOLE CONSIGNEES, 
ANSAR, HARFORD & CO., 77, STRAND, LONDON, W.C. 
CAUTION.Beware of unprincipled attempts to substitute inferior or worthless preparations, 
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ÇPfl London Office: 18 King William Street, E.C.J. MUIR LEITCH, Local Secretary. 
MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE. 
The Coloration of 
The &offish Provideni 
ESTABLISHED 1837. INcoRPoRATED 1848. 
No. 6 St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh. 
THIS SOciErr alone .11Iembers can assure with right 
to share in the Whole Profits for Moderate Premiums. 
In OTHER OFFICES they may assure at Rates as low, 
but without any prospect of additions: OR, they may 
obtain the right to Profits, but only by payment of 
excessive Rates. 
ITS ADVANTAGES over other Offices are 
A greatly larger original Assurance; with the prospect to good 
lives of eventually receiving very considerable additions. 
For payment of the same yearly sain as laree an Assurance may 
gen,erally be secured from the first, as can, be looked for elsewhere 
after many years' accumulation of Bonuses. Thus, a Policy for £1200 or £1250 may be had for the Premium, usually charged 
for £1000 only. 
Such, an arrangement is obviously more suited for securing 
a competent Family Provision than that which, by the same 
yearly outlay secures a much, smaller present Assurance, with the 
hope only of prospective additions. Even at the highest rate of 
Bonus it will take man,y years ere such a Policy will amount to 
the sum here secured from the first. 
From the distinctive principle on which the Surplus is divisible (no share being given, to those by whose early death, there is a 
loss), those who participate may confidently expect to receive con- 
siderable additions. Policies originally for £1000, which have 
shared at all the three septennial divisions, have been increased 
to £1400, £1600, and even, to £1800. 
Full STATEMENTS OF THE PRINCIPLES Will be found in the Annual Reports. 
Gr For particulars as to the Financial Progress and Position of the 
Institution, see fourth page. 
' 
Liverpool Office: 17 Old Hall Street. 
Scottish Pro vident Institution. 
ADMINISTRATION. 
THIS INSTITUTION has taken a leading part in the relaxation of restrictions 
on Policies, and in the removal of grounds of challenge. At the General Meeting 
in 1849, the rule was adopted that error in the original statements should not involve 
forfeiture, unless proved to have been "fraudulent as well as untrue ;" and, at the 
same meeting, the forfeiture which attached to death by capital punishment, by 
duelling, and even by SUICIDE (unless occurring within six months), was removed. 
Surrenders.In the event of inability to continue to pay the Annual Premiums, 
Members have, by an original rule of the Institution, the alternative of receiving, 
on surrender, the fair value of their Policy, in cash, according to a fixed Table, or a 
new Policy, free of premiums, for an amount corresponding to the value. 
Foreign Residence and Travel.Members (not seafaring men) are now at 
liberty to travel to or reside free of extra charge in any part of the world (Asia excepted) 
to the north of 35° N., and to the south of 300 S. Commercial men in particular will 
appreciate the boon conferred by this relaxation. Licences for places beyond the 
free limits are given on liberal terms ; and when an extra premium is charged, it 
has the advantage, according to the equitable principle of the Office, of bringing 
the assured sooner to participate in Profits. 
TRANSFER OF ASSURANCES. 
FROM the lowness of its Rates, this Society is peculiarly suited to the case of those 
who may have joined Offices of less established position, and may now wish to transfer 
their Assurances. Even after 10 or 12 years there may be a pecuniary gain in sur- 
rendering the existing Assurance, and opening a new one with this Office. 
The following TABLE will furnish an illustration of how this can be effected : 
COMPARISON Of the PnEmrems with those of the other SCOTTISH OFFICES. 
The average (participating) Premium in other Offices for £1000, at age 30, 's slightly under 
£25. The Premium for £1000 in this Office, at age 35 (five years older), is only £23 : 8 : 4 
and two years later, at age 37, still only £24 : 16 : 8. Se that one who had assured with such 
an office seven years before would not be subjected to any increase in his yearly payments, while 
he ought to receive a sum in hand from the other office for the surrender. 
NB.The comparison is here made for convenience with the Scottish Offices only which are all of un- 
doubted character. Tire rates of the other Offices are about the saine in average amount. A Table 
showing the exact Premiums charged by all the Assurance Offices in the Kingdom will be found in 
the "Post Magazine Almanac," "Letts' Diary," and other publications. 
Manchester Office: Somerset Buildings, 19 Brazennose Street. 
AGE' 
W/TH WHOLE PROFITS. WITH PORTION OF PROFITS. 
WITHOUT 
PROFITS. 
GE. A In the Scottish In each of the Average of Average of 
Provident three other the Proprietary the Proprietary 
Institution. Mutual Offices. Companies. Companies. 
20 £1 15 8 £2 2 1 £1 18 1 £1 12 6 20 
25 1180 2 6 6 2 3 2 117 0 25 
30 216 2119 2112 226 30 
35 2 610 218 2 2 15 11 2 8 5 35 
40 214 9 3 6 3 3 4 7 216 5 40 
45 3 5 9 316 4 314 6 3 6 1 45 
50 417 492 487 3198 50 
I; 
h 
st. 
0 
Leeds Office: 9 South Parade: 
Scottish Provident Institution. 
TABLE OF PREMIUMS, BY DIFFERENT MODES OF PAYMENT, 
For Assurance of £100 at DeathWith Profits. 
The Rates for higher Ages will be supplied on application. 
EXastri..s.A person aged 30 may secure £1003 at death, by a yearly payment, during life, of £20 :15s. 
This Premium, if paid to any other of the Mutual Offices, would secure a Policy for Msoo only, instead of E1000. 
Or, if unwilling to burden himself with payments during his whole life, he may secure the same sum of 
£1000 (entitled of course to Profits), by tweniy-one yearly payments or .£27 : 13 :4,being thus relieved of 
payment, before he han passed the prime of life, for a Premium nearly the same as most Offices require 
during the whole term of lite. 
Glasgow Office: 87 St. Vincent Street, 
.go. 
Annual 
Premium pay- 
able during 
Life. 
ANNIJAL PREMIUM LIMITED TO 
Single Age. 
Twenty-one I 
Payments. 
Fourteen 
Payments. 
Seven 
Payment& 
21 £1 16 3 £2 10 6 .G3 4 11 £5 10 0 £33 0 1 21 
22 116 9 211 0 3 5 9 511 0 33 510 22 
23 1172 2116 365 5121 33 11 2 23 
24 1 17 7 2 12 1 3 6 11 5 13 1 33 16 5 24 
25 1180 2126 373 5140 3420 25 
26 118 6 213 0 3 710 5 14 11 34 8 2 26 
27 119 2 213 6 3 8 7 5 15 11 34 16 1 27 
28 1 19 11 2141 395 5171 3549 28 
29 208 2148 3103 5186 35 14 1 29 
*30 216 2154 8112 601 3640 *30 
31 226 2162 3121 6110 36 14 6 31 
32 235 2171 3132 638 37 5 5 32 
33 246 2180 3144 658 37 17 2 33 
34 257 2190 3157 679 3897 34 
33 2 6 10 3 0 2 3 16 11 6 10 0 39 2 9 35 
36 282 315 3184 6125 39 16 11 36 
37 298 329 3 19 11 6150 40 12 4 37 
38 2113 343 4 
_ 
1 7 6179 4187 38 
39 2 12 11 359 434 707 4254 39 
40 2149 375 452 737 43 2 10 40 
41 2168 392 472 768 44 0 11 41 
42 2188 3111 498 7911 44 19 9 42 
43 3 0 11 3 13 1 4 11 5 7 13 3 45 19 3 43 
44 3 3 3 3 15 3 4 13 10 7 16 9 46 19 7 44 
45 359 3176 4164 807 4808 45 
46 385 400 4191 846 4928 46 
47 3115 428 521 888 5058 47 
48 3148 458 554 8132 5197 48 
49 3181 489 589 8 17 11 52 14 1 49 
50 4 1 7 4 12 1 5 12 4 9 2 10 53 19 3 50 
51 456 4155 5161 9711 5545 51 
52 4 9 5 4 18 10 5 19 11 913 1 56 9 0 52 
53 413 5 5 2 5 6 311 918 3 57 12 11 53 
84 4178 563 680 1035 58 17 2 54 
55 5111 5102 6121 1086 6008 55 
Payment. 
Dublin Office: 1(3 College Green.W. WILSON, Local Secretary. 
-- 
3 
Scottish Provident Institution. 
Financial Position, as shown by Statistics. 
BY the recent publication of the " Insurance Register " (Kent and Co., London), 
the public have the means afforded them of ascertaining the position of the Life 
Assurance Offices. The facts thus brought together show that there is no Office which 
gives evidence of greater progress and stability than the ScorrIsEt PROVIDENT 
INSTITUTION. 
In New Business very few Offices surpass it The business of such as do is in 
almost every case the aggregate result of the operations of various Offices recently 
amalgamated ; or is to a large extent drawn from abroad. Apart from such cases, 
there are not more than one, or two, which exceed this Office in regular yearly business. 
In regard to Accumulated Funds provided to meet the engagementsa test 
which, from the lowness of its rates, must be a severe one for the Institutionthe 
result of a comparison is still more gratifying. Of the 113 existing Offices, the Scottish 
Provident in the order of establishment stands 50th. None of the (63) younger, 
and less than a half of the (49) older, offices, have as large a realised Fund. And it is 
to be borne in mind that the Institution's Fund is raised entirely from its MU Pre- 
miums. In many other cases the Fund assigned to an Office is the combined amount 
of the Funds of various Offices, transferred at amalgamation ; and (in the case of Pro- 
prietary Companies) frequently includes the paid-up portion of their Capital. 
The comparative Increase of the Funds gives even more decided indication 
or progress. The statements in the " Insurance Register " have reference to Reports 
published at the two dates of 1864 and 1868. Setting aside Amalgamated Offices, 
it is found that only in the case of one of the oldest Offices has there been so great 
an increase in these four years ; and in no instance has there been so large a pro- 
portionate increase. 
The Realised Funds now exceed a Million and a Halt The increase in 
the year reported since the latter of the above dates is £133,640: 1 : 2a sum which 
has probably not been exceeded in the same year by any single unamalgamated Office. 
Progress of the Business. 
SINCE the Establishment of the Society in 1837, 20,000 Policies have been 
issued for upwards of Nine Millions. Above 14,500 remain in force, assuring 
£6,800,000. The Accumulated Fund now considerably exceeds £1,600,000. 
A STATEMENT, recently published, containing a reprint of the last Balance- 
Sheet, with the Investments, and Account of Receipts and Disbursements, may be 
had at the Head Office, or any of the Agencies. 
6 Sr. ANDREw SQUARE, EDINBURGH, JAMES WATSON, Manager. 
February 
Extension of Agencies in England. 
The Institution having in the last year (from inquiries occasioned by the unfortunate 
position of some offices) attracted much notice in England, the Directors will be happy 
to consider applications for Agencies from persons of position and influence, in districts 
where it is net at present fully represented. 
1S70. 
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SECOND EDITION. NOW ready. 
THE RULE OF THE MONK, 
BY GENERAL GARIBALDI. 
In Two Vols., post 8vo, ais. 
From the TIMES. 
" We have read The Rule of the Monk' as all the world will read it, seeking for the author 
as he is to be found in his pages. Our eyes are upon him all the while, and were the story ten 
times as long we should listen. The translators have done their work exceedingly well, nowhere 
obscuring the clear, simple style of the author." 
From the DAD, News. 
"The writer's enthusiasm for his cause, and the exciting incidents and dramatic situations of 
the story, make the book one which the lovers of sensation will read with avidity, and the friends 
of Italian unity will welcome with enthusiasm. It is needless ta predict for the book a vast 
popularity." 
Fr0,12 MP STANDARD. 
" As a series of pictures, though the colouring is too fervid, it abounds in brilliancy and 
character. . . . . It will be read with attention. It is adorned with many a page exhibiting 
the pure character of a man who, although, as ho himself says, aged,' has not yet lost the youth 
of his heart." 
Front the ECHO. 
" 'The Rule of the Monk ' tells its purpose in its title. Garibaldi has good reason to expect 
that all Englishmen will read his book ; and we are sure that those who read it attentively will not 
consider that their time is lost." 
Messrs. CASSELL, PETTER, GALPIN beg- to announce that, in future, 
the following popular Works will be published by them: 
The World before the Deluge. From the French of Louis 
FIGUIER. Carefully edited by II. W. BRISTOW, F.R.S., of the Geological 
Survey. Demy 8vo, 233 Plates, 16s. 
The Vegetable World. From the French of Louis FIGUIER. 
Edited by C. O. G. NAPIER, F.G.S. Demy 8vo, with 471 Plates, 16s. 
The Ocean World. A Descriptive History of the Sea and its 
Inhabitants. From the French of LOUIS FIGUIER. Edited by C. O. G. 
NAPIER, F.G.S. Demy 8vo, 427 Plates, 16s. 
The Insect World. A Popular Account of the Orders of Insects. 
From the French of LOUIS FIGUIER. Edited by E. W. JANSEN, Lib. E.S. 
Delay Svo, 576 Plates, 16s. 
Birds and Reptiles. F _ rom the French of Louis FIGUIER. 
Edited by PARKER GILMORE, Esq., Author of "Gun, Rod, and Saddle," 
&c. Demy 8vo, 307 Plates, ISs. 
Chefs-d'uvre of the Industrial Arts. T1 __y PHILIPPE BURTY. 
Edited by W. CHAFFERS, F.S.A. Demy 8vo, zoo Plates, 16s. 
CASSELL, FETTER, & GALPIN'S LIST OF CATALOGUES. 
T. EDUCATIONAL WORKS and Students' and Scholars' Materials Catalogue. 
DORE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 
CHILDREN'S BOOKS CATALOGUE. 
CATALOGUE of MAGAZINES and SERIAL PUBLICATIONS. 
ELECTROTYPES FOR SALE.Classified Catalogue of 50,000 Electrotypes of Valuable 
Engravings for Sale 
COMPLETE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, giving a Comprehensive Insight into the 
Specialities of the various Works issued in such vast numbers from the Belle Sauvage 
Publishing Offices. 
The above Catalogues of Messrs. CASSELL, PETTER, GALEIN'S Publications, ert,c. are Item 
ready, and may be _procured at any respectable Bookseller's, or will be forwarded, post free, on 
akklication ho Messrs. CASSELL, PETTER, & GALPIN. 
CASSELL, FETTER, AND GALPIN, LONDON AND NEW YORK. 
& 
THE LATE MR. T. MORTEN'S ILLUSTRATIONS 
OF GULLIVER'S TRAVELS. 
Re-issue in SIXPENNY Monthly Parts and PENNY Weekly Numbers, of 
Cassell's Gulliver's Travels. 
Illustrated with upwards of too Masterpieces of the late Mr. TIIOMAS MORTEN, 
including a Coloured Plate with Part I. 
PA. P, '1' I. 3H 0 'W TI. A D 
" We never so thoroughly enjoyed tile plain, unvarnished tale, no truthfully and plainly told 
by Captain Lemuel GillibCmr, as the perusal of it in these pages. Never before did we so com- 
pletely master the difference of size between the traveller and the Lilliputians, and between the 
canto and the Erobdingnagians ; while the voyage to Laputa, which was only readable by a deter- 
mined man, now becomes a labour of absolute pleasure. All this difference is owing to the 
pictures which are strewn broadcast throughout the volume--a volume which is about the must 
elegant yet produced by the enterprising firm of Cassell, Petter, and GalpinTire Bookseller. 
A Series of Volumes, handsomely printed, illustrated, and bound in extra cloth gilt, 
frire 5s. each, designed JO,' Gill Books at a moderate price, under the title of 
Cassell' s Library of Wonders 
. , 
is Now Commenced. 
WONDERS OF ANIMAL INSTINCT - - Ready. 
WONDERS OF ARCHITECTURE 
- Ready. 
WONDERS OF BODILY STRENGTH AND SKILL in March- 
WONDERFUL BALLOON AscENTs hi March. 
WONDERS IN ACOUSTICS 
..In April. 
WONDERFUI. ESCAPES - In the Press-. 
WONDERS OF VEGETATION In the Press-. 
Pnbcr tbe tvcciaï anction anti Centro( of Qcr Allalc#0'1t Oonourabie prov council. 
CASSELL'S ART UNION, 
FOR THE DISSEMINATION OF FINE ART VOLUMES 
The leading features of CASSELL'S ART UNION are- 
1st. There are NO BLANKS. 
and. Every Subscriber will receive a PRIZE of the FULL VALUE of his, GUINEA SUBSCRIPTION, that being the lowest Prize to which he can be- 
come entitled. 
3rd. Every Subscriber will have the chance of gaining, instead of such Guinea. 
Prize, one of the Higher Prizes, which will be distributed in the proportion of TEN PRIZES of the TOTAL VALUE of THIRTY-FIVE GUINEAS, 
amongst every ONE HUNDRED SUBSCRIBERS. 
4th. There will be FREQUENT DRAWINGS. A Drawing will take place, 
every lime a Set of One Hundred Subscribers mas been filled up. The Extra PrizeS, of the total value of Thirty-Five Guineas, will be selected from the magnificent Volumes illustrated by GUSTAVE DORE and other Fine Art Volumes. 
The FOURTH DRAWING took place on March 16th. The RESULT of each DRAWING is advertised in THE ECHO. TICKETS, price ONE GUINEA each, may be procured through any respect- 
able Bookseller in the United Kingdom, or from the Secretary, Mr. J. C. PARE, La Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, London. 
CASSELL, PETITE, AND GALPIN, LONDON AND NEW YORK. 
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HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OP EVERYTHING. 
Now Ready, Part VI., price 7d., 
Cassell's Household Guide. 
With Illustrations and Diagrams on almost every page, and frequent Coloured 
Plates ; the most comprehensive work cf the kind ever attempted. 
CONTENTS OF PART VI., FOR APRIL : 
The HouseWater Supply. CookingRiver Fish. Calf's Head. 
Marketing. Household AmusementsActed Cha- 
rades. Household Decorative Art Feather 
ScreensModelling in Clay for Amateurs. Animals Kept for PleasureThe Dog Diseases of Dogs. Hints to Letter Writers. Inmates of the HouseDomestic : The 
TheLltes al\lriani dg. and Management of ChildrenChildren's ClothingDietary 
of Youth. 
Domestic Medicine Biliousness and 
Bilious Attacks, including Jaundice- 
Bronchitis. 
Home GardeningTheVegetable Garden. 
" Cassell's Household Guide,' as a key to all the mysteries of housekeeping, the necessities, 
emergencies, and pleasures of social life, will be welcomed with effusion in many a household." Daffy Telegraph. 
The Household Mechanic Garden 
Furniture and Decorations. The ToiletteDisorders of the Hair and 
their Treatment. Cottage FarmingArable Husbandly. Point Lace Work. FurnitureBedroom Furniture. Animals Kept for Pleasure and ProfitThe Horse. Choosing a TradeWatchmaking. Odds and Ends. 
PatchworkIntroduction. Household ChemistryIntroduction. A Few Words about Dyeing. Making Sealing-Wax. Wages and Income Table. The Dressing of Dinner Tables. How to Make Tea. 
N.B.Parts I. to V. having been REPRINTED, are now again on Sale al all 
Booksellers'. 
NATIONAL EDUCATION AND INDIVIDUAL EFFORT 
The Monthly Part for April (Part 29), price 7d., of 
Cassell's Popular Educator 
(FOR CONTENTS OF WHICII SEE BELOW) 
Exhibits the unbouna'ed range and scope of this Comprehensive Work, the success 
of which, as affording the means of Self-Education, is altogether unprecedented in the 
annals of Educational Literature; and now that a Legislative Measure will shortly 
secure to every child in the land its right to be taught to read and write, Me 
POPULAR EDUCA TOR is destined to occupy an inexhaustible field of usefulness. 
CONTENTS OF PART 29: 
He,:tIts Nature, Material and Dynamical Histor The Fall of Jerusalem. 
TheoriesPhysical and other Sources of Land Surveying, Lessons in. 
Heat. 
AstronomyThe Comets. Algebra, Lessons inDivision of Radi- 
cal Quantities, gic. 
Book-keeping by Double Entry. 
BotanyFungi. ChemistrySpectrum Analysis. English, Lessons inThe Verb. French, Lessons in. Correspondence in French (Mercan- 
tile). 
German, Lessons in Demonstrative 
Pronouns. Latin, Lessons in. Italian, Lessons in. Greek, Lessons in. Spanish, Lessons in. Geography, Lessons in. GeologyThe Triassic Group. 
MensurationIrregular Figures, Painting in Water Colours. Logic, Lessons in. 
Commerce, Natural History of. Education in Theory and Practice. ElectricityPower of the Electric Light, 
English Literature The Elizabethan 
Period ; The Dramatists Ben Jonson, Re. Human PhysiologyDigestion. Latin, Readings inPlautus. University Middle-Class Examina- 
tionsLondon. Greek, Readings inThe New Testament. Natural History Grasses, Reeds, and 
Rushes. Popular GamesGolf. Science and Scientific Experiments. Terms used in Commerce. 
CASSELL, PETTER, AND GALPIN, LONDON AND NEW YORK. 
[Pleas, turn over. 
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Now Ready, 
Cassell's Magazine for April, 
MAN AND WIFE. By 
WILKIE COLLINS. Chaps. 
XXVI. to XXXII!. 
Liberty, Equality, Fraternity. 
A Poem. 
Saved. 
From General Garibaldi to 
bis English Friends. 
The Fashion. 
Remarkable Trials of the 
Last Century and a Half. 
The Appeal of Battle. 
Part V., price Sixpence. 
CONTENTS OF PART V.: 
Middle Class Education, Re. The Plantagenets and their 
The Man that was Weighed. Descendants. 
The Broken Vow. A Poem, Fugitive Notes. [trated. 
Illustrated. Eugenia. A Poem. Illus- 
Love and Spring. A Poem. Personal Recollections of 
Illustrated. Thackeray. 
Pleasure or Pain. New Motive Powers. 
The Rev. Henry Ward Mrs. Allonby. 
Beecher and Mrs. Beecher Past and Future. 
Stowe. A Modem Alchemist. 
Goethe and Mendelssohn. Carillons. By the Editor. 
Glass. A Dream in Spring. 
* Being "GARIBALDI'S ADVENTURES WITH SONE GREEK 
PIRATES," written expressly.* CASSELL'S MAGAZINE. 
the May Part of CASSELL'S MAGAZINE will appear VICTOR HUGO'S 
NEW POEM in French, and a Translation by ALGERNON C. SWINBURNE, 
written expressly for CASSELL'S MAGAZINE. 
Now Ready, for April, Part XVI., price One Shilling, 
Illustrated Travels : 
A Monthly Magazine of Travel, Geography, and Adventure. Edited by 
H. W. BATES, Assistant Secretary of the Royal Geographical Society. 
containing (with Superb Illustrations) 
From Alsace to the HmtzI. By 
PROFESSOR D. T. ANSTED, M.A., F. R.&, 
F. B.G.S. A Ride Across the Frontier of Vie- 
toria. By PHILIP A. EAGLE, Author of 
"Gold hinting in Victoria," "Australian 
Fauna," &c. 
'The Regions of the Cazembe, and Dr. Livingstone's Recent Ex- plorations III. By CHARLES 'r. Bum, F.S.A., Re. 
Journey from the Senegal to the NigerIII. Front the French of LIEU- 
TENANT MAGE. 
The CaucasusII. By DOUGLAS W. 
FRESEFIELD, M.A., F.R.G.S., Author of 
"Travels in the Central Caucasus and 
%sham." A New Zealand Snow-StormTa Two 
Parts. By FREDERICK NAPIER BROOME. 
Part II. 
The Patros of Tropical America. 
" The creme de la crime of modern trwel."Naval and Mil/tory Gazelle. 
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE AND EXQUISITELY 
ILLUSTRATED NATURAL HISTORY OF BIRDS. 
Now Ready, Parts I. to V., price 7d. each, 
Cassell's Book of Birds. 
With Life-like Coloured Plates in each Part, and upwards of Four Hundred 
Engravings, embracing every Species of Bird known to exist. Every feature 
of interest connected with the Feathered Tribes is accurately portrayed, including 
their 
Wonderful Organism, Wonderful Power of Song, 
Wonderful Instincts, Wonderful Power of Speech, 
Wonderful Varieties, Wonderful Power of Sight, 
Wonderful Plumage, I Wonderful Building of Nests, 
Wonderful Power of Flight, Wonderful Devotion to their Young. 
Rendering CASSELL'S BOOK OF BIRDS the most charming and perfect 
NATURAL HISTORY OF BIRDS ever yet produced. 
CASSELL, PETTER, AND GALPIN, LONDON AND NEW YORK. 
[Please turn ever. 
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SELECT LIBRARYoF FICTION 
PRICE TWO SHILLINGS PER VOLUME. 
The best, cheapest, and most POPULAR WORKS published, 
well printed in clear,readable type, on good paper ,and strongly bound. 
CONTAINING THE WRITINGS OF THE MOST POPULAR AUTHORS OF THE DAY. 
Of the many cheap editions and reprints of works of fiction, there is none 
which better deserves the extensive support which they receive at the hands 
of the public than the series in course of issue under the title of the 
"Select Library of Fiction." In addition to the literary merits which the 
works possess in themselves, they present to the reader the important 
advantage of being printed in clear and excellent type on good paper, differing 
in this respect very materially from some of the cheaper reprints, which fall 
to pieces in the process of reading, and which so sorely try the eyesight, 
especially of those who are accustomed to read in railway carriages.The 
Observer. 
When ordering, the Numbers only need be given. 
VOL. 
Agatha's Husband 
Author of " John Halifax." 
2 Head of the Family 
Author of "John Halifax." 
5 The Ogilvics 
Author of "John Halifax." 
7 Olive : a Novel 
Author of "jobs Halifax." 
to Mary Barton Mrs. Gaskell. 
II The Half Sisters 
Geraldine jewsbury. 
15 Ruth: a Novel Mrs. Gaskell. 
17 Jack Hinton, the Guardsman 
Charles Lever. 
18 Charles O'Malley, 750 pp., 3s. 
Charles Lever. 
20 The Daltons, 708 pp., 3S. 
Charles Lever. 
z z Harry Lorrequer's Confessions 
Charles Lever. 
23 Knight of Gwynne, 630 pp., 3s. 
Charles Lever. 
Dodd Family Abroad, 672 pp., 3s. 
Charles Lever. 
The O'Donoghue Charles Lever. 
Tom Burke, 704 pp., 3s. 
Charles Lever. 
Davenport Dunn, 772 pp., 3s. 
Charles Lever. 
Fortunes of Glencore 
Charles Lever. 
Roland Cashel, 618 pp., 3s. 
Charles Lever. 
One of Them Charles Lever. 
The Orphans and Caleb Field 
Mrs. ()Want. 
Katherine and Sisters 
Lady Emily Ponsody. 
Adventures of a Clever Woman 
Mrs. Trollope. 
Martins of Cro' Martin, 704 pp., 
3s. Charles Lever. 
Sir Jasper Carew Charles Lever. 
Young Heiress Mrs. Trollope. 
March, 1870. 
. Apri )15 
THE 
VOL. 
25 
27 
z8 
3o 
32 
33 
35 
36 
37 
39 
42 
48 
52 
14. 
VOL. 
53 A Day's Ride; or, aLife's Romance 
Charles Lever. 
54 Maurice Tiernay 
Charles Lever. 
55 The Constable of the Tower 
W. H. Ainsworth. 
58 Master of the Hounds 
" Scrutator." 
6o Cardinal Pole; an Historical Novel 
W. H. Ainsworth. 
61 Jealous Wife Mirs Pardon,. 
62 Rival Beauties Miss Pardoe. 
63 The Hunchback of Notre-Dame 
Victor Hugo. 
66 Elsie Venner Oliver W. Holmes. 
67 Charlie Thornhill Charles Clarke. 
68 House of Elmore 
F. W. Robinson. 
73 La Beata E. Adolphus Trollope. 
7+ Marietta T. Adolphus Trollop. 
75 Barrington Charles Lever. 
77 Woman's Ransom 
F. W. Robinson. 
78 Deep Waters Anna H. Drury. 
79 Misrepresentation 
Anna H. Drury. 
8o Tilbury Nogo Whyte Melville. 
82 He would be a Gentleman 
Samuel Lover. 
83 Mr. Stewart's Intentions 
F. W Robinson. 
84 Mattie : a Stray 
Author of "Owen: a Waif:" 
85 Doctor Thorne Anthony Trollope. 
86 The Macdermots of Ballycloran 
Anthony Trollope. 
87 Lindisfarn Chase T A. Trollope. 
88 Rachel Ray Anthony Trollope. 
89 Luttrell of Arran Charles Lever. 
VOL. 
91 Wildflower F. W. Robinson. 
92 Irish Stories and Legends 
Samuel Lover. 
93 The Kellys and the O'Kellys 
Anthony Trollope. 
94 Married Beneath Him 
Author of " Found Dead." 
95 Tales of all Countries 
Anthony Trollope. 
96 Castle Richmond 
Anthony Trollop. 
98 John Law, the Projector 
W. H. Ainsworth. 
99 jack Brag Theodore Hook. 
oo The Bertrams Anthony Trollope. 
rot Faces for Fortunes 
Augustus Mayhew. 
104 Under the Spell F. W. Robinson. 
log Market Harborough 
Whyte Melville. 
106 Slaves of the Ring 
F. W. Robinson. 
iii One and Twenty 
F. Wi. Robinson. 
12 Douglas' Vow 
Mrs. Edmund Jennings. 
113 Woodleigh F. W. Robinson. 
114 Theo Leigh Annie Thomas. 
116 Orley Farm, 589 pp., 3s. 
Anthony Trollope. 
117 Flying Scud Charles Clarke. 
1 8 Denis Donne Annie Thomas. 
119 Forlorn Hope Edmund rates. 
120 Can you Forgive Her ? 583 pp., 
3s. Anthony Trollope. 
122 Miss Mackenzie 
Anthony Trollope. 
123 Carry's Confession 
Author of " Mattie : a Stray." 
I 25 Belton Estate 
Anthony Trollope. 
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VOL. 
126 Land at Last Edmund Yates. 
127 Dumbleton Common 
Hon. Eleanor Eden. 
1 28 Crumbs from a Sportsman's Table 
Charles Clarke. 
129 Bella Donna Percy Fitzgerald. 
131 Christie's Faith 
Author of " Mattie: a Stray." 
132 Polly : a Village Portrait 
By a Popular Writer. 
133 Seventy-five Brooke Street 
Percy Fitzgerald. 
134 Called to Account 
Annie Thomas. 
135 A Golden Heart Tom Hood. 
136 Second Mrs. Tillotson 
Percy Fitzgerald. 
I37 Never Forgotten 
Percy Fitzgerald. 
138 Clyffards of Clyfre 
Author of "Married Beneath Him." 
139 Which is the Winner 
Charles Clarke. 
140 Archie Lovell Mrs. Edwards. 
141 Lizzie Lorton E. Lynn Linton. 
142 Milly's Hero F. W. Robinson. 
143 Leo Dutton Cook. 
14+ Uncle Silas 7. S. Lefanit. 
145 Bar Sinister Charles Z. Collins. 
146 Rose Douglas 
By el Popular Writer. 
47 Cousin Stella ; or, Conflict 
Mrs. C. Yenkin. 
148 Highland Lassies 
Brick Mackenzie. 
149 Young Singleton Talbot Gwynne. 
3 
OTHER VOLUMES IN PREPARATION, 
VOL. 
150 The Eve of St. Mark 
Thomas Doubleday. 
15t Young Scapegrace 
James Paym 
152 Mirk Abbey 
Author of "Married Beneath Him." 
153 Fair Carew ; or, Husbands and 
Wives 
154 Riverston Georgiana M. Craik. 
155 Sabina Lady Wood. 
156 Pique 
By Author of "Agatha Beaufort." 
57 Lord Falconberg's Heir 
Charles Clarke. 
158 A Fatal Error J. Masternian. 
159 Secret Dispatch James Grant, 
Author of "Romance of War," 
16o Guy Deverell 
Author of "Uncle Silas." 
I61 Carr of Carrlyon Hamilton Aide'. 
162 All in the Dark J. S. Lef;mu. 
163 Sense and Sensibility 
yane Austen. 
164 Emma flint Austen. 
165 Mansfield Park Jane Austen. 
166 Northanger Abbey gone Austen. 
167 Pride and Prejudice jam' Austen. 
168 Beauclercs, or Father and Son 
Charles Clarke. 
169 House by the Churchyard 
7. S. Lefanu. 
170 Owen: a Waif 
Author of "Mattie: a Stray." 
171 Two Marriages 
Author of" John Halifax." 
172 Found Dead 
Author of" Married Beneath Him." 
London: CHAPMAN & HALL, 193, Piccadilly. 
A 
STANDARD AUTHORS. 
ONE SHILLING. 
Foolscap 8vo, with Illustrated Covers in Colours, and well printed on good paper. 
VOL. 
Confidence. 
By Author of" Carr of Carrlyon." 
Erlesmere ; or, Contrasts of Character. 
By L. S. Lavenu. 
Nanette and Her Lovers. 
By Talbot Gwynne. 
Life and Death of Silas Barnstarke. 
By Talbot Gwynne. 
Tender and True. 
By Auhor of" Clara Morison." 
Gilbert Massenger. By Holme Lee. 
Thorney Hall. By Holme Lee. 
My Lady : a Tale of Modern Life. 
lc:. The Cruelest Wrong of All. 
By Author of "Margaret." 
oo. Lost and Won. 
By Georgiana M. Craik. 
12. Haw. ksview. By Holme Lee. 
04. Florence Templar. By Mrs. F. Vidal. 
Wheat and Tares : a Modern Story. 
Amberhill; or, Guilty Peace. 
By A. j. Barrowclife. 
20. My First Season. 
By Author of "Charles Auchester." 
z. The White House by the Sea. A 
Love Story. 
Arrows in the Dark. 
By Author of "Said and Done." 
Adrian L'Estrange; or, Moulded out 
of Faults. 
The Cotton Lord. By Herbert Glyn. 
z6. A Simple Woman. 
By Author of " Nut-Brown Maids." 
Skirmishing. 
By Author of" Cousin Stella." 
Farina : a Legend of Cologne. 
By George Meredith. 
29, Normanton. ByAuthor of"Amberhill." 
Winifred's Wooing. 
By Georgiana M. Craik. 
The School for Fathers. 
By Talbot Gwynne. 
Lena; or, the Silent Woman. 
By Author of" Beyminstre." 
Paul Ferroll. 
By Author of " IX. Poems by V." 
WHEN ORDERING, THE NUMBERS ONLY NEED BE GIVEN. 
VOL. 
Entanglements. 
By Author of "Mr. Arle," Caste," 5cc- 
Beyminstre. By Author of" Lena." 
Counterparts ; or, the Cross of Love. 
By Author of "My First Season." 
Leonora ; or, Fair and False. 
By Hon. Mrs. Maberky. 
Extremes. By Emma Welder Atkinson. 
An Old Debt. By Florence Dawson. 
Uncle Crotty's Relations. 
By Herbert Glyn. 
Grey's Court. 
Edited by Lady Chatterton. 
A Bad Beginning. By Mrs. Macquoid. 
Heiress of the Blackburn-Foot. 
By Author of "A Life's Love." 
Over the Cliff. By Mrs. Chanter. 
Who Breaks-Pays. 
By the Author of " Cousin Stella." 
Miss Gwynne of Woodford. 
By Garth Rivers. 
Clover Cottage. 
Author of" My Uncle the Curate." 
St. Patrick's Eve. By Charles Lever. 
Alice Learmont. 
By Author of "7ohn Halifax." 
so. Two Hundred Pounds Reward. 
By Author of " Married Beneath Him." 
Aunt Margaret's Trouble. 
By the Author of "Mabel's Progress." 
On the Line and Danger Signal. 
By Bracebridge Hemyng. 
Telegraph Secrets, 
By Bracebridge Hemyng. 
Belial. By a Popular Writer. 
A Life's Love. 
By Author of" Heiress of Blackburnfoot." 
A Rent in a Cloud. By Charles Lever. 
59. Blithedale Romance. ByN.Hawthorne. 
Go. Lovers of Ballyvookan. 
By Captain L. E. Whyte. 
61 The Only Child Lady Scott. 
London: CHAPMAN & HALL, 193, Piccadilly. 
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SELECT LIBRARY OF FICTION. 
JANE AUSTEN'S NOVELS. 
AUTHOR'S EDITION. 
Price 25. Picture Boards, or 25. 6d. in Roxburghe. 
SENSE AND SENSIBILITY. 
PERSUASION, AND NORTHANGER ABBEY. 
NANSFIELD PARK. 
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE. 
ENKA. 
" Miss Austen's novels,' says Southey, are more 
true to nature, and have for my sympathies passages 
of finer feeling than any others of this age.' Sir Walter 
Scott and Archbishop Whately, in the earlier numbers 
of the Quarterly Review, called the attention of the 
public to their surpassing excellence." Quarterly 
Review, Jan., 1870. 
"Shakespeare has neither equal nor second. But 
among the writers who have approached nearest to the 
manner of the great master, we have no hesitation in 
placing Jane Austen, a woman of whom England is 
justly proud."Lord Macaulay. 
London : CHAPMAN & HALL. 
SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS, AND AT BOOKSTALLS. 
Mawr 
SELECT LIBRARY EDITION, 
LLU STRATE D 
BY HABLOT K. BROWNE ("PHIZ"), OF 
CHARLES LEVER'S WORKS, 
The collected Works of CHARLES LEVER in a uniform series 
must, like the Novels of Scott, 
Bulwer' 
Dickens, Thackeray, and 
Anthony Trollope, find a place on the shelves of every well-selected 
library. No modern productions of fiction have gained a greater 
reputation for their writer : few authors equal him in the humour 
and spirit of his delineations of character, and none surpass him for 
lively descriptive power and never-flagging story. 
THREE-AND-SIXPENCE EACH. 
JACK HINTON - - - 16 Illustrations. 
HARRY LORRE PER 16 Illustrations. 
THE OMONOGHUE - - 16 Illustrations. 
THE FORTUNES OF LENCORE Frontispiece. 
BARRINGTON - 16 Illustrations. 
LUTTRELL OF ARRAN 16 Illustrations. 
SIR JASPER CAREW - Frontispiece. 
MAURICE TIERNAY Frontispiece. 
A DAY'S RIDE Frontispiece. 
ONE OF THEM - i6 Illustrations. 
A RENT IN A CLOIT'D and } 
ST. PATRICK'S EVE 
16 illustrations. 
- 
FIVE SHILLINGS EACH. 
CHARLES 0' II A IILEY - 
THE DALTON S - 
- 24 Illustrations. 
24 Illustrations. 
KNIGHT OF GWYNNE - - 24 Illustrations. 
THE DODD FAMILY ABROAD 24 Illustrations. 
TOM BURKE OF " OURS " 24 Illustrations, 
DA V ENPORT DUNN 24 Illustrations. 
ROLAND CASHEL - 24 Illustrations. 
MARTINS OF CRU' MARTIN 24 Illustrations. 
(co) London : CHAPMAN Sr HALL, 193, Piccadilly. 
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ANTHONY TROLLOPE'S WORKS 
NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION. 
Price 2s. each, Picture Boards, or 25. 6d. half-bound Roxburghe. 
a 
tt4:4 
P:zedit, 
ItS! 
DOCTOR THORNE. RACHEL RAY. 
THE MACDERMOTS. TALES OF ALL COUNTRIES. 
CASTLE RICHMOND. MISS MACKENZIE. 
TAT', KELLYS. THE BERTRAMS. 
BELTON ESTATE. WEST INDIES. 
Price 4s. 6d. ha(-bound Roxburghe, uniform in size and &Wing 
and 35. each, Picture Boards. 
ORLEY FARM. CAN YOU FORGIVE HER ? 
Or with 40 Illustrations, 8vo, cloth, price 7s. 6d. each. 
"In one respect Mr. Trollope deserves praise that even Dickens 
and Thackeray do not deserve. Many of his stories are more true 
throughout to that unity of design, that harmony of tone and colour, 
which are essential to works of art. In one -of his Irish stories, 'The 
Kellys and the O'Kellys,' the whole is steeped in Irish atmosphere ; 
the key-note is admirably kept throughout ; there is nothing irre- 
levant, nothing that takes the reader out of the charmed circle of 
the involved and slowly unwound bead-roll of incidents. We say 
nothing as to the other merits of the storyits truth to life, the 
excellence of the dialogue, the naturalness of the charactersfor 
Mr. Trollope has these merits nearly always at his command. He 
has a true artist's idea of tone, of colour, of harmony; his pictures 
are one ; are seldom out of drawing; he never strains after effect ; 
is fidelity itself in expressing English life; is never guilty of caricature. 
We remember the many hours that have passed 
smoothly by, as, with feet on the fender, we have followed heroine 
after heroine of his from the dawn of her love to its happy or 
disastrous close, and one is astounded at one's own ingratitude in 
writing a word against a succession of tales that 'give delight and 
hurt not.'"Fortmigbtly Review. 
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CHARLES LEVER'S WORKS. 
Price 6s. per Volume, in post 8vo, green cloth. 
LIBRARY EDITION, 
With all the Original Illustrations by Phis. 
UNIFORM WITH THE LIBRARY EDITION OF CHARLES DICKENS'S WORKS. 
Luttrell of Arran - - - 32 Illustrations. 
Barrington - - - - 26 illustrations. 
The Martins of Cro' Martin. 2 v. 40 Illustrations. 
Tom Burke of Ours. 2 vols. 44 Illustrations. 
Harry Lorrequer - 22 Illustrations. 
Jack Hinton - - 36 Illustrations. 
The Daltons. 2 vols. 48 Illustrations. 
One of Them - - 30 Illustrations. 
Charles O'Malley. 2 vols. 44 Illustrations. 
The Dodd Family Abroad. 2 v. 40 Illustrations. 
The O'Donoghue - - 26 Illustrations. 
Davenport Dunn. 2 vols. - 44 Illustrations. 
Knight of Gwynne. 2 vols. - 44 Illustrations. 
Roland Cashel. 2 vols. - 44 Illustrations. 
The collected Works of CHARLES LEVER in a Uniform Series 
must, like the Novels of Scott, Bulwer, Dickens, and Thackeray, 
find a place on the shelves of every well-selected library. No 
modern productions of fiction have gained a greater reputation for 
their writer : few authors equal him in the humour and spirit of his 
delineations of character, and none surpass him for lively descriptive 
power and never-flagging story. 
London : CHAPMAN AND HALL, 193; PICCADILLY. 
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DISTILLERS AND IMPORTERS, 
OLD FURNIVAL'S DISTILLERY, HOLBORN BARS, 
AND 
30, REGENT STREET, LONDON. 
ESTABLISHED 1829. 
TERMS : NETT CASH. I BANKERS : THE BANK OF ENGLAND. 
SPECIALTIES. 
EAU DE VIE, PURE BRANDY . . . PER 
UNSOPHISTICATED GINAs FROM THE STILL. Do. 13/6 
CLARET, \TIN DE BORDEAUX SOUND AND PURE. PER DozEN. 14/- 
VIN ROUGE MASDEUC RUSTED Do. 24/ 
ORRAP AND A.MURAIL.1 SIIRSTITUTE FOR PORT. 
MARSALATHE FINEST IMPOR TED Do. 18/- 
SHERRY " XEREZ"RECOM Sol ENDED WITH CONFIDENCE Do. 25/- 
PORT, " OPORTO" OLD AND CHOICE Do. 48/- 
BURGUNDYWHITE SPARKLING, ELEGANT WINE. Do. 36/- 
CHAMPAGNEOwN BRAND, DRY SI DELICATE Do. 46/- 
RAILWAY CARRIAGE PAID. 
/7 10ES pU F.RNT ON _APPLICATION, 
CONTAINING 
QUOTATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS OF EVERY VARIETY 
OF 
WINES AND SPIRITS, 
FROM THE LOWEST TO THE HIGHEST QUALITIES. 
& 
GALLON. 
. 
: 
Ir 

MEN.. 
IN FRENCH BOTTLES, 36s, PER Doz.OR IN A CASE FOR THE COUNTRY, 39s. 
RAILWAY CARRIAGE PAID 
ANALYZAT1ON,, 
Chemical Laboratory, London Hospital !have made a careful analysis of "Pale EAU-DE -VIE." which was obtained in the ordinary way of business at the Establishment of HENRY BRETT & Co an Holborn, and I find that it is is remarkably pure Spiritthe strength of which is a little greater than that of Frencn Brandy o English Commerce. It is unusually free from acidity, and therefore offers a marked difference ta all the Cognacs which I have examined 
I have no hesitation in saying that it is a wholesome Spirit, and that it is fit for all thf TurposesDietetical and Medicalfor which the Brandies of France have hitherto been used. HENRY LETHEBY, M.B 
_Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology- in the London Hospital 
and Chemical Referee to the Corporation of London 
d, Co LONDON. 61,1,11k,STEN PAKUL 
June 8th, 1E354. 
IL6 sa ;33: P 
N.- PALE BRANDY 
44 I 8/-= Per Ca,1 I on 
HENRY _13*ETT & C9- 
OLD FURNIVAL'S DISTILLERY, HOLBORN, E.C., 
RECENT ST., WATERLOO PLACE, LONDON, S.W. 
PRICES CURRENT FREE ON APPLICATION. 
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JOHN BROGDEN'S 18-carat GOLD CHAINS. 
PARIS FIRST-CLASS SILVER MEDAL, 1867. 
JOHN BROGDEN'S ARCHEOLOGICAL 
JEWELRY. 
JOHN BROGDEN S BRACELETS. 
JOHN BROGDEN'S BROOCHES. 
JOHN BROGDEN'S GEM and WEDDING RINGS. 
JOHN BROGDEN'S NECKLACES. 
JOHN BROGDEN'S EARRINGS. 
ORIGINAL GOLD CHAIN MANUFACTORY. 
NO. 16, HENRIETTA STREET, 
Covent Garden, W.C. 
CAUTION. The Pall Mali ewel Case. 
MESSRS. HOWELL, JAMES, and Co. beg to announce that they 
are the sole Manufacturers and Patentees of the new PALL 
MALL JEWEL CASE. Its chief characteristics are :-1st, patent 
compensating trays, which instantly adapt themselves to any jewels 
without fear of the slightest injury, or the necessity of ever being 
fitted. 2nd. The application of patent fire-resisting iron safes, 
which, without interfering with the portability of the case, prove a 
great security for valuable contents. As imitations are being made, 
it is important to observe that each case is stamped as follows: 
"30 Aug., 1869. No. 2567. The Patent Pall Mall Jewel Box. 
Howell, James, and Co., Patentees, 5, 7, and 9, Regent Street, 
London," without which impress none are genuine. Price from 
One Guinea upwards. Descriptive Catalogues post free on 
application. 
3 
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10,000 PRESENTS 5s. to £5. 
PORTRAIT ALBUMS of the new make 
(W=LL LAST FOR YEARS) from 5s. 6d. 
WRITING CASES of every kind (a choice of 1,000). 
DRESSING BAGS for Ladies and Gentlemen. 
DRESSING CASES from 15s. 
ENVELOPE CASES, 18s. 
BLOTTING BOOKS, 10s, 6d. 
TEA CADDIES, 10s. 6d. to 63s. 
HAND BAGS, 8s. 6d. to 42s. 
RETICULES, 10s, 6d. 
GLOVE BOXES, 8s. 6d. to 12s. 6d. 
HANDKERCHIEF BOXES. 
SCRAP BOOKS. 
CARD TRAYS 10s. 6d. to 18s. 6d. 
CARD CASES. CIGAR CASES. 
INKSTANDS, Mounted, 7s. 6d. 
BOOK SLIDES, ditto, 5s. 6d. 
WORK BOXES, 5s. to 42s. 
STATIONERY CABINETS. 
DESPATCH BOXES, 21s. 
POCKET BOOKS. 
PURSES, 1s. to 40s. FANS. 
SCENT CASES. 
OPERA GLASSES, 7s. 6d. 
SMELLING BOTTLES, 2s. 6d. 
ORNAMENTAL ARTICLES in Gilt, Bronze, and China. 
15s., 18s., 21s., 30s., 40s., and CROQUE T 60s. the Set, with Book of 
Rules. A first-rate full-size set for 30s. The Club 
box-wood set (the best that can be made) 60s. All 
Croquet sent carriage paid to any Railway Station 
in England on prepayment. 
PARKINS 86 GOTTO'S 
VV RITING PAPERS & ENVELOPES 
(LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES AT WHOLESALE PRICES). 
NO CHARGE made for PLAIN STAMPING 
From any Die, whether Purchased at this Warehouse or not. 
MONOGRAM, CREST, & ADDRESS DIES OUT AT HALF THE USUAL CHARGES. 
DISH PAPERS. 
BORDERED PAPERS. 
DANCE PROGRAMMES. 20 Quires Straw Paper for 3s. 
DINNER MENUS. SERMON PAPER, 20 Quires for 3s. 
FIFTY SAMPLES OF PAPER POST FREE. 
ra' THE NEW SQUARE CUT ENVELOPES. 
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